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fast. accurate. versatile.
what else would you want from

a tube tester?

MODEL 6061',,, \ .1

if .,,IR

OUALITy. SHOJIS GUS !MISSION

la le01,11 SOU
all SMONIS

money, of course.

We know that swift and sure tube testing makes servicing more profitable.
So we created the Dyna-Jet 606 Tube Tester, the professional portable
loaded with the most -wanted features. Multiple 13 -socket design means
only 4 test settings, yet it tests the latest miniature and color receiving
tubes as well as older types.

It tests for all shorts, grid emission, leakage, gas. Checks cathode emis-
sion the accurate way-under simulated load conditions. Checks each
section of multi -section tubes. And the 606's exclusive front panel adjust-
able grid emission test spots the "tough dogs" and the weak ones. With
the 606, good tubes aren't rejected, bad ones show up fast. That means
less callbacks, more tube sales, better profit . . . MORE MONEY!

Few test instruments pack the profit -per -square -inch as does the
Dyna-Jet 606. It's another product of B & K electronic innovation . . .

of B & K's policy to provide maximum value and maximum quality. And
the B & K Professional Servicing Equipment emblem assures you . . .

and your customers . . . that you use the finest equipment available.
Model 606 Net: $79.95

A DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago, Illinois 60613 . . . for more details
circle 101 on postcard

WHERE ELECTRONIC INNOVATION IS AWAY OF LIFE

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. Ltd., 50 Wingold Avenue. Toronto 19. Ontario Export: Empire Exporters. Inc., 123 Grand Street, New York, N.Y. 10013.
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

R108 1 OM on -off vol control
0219 - 5000 det level control
R222 - 3500 contrast control
R223 - 500K brightness control
R310- 500K vert in control
03I5- 5M vert hold control
03I6- 1 5M height control
R403- 75K horiz hold control coarse
04I2- 35K horiz hold control fine
C109 01µ1 lkv cerornic
C307 - 0010 lkv ceramic
C309- 01µ1 lkv ceramic
C404- 560pf 500v poly
C411 - 39p1 Sky ceramic
C4136 - 200µ1
(4138 - 250sil
C4130 - 20ss1

200y elect

(413D- lOssf
(420 ,11,s1 600. *soul U l listed
8107- 820 3 0 film
R202 - I SK 2 0 files
R206 -
R226 - 3 6K 5.0 film
R414- 6 8K 3 0 film
042I - 12K I 0 carbon
1100 quod coil
1200 IF input coil
1201 choke coil tweet 16µ11
1202 - peaking coil 500.sh
1203 peaking toil 500ssh
1204 - peaking coil 60ssh
1205 - peaking coil 390µ1)
1206 - choke Moment
1400- choke filter
1401 - hori, osc coil
1402 - damper choke
TI00 snd IF interstoge trans
T101 audio output %former
T200 1st PIE ,former
1201 - 2nd PIE %former .

1202 3rd PIP xformer
T203 snd IF take off & trap coil
7300 vert output %former
1400 Para output xforrner.

T401 power xformer
tuner VHF
tuner UHF

deflection yoke assy
selenium rectifer (58401.4021
selenium diode (5(401) -
copristor IM -3001
copristor (M4011
socket pix tube
transistor (02001
circuit breoker
printed circuit board & components Assy
with tubes (sweep) P041
Printed circuit board & components ossy
with tubes (11)P108

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO

CORONADO 1117 SI LVERTONE 1120
TV Chassis 528.71120

PH I LCO-FORD 1118 SYLVANIA 1 1 2 2

TV Chassis B09-1,-2

RCA -VICTOR 1119 WESTINGHOUSE 1 1 2 1

TV Model TV2-7310A

Color TV Chassis 18QT85/18MT70

TV Chassis KCS 158 Series

CORONADO PARTS NO

7800056-007
4000592-001
78%0056-007
40%0585-021
4000585-020
4000585023
40%0585-012
40X0590-003
4000585-046
8000099-061
80%0099.016
8000099 061
4600528 005
80%0098-005

4500519001

35001044-004
43%0450-018
4300450-013

4300331 000
4300378 000

340%4123-810
962595-001

962666
962432-000

3660094-006
3660094-005
3660094-015
3640094.017

962543-000
5200102-001
942515-000
962380-000
962597 DOI

5100235-002
962540.000
962676-001
942602-001
962599-001

5100229-007
5300432-001
53%0435-001
2561245-011
2561271-002

962605 002
66%0023-007
6600025-000
7600068-001
7600069-001
1301013-002
86%0006-001

260568 001

3863227 000

3843741 000

Color TV Chassis V2656-1-2
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power Supply

Power Consumption

Power Output

Tuning Ranges

Intermediole Freq

Antenna Input Imp

120 Volts AC
60 cycles only

160 Watt, (Mcornorn1

C) to.  o 1676. cm

1.0 Wogs (Mo 1
07 Wogs 11 07. Dis1orNonl

VHF --Channels 2 thru 13

UHF Channels 14 thru 83

Picture -45 75 MC
Sound- 41.25 MC

300 Ohms Balanced

Sound System 4 5 MC
Si. and Type See Ports List

SOUND E AND AUDIO
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CORONADO
TV Model TV2 7310A
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

OSCILLOSCOPE WAVEFORM PATTERNS

These waveforms were taken with the receiver AGC control adjusted for an approsimte peak-to-pek output of two volts
at the video detector, iming so air signal. Do not reset AGC control when using color bar generator. All monochrome voltages
taken with ge air signal and all chrome voltages taken with a color bar generator connected to the antenna input ter-
minals. The chrome peak -to -peak voltages were takes with the chroma control set for 0.5V peak -co -peak at Pin 2 of V40 and
the tint control set for proper color bars (approsimately mid -range), all other controls set for normal viewing. The frequencies
shown are those of the waveforms not the sweep rate of the oscilloscope. All voltages taken with  wide band scope having
 51.1C bandwsdth sln,lar to BA K Model 1450.

ai 2 vol ts silp 60cp al 2 volts p/p. 15. 750

W ( /vs co ,,,,,, p ( ass. cont rst )
65
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t
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p.
15.750 cps

2 volts p.

15.750 cps 2,857-50":p°:° 2I5s.

volts

c13,...5
01 . 1,5/. 7i0(,  4:c.n9) p1/0p. 50(soci,in..

volts3015.50 p/.p.  .351,750lt
volts

50157.112,,P.F., 4155.v401 tscIps.p.

ak 45 .1  p/p.
`01' 60 cps

volts177 pp15.5acps

/7
dm 39 volts p. ai 130 volts o D. Ak 14 volts
W 60 cp. W 60 cps W 60 cps 4110 96:0 cpv7.1(1...

ak 8 5 vol t s p p.

ISO nulls p p.tke)W IS. 750 cps
0 cos (u -tooth

® sis, ,;01t:p:
p.

 SOI,v75o0s,:Sp. 14,05 7,01 tsrpr:
v "1: 7:0';p: P.  '7,.;;;;:p: P.

11/1

 13c.:9,0,:pds
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,\\1\,.

 515vo.715to cpsp:.
®IS volts pp.
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90 volts p/p. 30 volts p/p. 85 volts p'p. 2 volts pzp.
( c h r  )  6157750 !P's.(,hroema) ( chropa)

70 V. p/p. (sync) .70 V. p/s. (sync)
(three)

70 V. p p. ( sync) 5 V. p/p. ( sync)
15.750 cps IS. 750 cps 15.750 cps 15.750 cps

ak 120 .01" p/p. 50 volts aik SO volts svp. 17 volt* pp.
W 15.750 cpi W IS. 750 cps 3 Se cc
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IF AND DETECTOR PANEL
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343 005
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2.7

3430330

05
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3.59

R27
470
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9
15Kr 33

.005
C22

T4023

3.0

R12
820

C
30Ap
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CII M.R20A3.-=
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r

R18 I
22

C217
. 00 15

04
TV20

3RD IF
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1A4W I C15
1.5 7
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120
5%

C28_18162MI 15K
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C14- I

1.13V  C20 005
vsA..

R26 0211I R17

25./2:=0011=1
8.26

./v,"
R28
270
5%

148 03
R1518K TV 18

5% 8.26 2ND AGC Rtis Rea VR2
R9

1.516

5% R11

03
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4.7K

111712 C9

0051
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1 C245
18.55 1005 3x

425 R5 R5 CS IF _,_'1' 1(
336

00221R4
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2.2K
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6.8K C2
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PULSE
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DEFLECTION AND SOUND PANEL

MODEL CRT
TUNINGINDICATOR

18NT70 22JP22 USE

18NITO8 22JP22 OMIT

180185, 180T85A 25AP22A USE

ALL
TRANSISTOR BASINGS

BOTTOM VIEW

VR2034
IN

404 HOLD

M116

R222A
16

L

C134
.001
6000

VR100A
750K

CH. BIAS

V105 V104 V103 V102 V101 V100
613L8 6LU8 6N/08 66)180 6CS6 6A05A

121 5114 394 3114 1C14

R201
470

551

V201
6KDE

11011 OUT.

-60V

MI05
wF

J

6811
M5 4.
AGC

PULSE
M6

61.0

4 10

C2101
9027
2 511

D200

A

NOTES

1, ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS ARE TAKEN WITH NO SIGNAL UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE.

2. VOLTAGE READINGS ARE TAKEN WITH VTVM I K MODEL ITS WITH ALL CONTROLS

SET FOR NORMAL OPERATION. ALL VOLTAGES ARE NOMINAL.

3. RESISTANCE ARE MEASURED WITH YOKE AND CONVERGENCE PANEL DISCONNECTED

°D206
FIXED HOW

CENTERING DIODE

,ALL,0,6 , , ETC. INDICATE WAVE FORM TEST POINTS.

X

BB

CC

DD
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PHILCO-FORD

Color TV Chassis 180T85/18MT70

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PHILCO-FORD PART No

C208 - 150-20-20-100/350v II+ filter 30-2601-40
C209 - 500-500 40v 200-25v 50/350v 8+ filter 30-2601-48
3200 - power ac 42-2136-6
CR36-3 58MHz osc 34-8043-4
DI -1N60( AGC 34-8022-6
D2 - IN600 AGC 34-8022-7
D3 - 1N712 zener 34-8057-9
D200 - sel rect focus 34-8053-3
11- ch 8 beot 32-4645-44
1.2-12mh snd reiect .. 32-4762-23
L3 560mh det peak 32-4762-13
14 - Rf 40MHz 32-4837-1
LS- RFC 40MHz 32-4837-1
L6 xformer 3rd IF 32-4868-2
17 If input 32-4652-66
18-xformer 4.5MHz trop 32.4869-1
19 -xforrner 2nd IF 32-4893-2
110 xformer 1st IF . 32-4893-1
Ill-47.25MHz trap . 32-4652-78
112-39475MHz trop 32-4652-80
113 - 1st IF pole 32-4652- 79
114 47.25MHz trap 32-4652-78
LIS- variable tun indic 324912-1
136 -tint control 32-4645-44
137 - 'donne, burst amp plate . 32-4890-1
L38 -1st chrome grid 32-4878-2
139T -tuner AGC (on tuner) . 32-4887-1
140 - )(former 1st chrome plate 32-4888-1
141 - 'dormer 2nd chromo plate 32-4889-1
L42- Owner 3 58MHz ref 32-4879-3
144 - 680mh demod plate 32-4762-14
L49 - 82rnh deloy line 32-4762-3
151 - 120mh video plate 32-4762-5
152 -270mh video plate 32-4762-9
1100 good 32-4876-1
L101- xformer snd interstage 32-4745.12
1.102-Slf grid 32-4876-3
1103 - horto Keg 324891-1
1182 K/G rert 32-4881-1
L200- damper 32-4112-62
1201 -pincushion 32-4894-1
1202 -focus 32-4895-1
1203 - 13mh delay line choke 32-4838-2
1205- xforrrie, pincushion 32-10049.1
1208 -tuning ind 32-4837-2
01200- delay hne 32-4839-2
N36 phase det 30-6055-1
N37 - phase det 30-6055-1
NI 00 - vert int 30-6030-14
QI TV19 video drive 34-6001-65
Q2 - TVI 7 1st AGC 34-6001-63
03 TV18 2nd AGC 34-6001-64
04 TV20 3rd IF 34-6000-72
QS -TV15B 2nd IF 34-6000-70
Q6 TV1SA 1st IF 34 6000-69
R48 - 18K 2w react plate 33-1363-136
R49 15K 2w blanker plate 33-1363-137
RS5 ISK 3w 1st chrome screen 33-1363-135
R84 6.80 2w video out plate 33-1363.142
R85 7 SE 55v video out plate 33 3451 1

R95 - 27K 3w video plaie 33-3431-2
R124-4.20 7v. horiz out screen 33-1363-143
R125 - 6.8K 2w horn: react plate 33-1363-142
R126 15K 2w horiz reed cath 33-1363-137

R208 - 66M focus 33-1352-10
121200 - degaussing - 33-1376-3
RVIO0 - horiz bios 33-1379-2
RV200 - degaussing 33-1379-1
RV201 - pincushion clomp 33-1379-3
VR1 75011 41 25MHz trop 33-5613-2
VR1 - AGC 33-5613-3
VR36 - A-grn drive B-blu drive C -CRT bias 33.5595-19
VR100 - A-horiz bias, B -V lin, (-height 33-5627-2
10101 -A -red scrn 8 -gm scrn C -blue scrn 33-5595-20
VR102 -A- color killer 8 - AGC C -noise Inv 33-5627.1
VRI80 -12015 left bora blue .... 33-5609-10
VRI81- 6011 vert blue tilt 33-5609-4
VRI82 3011 vert blue omp 33-5609-3

VR184 - 6012 vert R/G tilt .33-5609-4
VR185-12011 vert R/G amp 33-5609-5
VR186 - 120121 horiz R/G 4 33-5609-5
VR187-3051 V cliff tilt 33-5609-3
VR188 - 15011 V cliff R/G amp 33-5609-6
VR200 - 6K pincushion omp 33-5623-19
VR201- 1015 vert cent 33-5609- I
VR202A 1 2K tint (omit for 18018SA) 33-5623-20
VR202- 1M vol 1.2K tint (1801854 only) 33-5618-28
VR202 IM vol-on-off (one! for 18078SA) 33-5623.26
VR203 - IK H hold 10051 contrast 33-5618-25
VR204 2 SM tone 50011 bright 33-5618-27
VR205- 750K v hold 50055 color 33-5618-22
4.0 7. audio output 32-10057-1
F.0 -filter choke . 32-10044-1
Kat - horiz output 32-10079-1
P.T. -power 32-10048.1

- vert output 32-10080-1
chromo assy w/comp 38-10371
chrorno (less comp) 27-11236-3
defl snd (less comp) 27-11237-2
toning Indicator w/comp (omit for 1811172011) 38-10240
tuner UHF (17152f) (18011561 only) 71,138217
tuner UHF (72147) 76-140111
tuner VHF (72204) (1807856. only) 76-13962-1
tuner vhf (112044) 76-13962-2
yoke assy 76-13910-3
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS
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No

vzos
V204
V205
V206

4E1 -1-

45C6
I Ecie

L3KY8

Is, Picture I -F

. 2nd Picture IF
Video Output and Noise Inverter

Vertical Oscillator and Control

KRK133N VHF Tuner

2D54......RF Amplifier
V2 WES. RF OW1111107 and Miser

CRI

QI
QI
QI
Q1

01

KRK120AlA, NA, PA, WP, XP UHF Tuners

iblezAG
33449
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TI-GMrto
S1019/51044
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0 VIO1PIN52
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT GRID
HORIZONTAL RATE 1000 P P

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

UHF Muter
UHF °ultimo, (KRK t2oNA)
UHF Oscillator (KRKI20131A)
UHF Oscillator (KRKt2oPA)
UHF Oscillator (KRK120WP)
UHF Oscillstor (KRKL2OXP)

0 C110 AND CI211 JUNCTION
NORIZONI1 REFERENCE 50C,NL

HORIZONTAL RATE 7000 P P

RCA VICTOR PART NO

R123 control width 121773
R126- control contrast 121777
RI35 - control horiz hold 121778
0136- control veil hold 118504
R2576 control vert size veil Lin sins stab AGC 121774
R2578 control vert ,Sze vert lin SifIC stab AGC 1 121774
R257C -control vert size vert lin sins stab AGC 121774
0257D- control vent size vert lin sins stab AGC 121774

VHF tuner assy KRK133N
UHF tuner assy KRK120WP

C110 - 200pf -.L-5% 4kv ceramic N1500 119193
C112-4 section elect 121781

A -160µf 200v 121781
8 - 375µf 200v 121781
C - 150krf 175v 121 781
D -5µf 175v 121781

C114 - 541 10% 2kv ceramic N2200 109293
C8101 breaker circuit 1.75 amp 113950
CPRIO1 -circuit printed component 109956
CPR102- circuot printed C00190090: 109956
CR202 -diode 60v Ply at .200 amp 116052
CR203 diode 60v PIV at .200 amp 116052
FIN101 -fuse #34 wire
1102 - 8.2µh 107385
L103 - 8.2µh 107385
1104 filter choke 115426
L109 horiz lin 118712
L 110 - line chair. 115504
L202 AGC 114315
L203 330µh 118710
L204-3601 1 16056
L205 2.7µh 107463
L206 - 270µh 115427
L207 - horiz freg 114486
PC202 -circuit printed component

(includes C241. C243, C244, 0254) 114916
0201 - transistor sad if (2450) 116079
0202 -transistor AGC (35051 118713
0110 6806 3w 115628
R111 -510051 3w 1 13420
R212 - 220012 =5% 502222
12217 - 4711 -±5% 502047
R220 300011±5% 502230
R224 - 12K 2w 522312
R271 15006 25% 502215
0275 30,00011=5% 118716
RT101 - therrnistor 1.5M at 25°C 118739
01102 thermistor 30.000 at 251C 118740
RV101 - varistor 320v at Imo 118742
RV102 varistor 320v at Imo 118742
12V103 varistor 110v at loo 118741
RV104 vOrISTOr 487 at IMO 1 18506
50201 - diode AFC 109474
1101 - audio output 118409
1102 hi voltage 121780
1103 - Vert output 121783
T104 - power 122537
1201 sad takeoff 118744
T202 -sad IF 118738
1203 - good 118410
1204A -39.75MHz & 47.25 traps 114313
12048-39.75MHz & 4725 traps 114313
T205 1st pig grid 118696
T206 - 4.5MHz trap 118736
1207 -1st pia IF 109158
1208 - 2nd pig output 121779
RT1O1 - thermistortemperature compensating

5.0St cold (port of yoke) 118375
yoke deflection 122394
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WF-IWF-2WF-3WF-4WF- 5WF-6WF-7WF- 6WF-9WF-I01120

35V P -P
60`L

3V P -P
60 AJ

2V P -P50V P -P150V P -P150V P -P8V P -P

WF-I 1ELECTRONIC
1-77=Lfidea jer TECHNICIAN

18V P -P56V P -PI28V P -P200V P -P
6078757875 'L7875 'AJ7875 %78751,

WF-I2WF-I3WF-I4

111111111111

1040V P -P96V P -P2.6V P -P
6060'J60'L

WF-15WF-16WF- 17

98V P -P570V P -P570V P -P
607875 1.)7875'1)

IF INPUT

IC1

X13-3-6
SOUND IF AMP

B LIMITER
5

J19

RILK,SHICLOED1'0

_ cr......
" SOUND DISCR. TRANS
120(- - - - - -1 TIR3

.-,............-0-
SOUND
D s c R

e
::

JI

.41

339-EJ.-470R2Cl2
(..1K

-- 0li - - 3- - 2-/

C5
=SOUND

DISCR

i14.
9V

_Lc,
I-_,C35

T

IRI
10K

C41

I-001

6060 'L60

C102C1-
0VI

3001' 8
7mEG .

132V
Y RI2

RIIC37
33K*86-188-20033
R3I

56K390
22c0,15(

IJ7
0

10V

-I(
8

Ii v01
C2

AUDI303:kMaPv2

5

R48
R32

T

R7ER6

390K

R34

6V

27K100120

R101
50K

le J26 CONT
VOL

6A05

01
AUDIO

OUTPf_
C49

C36

L,-1--1
10

I5V

C6
40

25V

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR6 NEW SETS

TIOI
AUDIO OUTPUT

TRANS.

BLU1,

R49I
zi, 33K

J2I D.C.BL

R108
100

S102

---71 C1038EARPHONE

IRI3240JACK
560300V

P132
2W

SPEAKER

149

J18

B+ OUTPUT/55V

11

IN6

PUTF J147 n1
-.1-TOP

1

1

51

t__ -_BOTTOM
24

L7
I

1155+4
DE

47.25 MHz'yy

TRAP
R26 COILC26IK

41.25 MHz TRAP

C23
g41

.2,:
,24F57.

1,270 v

czel
ooiJ15 /8.5v

J2eJ2I

TO TUNER
(MIX.-OSC.)

(RED/BLUI

2K,I0111
5%

A.G.C. OUTPUTRII3
1wHT/GRNI3 3 MEG

C104-

B+ OUTPUT
1

T
R114
22 MEG

TO TUNER (RF1
RED/BGTrg'

RI3456K

121(

RI33CHANNEL
IKINDICATOR

LIGHTS
(NE -2H)

RI24

RI26

SWI01
CIRCUIT

PUSH OFF -ON
BREAKER

POLARIZEDSWITCH ONr --1 A.C.NTERLOCKVOLUME
I

,iEll(m __T 22
111 ±C

0'9'0-
4.5,10%41

120V A.G.L106 ':
60 HERTZ
155 WATTS

(POLARIZED-1(- PLUG)

Of
SDI03

C118
001

-V-5I
8F070R 8CG71

*54
IC

TO TUNERJ62J63
FIL.L - - IBRNI

5W,5%

47K
(WE -1

CII2
150 175V50101

RI25
50,12W

VI04V103V527 22E311317GT5I
13GF7I

$2801,

4545I4S

0106 -_.-.,
.001
IKV

RII6

.5V

V3T3V4
4EH71ST 1.E4EJ7

1STI.F. AMP
210v

TRANS.2N0 I.F.AMP.
180Y

.117

4.5V 2
R23
43K
5T

R29
12 MEG

J20

7

3

21,
R25

R22
22

C25
27K

R15

.0015T
K

/40V
TOP

JI2

JI60
JII

1

1

2
I7-

T4
2ND
TRANS.

44.15 MHz
DI

IVIDEO

o
DET.

R30
5.6K
2W

33pF

LBL9
I2UH90UH

C32
6.8
pF

C33
T4.7

DF

'208
L5

330 UH

2

SILVERTONE
TV Chassis
528.71120

NOVEMBER  1967

NOTES:
I.RESISTANCE IS SHOWN IN OHMS K. 1000, MEG.I,000,000

2ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

3.CAPACITANCE VALUES ARE MFD, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
4VOLTAGES READ WITH .VTVIe POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS GROUND, TUNER OH

UNUSED CHANNEL ,CONTRAB BRIGHTNESS AT MINIMUM, -4 5 VOLTS BIAS ON

t?,11),

AGC LINE ON TEST POINTOTHER CONTROLS AT NORMAL LINE
VOLTAGE 120 VOLTS, ANTENTERMINALS SHORTED TOGETHER BUT NOT TO GROUND

5. ALL WAVE FORMS MEASURED WITH STRONG SIGNAL INPUT AND WITH CONTRAST
SET TO GIVE NORMAL PICTURE, AGC LINE OPERATING NORMALLY

6.JI, J2,ETC INDICATE CONNECTION TERMINALS ON CIRCUIT BOARDS.
7.VOLTAGE TOLERANCE MAY VARY + 20%

RI02,3.4 MEG
BRIGHTNESS

T2
SOUND TAKE -OFF
a 4.5 MHz TRAPL2

-47
J14

RI9(3F4J24!

220KJ130

TTTOP

(WF14

CIO
.033

47pF
270 UH

15K

llovV2B
79LA6 op 7KZ6

VIDEO AMP
106V

C9
C17

001
035

R9
RI3

IS
39K ,

CI91-4R18

470T :OK
pF

L 3

,775UH

R16
:39K

540v

WF-I5-C20

RI40
IK

V101
PICTURE TUBE

4F4F

j

/R17

100K

von...I'D
R8J25 I1

I_C2I
3.9K

5 RI4-I-
68
pF

75K
>5W

I 5%

DJ6

RI38

C108RII9

!R120
RI21

1 MEG220833K

(WE -9)
680 K

VERT.RI05 NE5IGMHETGi

J79

2Wr- - - ----,----'R84
1R52R83''''.'820K
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390K

220K/85V
6

RII7

47KT1601
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4 H S8
KEYED AGC

8 SYNC. SEP.

6.8MEG
295V --r

265V
.1

L 105
FILTER

CHOKL/270V
'000

if
1

I

100K10K 335V
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-*Ann -.HE -.

001
/801/
RI22

470
0177C78( pF

190V

01.....--8 151t n'14.11
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C5I0047

56 pF..16°41
051

R80 ov I

9

215VIi 22Ke011F-10)

OFT

wev.- R106 1.5MEG
VFt22_' H Q LCV

ik

J77JBO
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R123
5 6KR53

2W270K

+ C102AC102B

014T
: H.001

4150102300V300V
100_- 200

IRIE5G1
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45

C119
1`64Jql

C120

I'.00II' .01
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45245
..
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RC 101

4.7
I
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-_
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irryji

C22C 121CC27C29
J5

[T.001 I.001T.001TD01

450 MA CONTROLLED WARM-UP TIME HEATERS
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0013A_12.

300VT'
20

rWF-8)

-(C53,56 pF

R55'

270K

V52
13GF7
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VERT. OUTPUT371IK
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806nec.1

100K27K

C68
.001

V51
8F07 OR 8C67
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J74

R72
C7939K
470
pF

TJ23 I

C101

27
pF

330.02
RIOC14

JaQ
27o v

8103
30K
CONT.

R104
3.4
MEG
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1*

;

34

R109

47K
540V

2,572,,i260V

R67

[(68°71
6R68KCI1KEF.R82j731

IKV
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J870
C(IWOAB2FLOI

I

.3)1: 1:0727R61,32W1

3120V

2701,

I
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'171
°vREG

TRANSRLTp

TEL

26I
265
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6n5

1

WFl

31 /5580:11,

0
+14' C:80:RI07,750

J62I Lr_mj 50

VERT. LIN. J83
VERT.

-
C60

C62C61 .25v

.0471

.0022

1R54MEG

R51

IK
HORIZ.
FRED.

R56

9K 3.
C52C54 _-005
680 (7-1-

00331
L_

PF

R79" IK

C57
-0039

540Y

RI37
820

1W

L101, DEFLECTION
f-1311.

5101

DEFLECTION
YOKE SOCILET

00

O

R60J60
10K
2WJ72

0-
650V

C115
.025
600V

C64
-1L104

IR59

150K
ISTABILIZERI7GT5

I COILHORIZ. OUTPUT

II HORIZ.V103

L
6HoxiZ.

t___JHOL019mEASDRE
DO *01' 0

J57
R77

8.2K ,2W

C58
R57

3.3K680
pF

C15(9

J8I
C76

7047

VIF6

RI27

560
/70V

OV

R62
680K

j

-40 V
2.6

11

11

110

11

L102g
RFC

C 2II60
4

RI28pF
IK3KV

CI17,300
pF,3KV9

3

SPARK
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5

TO J61
(GROUND)

VERT.
HORIZ.
BOARD

375V

PII0
150K

P101

DEFLECTION
YOKE PLUG

a

li
II

7103
G

HORIZ. OUTPUT
TRANS.8 -

RFC

RI29

811

-.(wf-17)
V105

1K3/GT
HIGH VOLT. RECT.

2706

2.7

V104
22BH3
DAMPER

RI30
4.7K

SS
20/FY

1/...(WF-
16)
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1121
WESTING-

HOUSE
Color TV Chassis
V2656 12

NOVEMBER  1967

ELECTRONIC '7
rirW=Aayar TECHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR6 NEW SETS

P., .0 v10113v P.. o2.V2041v 1,4-v304A

WAVEFORM MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS

I.Movlorms ..... ormno  color I,.(RCA 61644.1 or onurvolont.
2.All controls so for  normolp.c
3.Vesnolorms rnmoorod Item po.ntclIciss.sorovnel

11. owns 3 r 01. mtlor . scot. Irm.ncv

SYMBOI.DESCRIPTIONWESTINGHOUSE PART NO

VHF tuner470V182001
UHF tuner472V053001

C 111B - 20ot 50v elect MCI (2278, C2376, C409B..218V054H32
C2278-40)11 50v elect incl CI 116 C237B C40911218V054H32
C2314 - 4z.if 350r elect incl C4064, C4084, C4334...218V054H34
C2378- 100/1150v elect incl C11 I El, C22713, C4098218V054H32
C312 - .0022µf 630v film dielectric..210V312422
C4064 - 30z.tf 350v elect incl C2314, C4084, C433A ..218V054H34
C407 -250µF 350v @I.6A elect218V056H16

.C4084 -200W 350v elect incl C231A. C406A, C433A .218V054H34
C4098- 200,uf 350v elect incl C1118, 02278, 02373 .218V054H32
C420 - 390pf 5% 630v film dielectric
C421 -.0015µI 5% 6303 film dielectric210V311A52
C433A- 10z.zf 3503 elect incl C2134. (406k COMA218V054H34
C439 -47pf Sky ceramic ZSF215V454470
C440 - 130pf 4kv ceramic N2200690V037H59
C531 - 330pf 5% 500v mica213V186801
DL216-delay line753V044C01
1100 -coi adj sod take -off230V031 H06
1101 -coi °di quad coil230V031H06
1200 -coi fixed 0.12µh230V065H02
L201 - coi adj 47 25MHz trap (tapped)230V076H01
L202- coi adj 3rd IF primary230V031H07
L205 - coi RF choke 14µh230V130H02
1206 - coiRF choke 4.7µh230V130H01
1210 -coi RF choke 1.11.th230V130H03
1211 -coi odj 41.25MHz trap (tapped)230V076H01
1214-coi RF choke 2.2,./h230V130H09
1400 - reactor oc line filter 55zAh230V12SH0I
1403 -coi degoussing230V175CO3
1409-coi adj horiz hold (topped)230V183801
1411 -coi RF choke 56µh230V130H10
1.505-coi fixed 680µh..230V141H13
1507 -coadj reactance (3 58MHz)230V192801
L701 -coi crossover network230V152401
L802-coiright R/G horizontal lines230V184E101
1900 - comadjust 46.75MHz230V201C01
TI00 - 'dormer sod input235V1411301
1101 -'former audio output 3.211430V 1 54H0 I
1200 - xformer IF input235V049H02
T201 -001 -flier1st IF plate235V048H0 I0
T202 - [former 2nd IF plate235V048H04 44MC

T204 -'former IF output235V049H02
T205 -:former 4 5MHz trap235V145801
T400 -'former CRT heater 6.33 @1.3 amps410V070001
1402 -'former horn output493V023001
1404 -'former red pin cushion act230V191C01
1405 -'former vert output430V182(01
1500 -'former bandpass235V142C01
1501 - xformer burst235V143801
1502 - 'former 3 58MHt osc235V144801CPAS I
7401 -- yoke deflection490V028003II
1801- yoke convergence assy490V027C01
X900 -diode crystal 46 75MHz det296V006H02
5901 - diode crystal brstoble multi trigger296V002H07
7900tenor diode 12v supply296V020801
R108 - IM control rol incls SW400A,8,C270V194C01
R110 - 2.5M tone control270V152H13
R227 - 500K control brightness270V1 54H05
R230 -250 control contrast RIOS 1 SW40041,111,C ...270V194C01
R301 -10K control AGC270V174(03
R320 - 10M control rent lin270V159H29
R322 - 2M control vert hold270V I 59H3I
R332- 100K control height vert270V159H19
R416 -200K control high voltage 04270V149H20
R436 -12 5M control focus270V19IC01
R440 -30K control vert pin omp270V130911
R4415 - IOU control vert centering 3w WW270V190007
R519 - 50011 control color270V154H04
R556 -1M control killer thresh270V159H21
R557- 1.2K control tint270V154H03
11600-6K control blue dove270V159H27
12604 - I.5M control blue screen270V159H24
R605 - 9K with 3K stop control green drive270V159H28
R607- 1.5M control green screen270V159H25
R1311- 15011 Iw control top R/G rert lines WW270V181(06
R812 - 50011 Iw control bottom R/G lion: Imes WW .270V187C01
R81312011 Iw control top R/G honz lines WW270V181C04
R8146011 lw control bottom RIG vert lines WW270V181(03
R921 - 30K control reference voltage adj270V174C04
R934 - SK con trol pulse position adjust270V174C07
RT402 - Mermistor 12011 cold259V022801
RT404 - thermistorpart of yoke
RV301 - voristor red output grid259V01 5H03
RV400 - voristor automatic degaussing259V017CO2
RV401 - ronstor horiz259V01 51101
F400 - fuse 125r slo-blo type N -5A7S8V001H14
R427 -6K 70w251V014H74
R401 - 311 25w condottm251V028H13
R403 - 16 15w candohm251V028HI4
R404- 1.5K 3.0w WW ... ! ..............259V009H01

12," 71v PP

11111
NM MI P P

,:.221; 0 0'..7 v3011T501.

tr191,1111)r1l11

P.. .0,3028

111111111111101111111111111

3.50 P.P
P.n 2.030A

0 ;01n)00

11111111111I11111111111010

111111111111111111111111111111

P

P.n 4,3100

01111111111111111011111111111

1111111'1111111111111111111

= = = 0 ' 11.311 11.11®
11" I2.5vP

0
II},

Coll. x-0200P.n .7,1054

111111111111111111111111111

11

411A"

C;I

11. 15V 1717
Pin .2.03013

I111 1111I

0.7!./V31;70
5 P -P

P., 23113114
MInn 11.11

200.441, 04406Pip 63.33016
0441

0 .11Yr
.. ISM VP14. IMP 1111

PP

Elliiiin11111111112 P.n 81.0310.4N.:/-Pin 1303040Pin o9 330411Met...1M 41P...403010P.. 1010111
11.*IhrP.P 0  IOW P110  11M P.110 14. 730V P.P

0s

0333

1111 ,120P.P

®
Ulf P.P-n-P.Pfir)0 ASV P P0 "0. 470 P.P(1) 0 0.30 P.P

P.n 1.V1016®AnoctionC37Pin s1.030111Pro 01,30311\IVP.11 V1024Ammon 13241I.0103
013

1,1445

P.P
1,11o. Loo4 2404CIGrey Rood 1404

C416

it
II1114

111WP, r\l"
1330 P.P

Pt. 66020111
® "3" 131v P.P

..7.1X016

CHANNEL NO .I
44 MC STRIP

Lit

LW tun sou
14

Z3A11LIFII+

3 N 0 3
43

CM
1.3

vA(---44 113
4.71

I ,53re

1118

0.5-1.5

CS

Tic :OM/

3001

34

A27,1,

C21(21
10301000

Hnt

1/2 END1

MIXERIS
IMO COIL

If
S.00
II

GG.

RA.

0200 
\Lim v30,

18

I FINE VIIINR

024
11151

13.2I.

1,3

11

R
410,1W

C11
^ 1000

01
411

0 tsar
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iCCOIMO

1.1 - t P

i.F. OUT

470V182001

C23,Z1
2 C112O. 5 -4.5

72,
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C244,1111 050.1+

111STA1LED 4 0

OSC

eons,
I. AL CAPACITANCE 1.14311S to cc
S.14.F. RESISTORS 0.5 WATT RAINS ALM 0414411141SE SPECIFIED.
1. vOlTWAS IMMURED FARM v7411 (ANT TE114111FALS 511/38110)

C

000

Ulf 8+

MEI lonctron 04101C414®
m110v P p

C41410420
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P..540000. 46.30100P...110100 P., 4.504120
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FFECTIVE 8/1/61

Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-in-
cluding parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guararteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec-
tive workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 morths to a year better than others. And it's
backec up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufactLrer-
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
i"1 -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and ou-.... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perforn-like new.

Prefer a replacement? Sarkes Tarzian universal
replacements are only $10.45, customized re-
placements $18.25. Shippec same day order re-
ceived. Order custom tuners by TV make,
chassis, and model number. Order universal re-
placement by part number:

Intermediate AF Amp Osc. Mixer
Part .1: Frequency Tube Tube Heater

MFT-1

MFT-2

MFT-3

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

6GK5 6L18 Parallel 6.3V

3GK5 5118 Series 450 MA

2GK5 5CG8 Series 600 MA

Genuine Sarkes Tarzian universal replacement tuners with
Memory Fine Tuning-UHF Plug in for 82 -channel sets-
Pre-set line tuning-l3-position decent-Hi gain-Lo noise
-Universal mounting

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, SEND FAUL*Y TUNER WITH TV MAKE, CHASSIS,
AND MODEL NUMBER, TO TUNER SERVICE CENTER NEAREST YOU

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE
MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana TEL: 317-632-3493
EAST 547-49 TONNELE Ai/E., Jersey City, New Jersey TEL: 201-792-3730
SOUTH-EAST 938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232
WEST SARKES TARZIAN , Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION

10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California .. TEL: 213-769-2720

NOVEMBER 1967 19



EICO Makes k Fbssible
You get 100% professional test equipment quality-and economy. EICO's uncompromising
engineering -for -value makes it possible. Twenty-three years ago we started EICO to deliver

"Laboratory Precision at Lowest Cost." Today, three million customers like us for it.
Compare EICO products with anybody's at your local dealer. You'll see for yourself how you save

up to 50% with EICO kits and wired equipment-and enjoy electronic excellence too!

 1/2 -volt Full -Scale DC
Transistor Servicing Range.

Accurate measurements
down to 0.01 volts.

 Deluxe full -view 6" 200
microamp meter movement.

 Unique ease & speed by
exclusive color coding of switches

with meter scales.
 Dual purpose EICO exclusive

AC/DC Uni-Probe.'#,
 Signal isolation floating ground.

NEW EICO 235
PROFESSIONAL VTVM
Feature -packed 6" professional VTVM brings you
more in functional styling, convenience, and
dependable performance for exacting measurements
in so'id state circuitry.

8 DC Ranges: 0-0.5-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1500 (to
30,000 volts with optional high voltage probe). 7 AC
Peak -to -Peak Ranges: 0-4-14-42-140-1400-4200. 7 AC
RMS Ranges: 0-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1500. 7 Resistance
Ranges Covering: 0.20 to 1000MQ. Frequency
Response: 3 cps to 3Mc ±1db (up to 250Mc with
optional PRF probe). Input Resistance: DC 11Mit; AC 1M
shunted by 60mmf. 1% precision multiplier resistors.
3% accuracy on AC and DC scales. A n n5

A IT
Wired ;69.95

Terrific time-saver! Only 1 probe
performs all functions -a half -turn
of probe -tip selects DC or AC -OHMS!

PROFESSIONAL PORTABLE MULTIMETER
by EICO.
The industry's greatest V -O -M values. Designed &
manufactured to Eico's high standards of
professionalism. Each complete with batteries & test leads.
Backed 100% by famous EICO warr
100,000 Ohms/Volt Model
100A4, $34.95
optional carrying case $5.95
The best buy in a benchsize
multirneter. With AC sensitivity
12,500Q/ V, combines
minimal circuit loading with
wide-ranging functional utility.
Double -jewelled ±2%
D'Arsonval meter movement;
full -view 4 -inch mirror -back
two-color scale eliminates
reading parallax; matched pair
of silicon diodes prevents
accidental overload of meter
movement. High -impact,
custom -molded case protects
against shock _ _

30,000
Ohms/Volts
Model 30
$19.95

20,000
Ohms/Voks
Model 20A3
$12.95

,000
hms/Volts
odel 4A3,
:.95

,000
hms/Volts
odel 30A3
15.95

ay. 1,000
Ohms/Volts
Model 1A1,
$5.95

Model 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. A must
for color or B&W TV and industrial
use. 7 non -skip ranges on all 4
functions. With exclusive Uni-Probe.8

1101111 $29.95 kit, $49.95 wired.

1
Model 460 Wideband

 Direct -Coupled 5"
Oscilloscope.

 gib a DC-4.5mc for color
 --. .,..-- / and B&W TV service

1110 ,. Ir and lab use. Push-pull
4 a % DC vertical amp.,

e .  W  bal. or unbal. input.
Automatic sync limiter

and amp. $109.95 kit, $149.95 wired.

Model 369 Sweep and Post -
Injection Marker Generator. For
easiest, fastest visual alignment of
color B & W TV and FM RF and
IF circuits. Five sweep ranges
from 3-220 Mc/S. Four marker
ranges from 2-225 Mc/S. Crystal
marker oscillator. Post injection of
markers. Kit $89.95. Wired $139.95

New Model 567 VOM Kit $34.95
Wired $44.95
 20,000 ohms -per -volt sensitivity
 0.25 volt full-scale range
 Silicon diode meter protection circuit
DCV: 0-0.25, 2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1000,
5000V. ACV: 0-2.5, 10, 50, 250,
1000, 5000V. DCI: 0-50 uA, 1 mA,
10 mA, 100 mA, 500 mA, 10 amps. -12
to +55 db in 5 ranges. RES: 0-2KD,
200KD, 2M0.

LADICO2-7
laboratory precision at lowest cost.

FREE 1968 CATALOG ET -11
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
131-01 39th Ave., Flushing, N.Y. 11352
cl Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

20
... for more details circle 117 on postcard
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7 LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

In Defense
Why does the public unfairly ma-

lign TV -radio technicians while at
the same time they endure worse
gouging from auto mechanics? Buy a
copy of "Motor Trend," August
1967 and read the article "The Piece
Work Caper" on page 53. I am sure
you will come up with some real
dandies to help clear the long suf-

fering TV -radio technicians. You
will read about mechanics polishing up
old "shocks" and charging for new
ones - plus the labor rate for installa-
tion as well. Can you imagine a tech-
nician polishing up a tube and leaving
it in as new? A tube might run to $5
but a set of shocks will go past the $20
mark and the sad part of this is, it is
done with the approval of the manage-
ment who takes 50 percent of the ill-
gotten gains. TV set owners are a
queer lot, frankly speaking. They own
an electronic entertainment "brain"
that costs around $500 that has hun-
dreds of parts and intricate circuitry.
And because they get a bill for a few

Knuckle-
Saver.
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Putting a sleeve on a connection
can be frustrating. (If your hand slips, it
can also be rough on the knuckles.)

Why not use Krylon Crystal Clear
Spray Coating instead?

Krylon forms a hard, waterproof
coating that stops many of the causes
of high -voltage section loss and picture

fading. It doesn't dry out or crack. It
prevents rusting.

Try it. All you have to lose are a
few skinned knuckles.

Krylon Crystal Clear...standard
equipment for all TV/Radio installation
and repair pi BORDEN
work. kal CHEMICAL

bucks more than expected, they shout
to high heaven. Yet, they'll buy an
automobile costing up to five -grand
or more without wincing - a me-
chanical thing which has been so hap-
hazardly tossed together that fre-
quently it has to be sent back to the
shop dozens of times before it oper-
ates properly. The owner grins and
bears it but doesn't get up on a soap
box when the auto mechanics and
builders charge him for service. Don't
you think it is time for the public to
stop pointing their fingers at TV -
radio technicians?

EDWARD OTTNEY
Huntingdon, Que., Canada

Make -Do Chart
Regarding L. M. Jenne's letter con-

cening a roll chart for a Hickok 550X
tube tester. I have a 547A (which is
supposed also to be obsolete) but I

bought a 600A tester chart and it
works out very well. The chart num-
ber is "Model 533A -600A -605A".
Perhaps he can also get a chart which
will work with the 550X. Regarding a
phono needle microscope: Olson Elec-
tronics of Akron, Ohio, advertises
one for $1.19 - probably made in
Japan.

DAMIAN COSTA
Hollywood, Calif.

Edison Still Around
Can anyone let me know where I

can find a diamond -disc needle for
an Edison phono which plays dia-
mond -disc re -creations at 80rpm?

CECIL K. CARVER
Box 156
Gothenburg, Neb. 69138

Help Coming
Tell Frank Szpiech that I have a

Silver Spark Signal Tracer manual
that I can send him.

H. A. SYLVESTER
446 1 A Laclede Ave.
St. Louis, Mo. 63108

Pleased
It's a pleasure to write this letter

and say thank you for the fast answer
to my previous letter and the help you
gave.

EDWIN MENENDEZ INCLAN
Mexico City, Mexico

German Radio Info
I have been able to get information

on German equipment from Euro
Electronics, Inc., 4329 N. Western
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60618.

B. WAUREUCE
Bremerton, Wash.

. for more details circle 110 on postcard
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LET'S FACE IT . . . TWIST -PRONG
CAPACITORS JUST DON'T HAVE

THE "FITS -ALL" ABILITY OF STRETCH SOCKS

. . . THERE'S NO NEED TO
STRETCH ANYTHING WITH
A SPRAGUE TWIST-LOK®

they come in 2,365 ratings and sizes so you can make EXACT replacements

Some people claim that you in use multi -rating twist -
prong capacitors to make replacements "as exact as they
need be." Putting it another way, some other people say
that you can take "a certain amount of leeway in the
matching of ratings and sizes."

BUT - there is nothing exactly like an exact replace-
ment, particularly when working with the exacting re-
quirements of Color TV circuitry.

Yes, you can replace one twist -prong capacitor with
another that has a higher voltage rating and everything's
OK. That is, everything except the cost. You have to pay
for the extra voltage.

True, too: Circuit tolerances may allow you to make
successful replacements without matching original ca-

pacitance values exactly. However, if you pick a replace-
ment that's at the high end of the circuit's tolerance, its
own manufacturing tolerance may throw it out of the
ball park. For example, you pull out a 100 p.F @ 350 V
unit and figure that the 150 p.F capacitor on your shelf
is a close enough replacement. But the standard indus-
try tolerance on this part is +50%, -10%. Therefore,
it may actually have a capacitance of 225 auF - more
than double the value your circuit calls for. And prob-
ably will get you called back.

We repeat: There is nothing exactly like an exact
replacement.

And . . . we make Twist-Lok Capacitors in 2,365
ratings and sizes so you can make exact replacements.,

You can get a copy of Sprague's comprehensive Electrolytic
Capacitor Replacement Manual K-109 from your Sprague
Distributor or by writing to Sprague Products Company,
65 Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts 01247.

DON'T FORGET TO ASK YOUR CUSTOMERS
"WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING?"

SPRAGUE"
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

NOVEMBER 1967
. for more details circle 144 on postcard
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LETTERS
( TO THE EZ1101".

Reader Problem
I have been a subscriber and fol-

lower of ET for many years and have 
derived much help from its articles
and schematics. Now I need more
help - in the form of information.

I have Blonder -Tongue UHF an-
tenna boosters to service which use
6DL4 tubes. I have been advised that
these tubes are no longer available

from the distributor who sold me the
boosters. I've tried, without success.
other tube companies also. Is there a
substitute you know of (listed or un-
listed) - or a company having these
tubes of which I do not know of?
Thanks.

L. J. BURROW
Fort Difiance. Ariz.

Our understanding is that the Mul-
lard ET88 is the only replacement for
a 6DL4. And we're not even sure
about this. ET does not publish a tube
replacement guide. The last known
address we have had for a Millard
representative was International

You Can Pick Up A Human Hair
With These Precision Machined Points

Dentists would call the exact matching of the
fine teeth and jaws of this plier "perfect
occlusion." You'll call it the niftiest long nose
plier you've ever used. It's precision made of
full -polished highest quality drop -forged steel
with smooth working moving parts and hand
honed cutting edges - in short, designed and

made to do a better job, time after time, year
after year. And the expert craftsmanship you
see here is typical of the entire line of Channel -
lock hand tools ... good reason why Channel -
lock is the first choice of discriminating tool
users the world over.- Let us send you our
catalog, no charge.

TOOLS BY

CHAN NEL LOCK
MEADVILLE, PA

Electronics Corp., 81 Spring St.. New
York, N.Y. That was a couple of
years ago - and, as you know, ad-
dresses sometimes change quickly in
the electronics business - Ed.

Old Tube Source
Note that some readers have dif-

ficulty locating some old tubes. I

have a good supply on hand. Try me.
G. C. GOODWIN

Rankin. Ill. 60960

A Repeat
have just read part of ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN, August issue, and saw
my request for a schematic. There
is no wonder you didn't recognize it.
The manufacturer of the Acrosound
20/20 was misspelled Aerosound. I
don't know who made the error, it's
possible that it might have been my
printing when I originally wrote you
with my request for a schematic for
that amplifier. I still need the sche-
matic. 1 also want to inform you that
you have me on your mailing list
again for another three years. I guess
I can't do without you. I do find a lot
of good information in your magazine
- so I guess we'll be friends for a long
time to come. Thank you.

JAMES B. CARTER
Bethesda, Md.

ell anyone has a schematic of this
amplifier please let us know. - Ed.

Thanks
I want to thank you and the readers

of ET who helped me locate a 35A3
and 35115 tube which enabled me to
repair two sets. I received the tubes
and a lot of help from readers. Thanks
again to all. ET is a great magazine.

HAROLD KAUTSKY
Latrobe. Pa.

Needs Schematic
Can anyone tell me where I can

get a schematic for a Model 730
VTVM / Signal Tracer, made by
Coastwise Electronics, 130 N. Beaudry
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif?

WM K. WHITE
185 Carol Drive
Toms River, N.J.

Needs 6ME5
Can anyone tell me where to ob-

tain a 6ME5 tuning eye (or equivalent)
made by Toyo of Japan? It's a 7 -pin
miniature base.

Lectro Service
Box 17044
San Diego, Calif. 92117

R. E. NICHOLS

. for more details circle 112 on postcard
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tv416 important nevrtest instruments

foserVice, industrial
and lab applications.
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All solid-state battery operated
VOLTOHMYST* WV -500A
Eliminate warm-up time! Eliminate zero -shift that can
occur in tube -operated voltmeters! RCA's new WV -500A
VoltOhmyst is an all solid-state, battery operated, completely
portable voltmeter that is ideal for service, industrial and
lab applications. Seven overlapping resistance ranges
measure from 0.2 ohm to 1000 megohms. Eight overlapping
dc -voltage ranges measure from 0.02 volt to 1500 volts
( including special 0.5 dc volt range ), ac peak -to -peak
voltages of complex waveforms from 0.5 volts to 4200 volts,
and ac ( rms ) voltages from 0.1 to 1500 volts. Input
impedance of all dc ranges is 11 megohms.
All measurements are made with a sturdy, wired -in single -unit
probe with fully shielded input cable. The probe is quickly
adapted to either de measurement or ac and resistance
measurement by a convenient built-in switch. And an
accessory slip-on high -voltage probe is also available to
make possible measurements up to 50,000 dc volts.
Solid-state reliability and convenience for only $75.00°

W G-411 A high -voltage slip-on probe.
For use with WG-410A or WG-299D

ac /do ohms probes. Extends dc voltage
range of VoltOhmysts to 50.000 volts when

used with WG-206 multiplier -resistor. $13.50'

I R AN SI S TOR IES1111
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In -circuit/ out -of -circuit
TRANSISTOR TESTER WT -501A
Completely portable and requiring no external power source,
RCA s new WT -501A tests transistors both in -circuit and
out -of -circuit, tests both low and high power transistors, and
has both NPN and PNP sockets to allow convenient transistor
matching for complementary symmetry applications.
The instrument tests out -of -circuit transistors for de beta
from 1 to 1000, collector -to -base leakage as low as 2
microamperes, and collector -to -emitter leakage from 20
microamperes to 1 ampere. Special low impedance circuitry
assures reliable in -circuit testing.
Collector current is adjustable from 20 microamperes to 1
ampere in four ranges, permitting most transistors to be tested
at rated current level. A complete DC Forward Current
Transfer Ratio Curve can be platted. The three color -coded
test leads are provided for in -circuit testing, and for
out -of -circuit testing of those transistors that will not fit
into the panel socket.
Extra features ... RCA reliability... for only $66.75°
'Optional Distributor resale price. All prices subject to change without notice.
Prices may be slightly higher in Alosko, Hawaii and the West.

Ask to see them at your Authorized RCA Test Equipment Distributor, or write RCA Commercial Engineering Department 46W, 415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, N.J.

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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GC
ELECTRONICS

has

everything

in

chemtc
From service cements to aerosol cleaners,
from solvents to lubricants, only GC satisfies
the critical chemical needs of the electronics
field.

All GC chemicals are formulated to meet
rigid requirements; packaged for convenience;
and "proven in use" to make electronic jobs
easier, faster, more profitable.

Remember too. with GC aerosols you get
double value . . . highest product quality plus
valuable GC "BONUS COUPONS".

Get more for your money . . . always insist
on GC!

Write for your Giant FREE GC Cataiop today . . .

over 12,000 items including
TV Hardware, Phono Drives,
Chemicals, Alignment Tools,
Audio, Hi-Fi, Stereo & Tape
Recorder Accessories, Nuts
& Bolts, Plugs & Jacks, Serv-
ice Aids, and Resistive
Devices.

mil 6 #ves you

cc GG -

Ns .

elect/taw. tvot* ,-

alinat 40 yam!

GC ELECTRONICS COMPANY ELECTRONICS
400 South Wyman Street
Rockford, Illinois 61101

A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS. INC

Radio -Televisions-

SPRA-KLEEN
ontact-Control Cleaner

Cat. No. 8666

SPRA-LUBE
C leaner -Lubricant

Cat. No. 8888

GC "11F"
Contact and Control

Cleaner
Cat. No. 8670

Super Freeze Mist
Cat. No. 8668

G

EDITOR'S
1 MEMO

Discounter Squawks
We've heard some sad stories in

our lives. But this one isn't really sad
at all. For the sentimental, it rates at
the top of the list for "pityability."
To anyone with a smidgen of humor -
appreciating Irish blood in his veins,
it's downright humorous, laughable
-bellyshaking.

At first, we were alerted to this
story by TSA SERVICE NEWS, a pub-
lication issued by the King County
Television Service Assn., of Seattle,
Wash.

Then we looked up the story our-
selves. It appeared a few months ago
in a trade magazine which apparently
goes to not a few "hot -shot" discount
operators in the appliance industry
who dabble heavily in home -enter-
tainment equipment sales as a major
sideline.

At least this story dealt with a
discount appliance outfit which re-
putedly does a $3 million gross an-
nual business. And, according to the
article, this operator sold 2600 color
sets last year.

But the operator complains that his
service department lost $130,000 in
1966. Not only that, but this discount-
er believes, according to the article,
that the manufacturers should help
out on labor and other costs incidental
to selling color TV!

"To hear a discounter complain
that he is being mistreated is refresh-
ing," commented TSA SERVICE NEws.

We read the entire original article
but we did not find it refreshing. Af-
ter the discounter had cut his profit
margin close to the point of diminish-
ing returns (and incidentally making
life a little more challenging for a few
legitimate service -dealers in the sur-
rounding area), he then gives a one-
year free service contract on all sets
sold. Then he thinks the manufacturer
should give him a rebate on sets that
have to be serviced during that
period!

We agree with TSA SERVICE NEws
that no doubt the operator's com-
plaints have some basis in fact, and
likewise we cannot help feeling he
made the bed he is now lying in and
we have absolutely no sympathy for
him nor for his type of operation.

And if a single one of the 80,000
service -dealer and technician readers
of ET have any doubts about it, let
it be made clear now: an operator of
this type would find it very difficult
to use the pages of ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN to advertise his self-inflicted
woes.

26
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Want a high -pay career in Electronics?

This
free book

may change
your life

It tells how to go about getting the key
to job success in the growing electronics

boom -a Government FCC License

THERE'S A BIG BOOM IN ELECTRONICS. And YOU can
he part of it. You don't need a college education or

any previous experience in electronics. The free book
shown here tells you how.

In the last 15 years, the electronics manufacturing
industry alone has grown from $2.7 billion to $17 billion,
and is expected to hit $24 billion by 1970.

Thousands of trained men are urgently needed to help
design, manufacture, inspect, test, install, operate, and
service electronics marvels that are making headlines.
If you qualify, it means a secure, steady high -pay job
with a real future to it.

Maybe you'd like to become a broadcast engineer . . .

put famous radio disc jockeys and television entertainers
"on the air." Or be your own boss servicing some of the
more than a million two-way mobile radio systems in
taxis, trucks, trains, etc. Or work alongside famous sci-
entists developing and testing such electronics miracles
as picture -frame TV, desk -top computers, pea -sized
hearing aids, rocket guidance and control systems.

Regardless of which you choose, the secret of "getting
your foot in the door" is getting a Government FCC (Fed-
eral Communications Commission) License. It's govern-
ment -certified proof, respected by employers everywhere,
that you have passed a standard Federal exam on the
fundamentals of electronics - that you're not just an
electronics handyman, but a real "pro." Many jobs
legally require it.

Now, because of the importance of getting your FCC
License, Cleveland Institute of Electronics has prepared
a valuable 24 -page book telling you how to go about it.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill.
If you served on active duty since January 31, 1965,
OR are in service now, check box in coupon for G.I.
Bill information.

How to gel a
Commercial
FCC License

You will find out why the Commercial FCC License is
often called the "passport to success." You'll see how
and why the Government issues these licenses. You'll
learn how you can get your license . . . and qualify for
top opportunities in Electronics.

With this book, you will receive a second free book,
"How To Succeed In Electronics." It's the catalog of
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics . . . first organiza-
tion to offer an FCC License Warranty. (CIE will re-
fund all of your tuition if you don't pass the FCC exam
. . . on your first try . . . after completing the course
designed to prepare you for it.) You will learn why
better than 9 out of 10 men with CIE training get their
FCC Licenses, even though 2 out of 3 without this
training fail.

To receive both books without cost or obligation,
just mail the coupon below. If coupon has been removed,
write to: Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776 East
17th Street, Dept. ET -34 Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Do
it now-it may change your whole life.

MAIL COUPON FOR 2 FREE BOOKS

C I E Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th StTeet, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please sena me. without cost or obligation, your 24 -page book,
How To Get A Commercial FCC License," together with your

school catalog. "How To Succeed In Electronics," of license -
preparation :ourses.

Name
(please print)

Address

City State Zip

Occupation Age

Check here for GI Bill information.

Accredited Member Natior al Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training ... Since 1934 ET 34

. .. for more details circle 114 on postcard
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Wine and put these
features in to bring
the best color out

Downlead and Pre -Amplifier Hous-
ing-permanent housing is built -into the
antenna; provides complete weather-
proofing for downlead connector car-
tridge or pre -amp cartridge.

Solid State Pre-Amplifiers-incorpo-
rate revolutionary new silicon overlay
transistors, the best performing and

transistors available for
antenna use. Drop into pre -amplifier
housing at point of signal interception.

Electro-Lens` Director System-pat-
ented system absorbs entire signal and
focuses it directly onto driven elements
for pinpoint directivity.
U. S. Patent No. 2700105
Canada No. 511984

Impedance Correlators-patented cor-
relators automatically increase 75 ohm
driven elements to 300 ohms to provide
100% signal transfer from antenna to set.

Vertical Resonant Reflectors-UHF
reflectors achieve highest realizable
gain on channels 14 to 83 because of
exceptionally large vertical capture area;
more UHF gain than any other 82 -chan-
nel design.

High Tensile Aluminum Elements; with
Gold Anodizing-aluminum alloy has PSI
rating of 38,000 compared to 27,000 PSI for
alloys used in other antennas. More than
49% stronger and 29% more resistant to
bend and wind distortion. Elements and
boom are gold anodized for the only perma-
nent protection against corrosion and
fading.

Ellipsoidal Boom-the only aluminum
shape engineered especially for antenna
use; proved far stronger than any other
boom design.

FM Control Element-provide exception-
ally high gain on FM bands and provide for
the attenuation of FM bands in areas where
strong FM signals interfere with tv recep-
tion.

CS -285 Band Separator (with printed cir-
cuit)-comes at no additional cost with all
82 channel Super Colortrons to separate
UHF and VHF signals. Attaches easily to
terminals on back of set.

Arlonna "".::::= 00000*
InflitiNcl By _

Winegard
..,, _

24 Month Antenna Replacement Warranty
12 YEAR)

ON
-- ..........12-;---' SAVE FOR YOUR RECORDS en...

2 -Year Antenna Re-
placement Warranty-
the only antenna in the
industry that gives your
customer a 2 -year re-
placement privilege.



No wonder
so many dealers

are selling
so many Winegard
Super Colortrons

so fast.
You're right, that's a lot of features. A
lot more than any other antenna ever
designed.

But what's really important is what
happens when all those features are
sandwiched into one super -performing,
super -compact antenna.

And just in case you don't know yet,
we'll tell you what happens.

First off, you get an antenna so power-
ful and with such pinpoint directivity
(even without solid state pre -amps) that
it eliminates ghosts and snow more
effectively than anything you've ever
seen before.

And when you drop -in an instant -
loading pre -amplifier (there are eight to
choose from not counting the color
spectrum filter) you've got yourself an
antenna that does just about anything
you want it to do, just about anywhere-

WINEGARD COMPANY

especially when it comes to color tv.
The solid state pre -amplifiers enaale

you to instantly increase gain on all
channels. They let you custom match
the Super Colortron to any recepton
requirement in seconds, using either 75
ohm coax or 300 ohm downlead-and
with all connections completely en-
closed and protected against the
weather.

You can take your choice. There are
ultra high gain, low noise 82 -channel
UHF -VHF -FM pre -amplifiers... VHF -FM
pre -amplifiers... UHF pre -amplifiers...
and FM pre -amplifiers. And then there's
that color spectrum filter. It shuts out
electro-m agnetic interference... lets
only pure TV signals come through for
the clearest color pictures ever.

So you see, there's really a lot to talk
about when it cc mes to Super Colortron

Winegard
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

3000 KIRKWOOD STREET

antennas all 14 models-with 7 patents
and paterts pending.

And that's why we're doing a lot of
talking in Life and Newsweek and Sun-
set. 17 ad 3, between now and Christmas,
telling mare than 60,000,000 prospects
exactly haw remarkable the "transistor-
ized" Super Colortron is.

No worder so many dealers are selling
so many Super Colortrons so fast.

So what are you waiting for?

F'S::01,
' \

-biggest, most powerful national ad-
vertising campaign in the industry.

BURLINGTON, IOWA 52601
for more details circle 146 on postcard
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MAGNAVOX
Radio Chassis R253 Series - Circuit Description

The R253 Series radio chassis is a self-contained AM/
FM-sterewadio chassis providing approximately 3.0w of
music power output (MPO/ EIA) for each channel. These
chassis are designed to be used in table model radios and
require an external speaker system to reproduce the second
channel during FM stereo reception.

These chassis employ 19 transistors 16 of which are con-
tained on two printed boards. The other three are used in
the FM tuner section.

The FM tuner is self-contained. The FM/ RF amplifier
operates in a common -base configuration with a tuned in-
put and output. A diode is used in the collector circuit of
the oscillator to provide automatic frequency control
(AFC). This FM tuner also contains the two portions of
the tuning gang necessary for AM operation. These tuners
must always have AGC voltage applied whenever B+ is
supplied to the FM tuner.

An untuned RF amplifier and converter stage is used
for AM reception. The converter stage uses the conven-
tional Armstrong oscillator circuit. AGC is supplied to
the base of the RF amplifier to control the gain of this
stage. Also, the collector of this RF amplifier is tied back
through the band switch to the base of the IF amplifier
transistor (Q204). Thus, any voltage variations appearing
on the emitter, because of increase or decrease of signal
strength, will change the bias on the IF transistor (Q204)
and control the gain of that stage.

The IF circuitry uses three transistors (shown in partial
TtO
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4
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schematic) during FM operation but only one (Q204) dur-
ing AM operation.

Q2()4 is AGC-controlled during AM operation as pre-
viously explained. During FM operation the base of this
transistor is returned through R442 to ground. On chassis
having an AA production code, an AGC voltage is applied
to the base of the FM RF amplifier by the diode (D201).
On chassis having a BB production code a fixed bias is ap-
plied to the base of the FM RF amplifier.

The IF circuitry employs a conventional AM detector
circuit and a balanced FM ratio detector circuit. The AM
detector is coupled to the control compensation network
by the band switch. When this selector switch is in the AM
position, the inputs to the control compensation circuit
are connected together.

The output from the FM detector is coupled to the com-
posite signal amplifier for additional amplification. If the

012

1.2449

DAMPER in-

9 thIl a

am,

selector switch is in the I \l or FM AEC' position, the sig-
nal at the collector of the composite signal amplifier is de-
emphasized by the RC network (R242 & C242) and applied
to the control compensation network through the selector
switch. If the selector switch is in the FM stereo position,
the signal is applied to the center top of the 38kHz trans-
former secondary. Since this secondary is not groupded,
the signals at the top and bottom will be in phase and the
demodulator diodes will demodlulate the signal and couple
it through the printed pacs to the input of the control com-
pensating network. Normally, however, the unit should
never be operated on a monophonic FM signal with the
selector switch set to FM stereo since on weak signals the
diodes in the demodulator circuit might induce some dis-
tortion into the signal.

If the signal being received is an FM stereo signal and
the selector switch is in the FM stereo position, the output
of the FM detector is coupled to the composite signal
amplifier for additional amplification. The detected FM
stereo signal, less the 19kHz pilot signal will be applied to
the center top of the 38kHz transformer secondary. The
19kHz pilot signal is prevented from being coupled to the
center tap of the transformer secondary by the 19kHz
trap consisting of L206 and C238.

However, the 19kHz pilot signal still appearing on the
collector of the composite signal amplifier is transformer -
coupled to the base of the transistor Q207. This signal
is amplified and the collector of this stage is tuned to 38kHz
and thus the 38kHz signal is reinserted into the FM stereo
signal.

The 38kHz sub -carrier sine wave will be 180deg out -of-
phase at the top of the secondary of the 38kHz transformer
compared with th$ bottom. This means that opposite phase
sub -carrier signals will be applied to the left and right
channel demodulator diodes. A complex waveform (shown
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here) will be applied to these demodulator &odes. Notice
in right waveform the right channel information appearing
on the top. This is assuming that the waveform is being
viewed at TP202. If the waveform is viewed at the opposite

I 11511.1 1
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successful service shop
beats rising costs with B&K

television analyst

"As every serviceman knows, major TV repairs represent
an increasingly large part of the service business and the
average time per repair has increased"...

says Willard Horne of Horne Radio and Television in Evanston, Illinois.

After more than 25 successful years in the service
business, twenty of them in the same location,
Mr. Horne can be considered an authority on
how to keep a business profitable. Mr. Home
says, "In order to be successful, our 3 -man shop
has to be competitive on the large jobs as well
as the small ones. With the increase in bench time
that we were experiencing and the limitations on
what we could charge, there was a reduction of
profit that had to be stopped. Then we bought
a B&K Model 1076 Television Analyst."

"Now our customers get the same extra -value
service on the big repairs and the small ones,"
said Mr. Home. "We use the Television Analyst
for troubleshooting a wide variety of complaints,*
particularly for those that require touch-up align-

ment, location of IF overloads and color con-
vergence. We are more competitive now that we
use the B&K Television Analyst because we
spend far less time on the jobs that used to be
dogs, with benefits both to the shop and our
customers."
* B&K Model 1076 Television Analyst checks

every stage in a black and white or color TV
receiver. Nine VHF RF channels, 20 to 45 MC
IF, audio, video, sync, bias voltage and AGC
keying pulse are available. The model 1076 pro-
vides its own standard test pattern, white dot,
white line crosshatch, and color bar pattern slide
transparencies. It includes a blank slide which
can be used for closed -circuit -TV display floor
promotion. Its net price is $32995.

Find out how you will increase your TV service profits with a B&K
Model 1076. See your distributor or write for Catalog AP 22.

A DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago, Illinois 60613

WHERE ELECTRONIC INNOVATION LS A WAY 7F UFE

Canada Allan Rad. Coro. LId 50 W.ngold Avenue. Toronto 19 Ontano
Ekoort Ernpre E.porte.s Inc 173 Grand Street. New York N v 1001 3

Made in U S.A

. . . for more details circle 107 on postcard
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Are you eligible
for the

Bright Guy Awards?

It's easy to get them-and to get all the
business they'll bring you. New custom-
ers. More sales. More money.

The Bright Guy Awards is the big
program Sylvania's running this year to
boost your sales.

Your Sylvania distributor can put
your name and address in TV Guide

in your own area. These
Sylvania ads will call you
"the brightest service-
man in town"-and tell
people in your town why
they should call you.

You'll get into the Yel-
low Pages, too, under the
heading "TV Service and
Repairs."

Once again this year
you'll be eligible for over

Yellow
Neel;

one hundred valuable,
interesting SMB-Bright

S1118 ! Guy gifts, just for buying

[772) 1110
the Sylvania TV replace-
ment parts you normally
buy anyway.

And you'll get window displays pro-
claiming you "the brightest"-the TV
serviceman everyone's reading about.

You're eligible for the
Bright Guy Awards just Owi

by buying Sylvania's fa-
mous color bright 85® r
color picture tube. And color bright6

our other picture tubes, \
and our receiving tubes. So see your
Sylvania distributor.

Sylvania Electronic Tube Division,
Electronic Components Group, Seneca
Falls, New York 13148.

color bright

SYI NAN IA
SUBSIDIARY OF

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS GTE
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

end of the secondary winding, the right channel information
would then appear at the bottom.

The demodulator diodes are connected so that one diode
in each channel will conduct on the positive half cycle and
the other diode in each channel will conduct on the nega-
tive half cycle. Any 38kHz which may get through the
diodes is filtered out in the FM de -emphasis network in the
output of the demodulator circuit.

A portion of the signal available in the emitter of the
19kHz doubler/ 38kHz amplifier transistor is used to trig-
ger the stereo indicator amplifier transistor (Q208). This
transistor is reversed -biased and will only conduct when an
FM stereo signal is present. This conduction draws current
through the stereo indicator lamp causing it to light.

The output from the demodulator circuits is coupled to
the audio compensation netvork through the selector
switch. The output from the loudness control is coupled
to the base of the audio amplifier transistor (Q I and/or
Q5) on the audio amplifier board.

The audio amplifier circuitry (shown here) in each chan-
nel is designed to match the high impedance of the audio
compensation network and also provide amplification of
the audio signal. The audio driver transistor is dc coupled
to the collector of the audio amplifier. The output of the
driver transistor is transformer -coupled to the output tran-
sistors in each stage.

AUDIO BOARD
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The audio output stages are the transformerless type de-
signed to use the speaker voice coil as the load. The voice
coil plays an important part in the servicing of the set and
speakers should be connected at all times during such serv-
icing. In these output stages the circuit is designed so one
transistor in each channel conducts on the positive half
cycle and the other transistor conducts on the negative half
cycle. Thus a complete cycle of audio information is
coupled to each set of speakers by the 200µ1 capacitor in
each output circuit.

The speakers for the left channel information are con-
tained in a separate speaker enclosure. Unless this speaker

ASSURES EXCELLENT TV PICTURE QUALITY

NEW PERFO 8-0
PERFORATED TV ANTENNA WIRE

COLOR TV - UHF - VHF
Check these outstanding features of the new PERFO 8-0:
 Greatly reduces signal loss  Virtually unaffected by moisture
 All purpose-ideal for 82 -channel  Greater flexibility for easy instal -

use lation
 Full 20 -gauge copper conductors  Less wind resistance

J.S.C. offers this lightweight. inexpensive TV antenna wire for top quality,
reliable reception anywhere. Open air spaces between conductors insure
low signal loss, maximum signal transfer. Available in 500 -foot spools

and 50. 75 and 100 foot packaged coils.

For more details, call your local J.S.C.
distributor or contact us directly.

JERSEY SPECIALTY CO INC.
P.O. Box 235, Wayne, N. J. 07470

201 694-6200

maim Di Oder=  MIP

television antenna wire
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Some people just don't like to
admit they need a service man.

They know they're going to have to pay bills for something they don't really
understand. They feel a little uneasy, a little helpless.

That's why millions of Philco owners automatically choose their
local Philco Qualified Service Center when they need

something fixed. They feel safer with the specialist.
There's a lot of new business waiting for you when

you hang out the Philco sign.
Your service technicians can get all the training they

need right there in your area. And when they're through,

,Exour Tech Data Service keeps them in the picture with all
the new developments and service short cuts.

When your shop appears in our Yellow Pages listings you become the
headquarters for Philco Service in your area. You can get new business
you'd probably never have uncovered. And you get the fastest parts
delivery in the industry.
That's briefly how it works - how it'll mean more business for you.
Your local Philco-Ford Distributor will give you a'l the details.
Call his Service Manager.

Philco-Ford Corporation
Philadelphia. Pa. 19134

PHILCO
. . . for more details circle 136 on postcard
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ways to
increase
your

income
RCA Institutes, Inc. offers these 'our compre-
hensive home study courses especially de-
signed to help build your income mmediately!

COLOR TV Add profitable
TV to your skills with this home
training course, newly revised to
include information on the latest
techniques, receiver circuitry and
equipment. Train under the direc
tion of RCA Institutes...experts
in Color TV home study training.

AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS
Trains you for the many applica-
tions of automation electronics in
industry and government including
Photoelectronics, Digital Computer
Techniques, Synchros and Servo-
mechanisms, Automatic Control
Systems, and many more!

TRANSISTORS You get the nec-
essary backgr 'Lind for semiconduc-
tor technology including character-
istics of tunrel diodes, rectifiers
and other solif state devices.Tran-
sistor trainer also available.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
Trains you to service and main-
tain 2 -way rad o communications
on land, sea, end air! Gives you
the technical fojndation for space
communications

Take advantage of RCA's Liberal Tuition Plan. You only pay for
lessons you order; and have no long-term obligations. Licensed by
New York State Education Department. Approved for Veterans.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

350 West Fourth Street, New York, N. Y. 10011

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

 SEND THIS COUPON NOW FOR COMPLETE FREE INFOPMATION  MI IN

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Home Study School, Dept. ET -N/
350 West Fourth Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10014

Without obligation, rush me free information on the following RCA Home Train
ing Course: COLOR TV TRANSISTORS MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS

Name

Address

City Zone_ State

TECHNICAL DIGEST

enclosure is connected to the main instrument, FM stereo
reception cannot be reproduced.

The power supply for these chassis employs three sili-
con diodes and a zener diode. The zener regulates the 16v
used for the entire RF/ IF/Stereo section of the chassis.
The -18v is used for the collector voltage in the output
stage and the -17v is used to establish the bias voltages in
the output transistors as well as power the audio amplifier
stages.

ADMIRAL
Deflection Yoke Adapter

The adapter shown will enable you to use a bench test
jig employing a 7 -lead yoke to test current color chassis

C1,2 65D10-77 100pf, 3KV
R1,2 60B14-271 270ohm, 10%, 1W

P1 88A23-6 Plug
Jl 87A84-2 Socket

with 4 -lead yokes. Plug PI lits 3H10, 4H10, 5H10, 6H10,
and 9H10 chassis. Socket .1I fits 94D304-1, -2, -3, -4;
94D275-1 and 94D306-1 yokes.

IF YOU

CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS

NOTIFY: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Ojibway Building

Duluth, Minnesota 55802

Please include the address label from a recent
issue and allow six weeks for the change.
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COLOR GENERATORS

1111#9Y1111
4 reasons why Sencore is your best buy

in professional test instruments

LOBOY CGIO
America's lowest priced professional
quality standard color bar generator.
All solid state. Battery powered for
maximum portability.

$89.50

COLOR KING CG141
Absol to stability assured by exclusive
"Tern Control" and new timer cir-
cuitry II standard patterns, plus new
mova single dot and single cross.
Analy g features too.

$149.95

IL-c

w  "
Fa la

Whatever the need, Sencore has the color gen-
erator that is just right for you. Each has the
built-in quality you expect from Sencore. Each
has standard RCA licensed color bar patterns.

LOBOY CG12
AC operated version of the CG10. Also
has 4.5 MHz crystal contrat d si nal
for fine tuning adjustment.

.50 wrmrL,

COLOR ANALYZER CA122B
The complete analyzer for color
B&W-far more than just a color
erator. Has variable RF and IF o ut
composite video, chroma, an hor
zontal and vertical sync pulses.

$187.50

Each is triple tested for guaranteed accuracy.
Each is steel encased with chrome panel. See
your distributor for more reasons why Sencore is
your best buy, always.

. 1\1 C CD FR NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE ADDISON ILLINOIS SEHOI
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The new
performance
standard in
preamplifiers

Weatherproof
Cycolac housing

Surge -protected
transistorized
circuitry

New Jerrold Lightning -Protected Powermate® Pre-
amplifiers now bring you a degree of reliability never
before achieved in mast -mounted solid-state preampli-
fiers. Our extensive field tests in lightning storms prove
it. Powermate models are available for every signal
situation-VHF, UHF, and FM. And you can expect
them to deliver snow -free, ghost -free, line -free TV in
color or black and white for plenty of reasons:

 High gain
 Extremely low noise figures
 Unusually flat response

Outdoor antennas

38

Indoor antennas

-

Universal
mounting bracket

Complete internal
metal shielding for
ground continuity

External access to
terminals

 Elimination of cross modulation and herringbone
distortion

 Excellent overload capability

Get more details on the preamplifier designed to be an
antenna's best friend. The reliable, new Jerrold Light-
ning -Protected Powermate Preamplifier. The newest
product in Jerrold's Spectrum '67. Ask your Jerrold
Distributor. Or write for further information to: Jerrold
Electronics Corporation, Distributor Sales Division,
401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

DistribJtion equipment Focusing on one thing...
better reception

for more details circle 126 on postcard
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Solving Color 'Blur'
and 'Smear' Problems

How to eliminate one complaint
that customers find highly annoying

Most of your customers will
probably tell you that nothing is
more annoying than "smeared" or
"blurred" pictures. And it should
be recognized at the beginning,
most blurred or smeary pictures
affect both B/W and color. So,
when you locate the defective com-
ponent causing color blur - you've
also solved the problem for B/W
reception.

A smeared picture can be caus-
ed by a shorted IF or oscillator tube,
shorted CRT, video grid -to -cathode
tube leakage, burned video plate re-
sistor, open delay line or open or
shorted peaking coils.

Try to isolate the problem back
to a given stage - since the prob-
lem can originate from CRT back

through the tuner. Then make re-
sistance and voltage measurements
at this point.

A scope can frequently be used
to spot the defective stage. A
VTVM is also essential in making
correct voltage and resistance meas-
urements. And a video sweep or
squarewave generator is helpful for
checking the frequency response
of video stages. Tube substitution
is also a must.

The Video Section
The cause of most smeared TV

pictures will be located in the video
stages. Today, B/ W sets generally
have only one video driver stage to
drive the CRT cathode. The gain is
about 20 - with approximately 50v

Fig. 1 - Block diagram of three -stage video amplifier showing
peaking coils and delay line positions.

PEAKING PEAKING DELAY
COIL COIL LINE

1ST (110-1, 2ND CrM 3RD(in
VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO
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1/2 6LF8 6LF8
V3044 V304 B DL 101 L 108
I st Video 5pf L313

0 0 0
_ C 326

R326
22

-N/W`-
10K

R 327

Fig. 2 - Three -stage video amplifier in
RCA CTC25 color chassis.

V 708
12 BY 7
3rd Video

Amp
L709

Fig. 3 - Details of 3rd video amplifier and peaking
switch circuitry.

CONTR
R141
350

L 709

R 759
2.2 K

3rd Video
V 708
I2BY7
350v

7

2.5

R147
68 0

C125

+ CI24 D

T5°Pf

2200 2

0
C 123
330

8

0

230v
8

R767
22K

C7I6
470

GG
O

SI

S103
Video Peaking
Switch

0

C753
.22

Series Peaking Coil
Controls Mid -Range

Freq Response

Delay Line r 3rd
Video

I Amp.\ ',.....____..--

\ /
Resistor Controls / Shunt Peaking Coil

LOW Freq. Response ,Controls High Freq.
Response.

Fig. 5 - Typical schematic showing usual
placement of peaking coils.

PEAKING COILS

Fig. 4 - Peaking coils in a Sylvania model D-03
chassis. Note the different types. One is wound and
enclosed in dipped insulating material. The other is
encased in molded plastic and has leads at bottom

and top. Some peaking coils have resistors shunted
across them with leads protruding at the top.

Fig. 6 - Smeary picture caused by shorted delay line.
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drive to the CRT. Because the color
CRT has three guns, a greater
amount of driving power is neces-
sary to drive a color CRT cathode
- usually about 150v. For this
reason, color receivers have up to
three video amplifier stages (see
the block diagram in Fig. 1). Most
portable color receivers have only
two video amplifiers, however.

The response of a color video am-
plifier should be from zero to at
least 4MHz - and it should be
flat across the entire range.

Let's take a quick look at a typi-
cal color video section which uses
a dual purpose tube. In the RCA
CTC25 chassis, for example, a
6LF8 is used as the 1st and 2nd
video amplifier. A delay line is
coupled between the 2nd and 3rd
video amplifier tube - a 12BY7
(see Fig. 2).

Inserted in the cathode circuit
of the 12BY7 tube is the contrast
control and variable peaking switch.
The contrast control bypasses the
signal through capacitor Cl 24D
and peaking switch, S103, switches
resistor and capacitor combinations
in the ground circuit to provide
maximum high frequency gain. By
rotating the video peaking switch,
pleasing reception can be found on
all stations at any given location
(see Fig. 3).

Low/High Frequency Response
A defective screen or cathode

bypass and filter capacitor will
produce poor low frequency re-

sponse. Also, a decrease of the re-
sistance in the plate load resistor
may cause poor low frequency re-
sponse.

In the color video output stage,
the dc component is maintained so
no change will occur in color sat-
uration. The video -signal coupling
network in color circuits is designed
to achieve the desired low frequen-
cy response. Direct dc coupling is
used from video amplifier to the
CRT cathode. Some TV receivers
use only partial dc coupling with a
large paper capacitor to bypass the
low frequencies. A shunted resistor
acts as a voltage dividing network.

High frequency response is de-
termined by the plate load resistor
and peaking coil in the video am-
plifier circuit. When lowering the
resistance of the plate load resistor,
greater high frequency response is
established. But by lowering the
plate load resistor, we also lower the
amplification factor. To help the
situation, several peaking coils are
installed to extend the high fre-
quency response and produce sharp-
er pictures. The peaking coils may
be located in a shunt or series cir-
cuit (see Fig. 4).

The smaller the peaking coil in-
ductance, the higher the frequency
response. Using a large peaking coil
will produce excessive ringing ef-
fects in the picture. This appears as
artificial "ghosts," or multiple pic-
tures. The TV picture will have
white or dark ghosts around the
edges of the various elements.

Fig. 7 - Picture caused by open peaking coil.

When replacing a defective peak-
ing coil, always replace it with an
identical part number (see Fig. 5
for usual peaking coil locations).

The Delay Line
A delay line is included in a color

receiver since the chroma signal is
delayed by filter action and a simi-
lar delay must be made in the
luminance channel to permit color
and brightness to arrive simultane-
ously at the CRT. This line is in-
serted to delay the desired lumi-
nance signal.

The delay line is constructed
with many turns of small wire on a
long dielectric coil form. A tin -foil
ground plate is located between coil
and dielectric material. This pro-
vides a capacitor between coil
winding and tin -foil plate which is
ground potential. This special con-
structed coil forms the LC circuit.
In most color receivers, the delay
line is located between the 2nd
and 3rd video amplifier tubes.

Generally, the delay line does not
develop too much trouble, but if
suspected, check for open or shorted
turns. Check the resistance of the
coil against the manufacturer's
schematic. All RCA delay lines, for
example, measure 120 i2 Also
check for poor soldered connections
around the etched board or mount-
ing lugs. If you suspect the delay
line is open, use a single test lead
and jump the delay coil. The B/W
picture may be fairly good but the
color picture will usually be very

Fig. 8 - This picture was caused by a shorted
21CG8 CRT in a Packard -Bell color set.
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CC

MM

R754
680 ri

\ L706
)27)11

GG

OPEN-CAUSED FAINT
COLOR PICTURE

L712

V 705
12HG7
2nd Video Amp

X3

Fig. 9 - An open peaking coil here caused a faint color
picture.

Fig. 10 - Lead from peaking coil was broken and became
intermittent.

L 224
15Oph

INTERMITTENT
COIL CONNECTION

DELAY
LINE

DL 200 L226
TO VIDEO

TUBE

V 205B
6GH8

I st. Video Amp

poor when a delay line is open. A
shorted delay line will produce a
picture like that shown in Fig. 6.

Probable Troubles
When both B/ W and color pic-

tures appear as in Fig. 7, go directly
to the video amplifier stages and

CC

To 2nd Video Amp

OPEN CONNECTION
ON PC BOAR,

Fig. 11- Open connection on PC
board caused a smeared picture in
an RCA CTC20C chassis.

check for an open peaking coil. Use
an ohmmeter to check the resistance
of these coils which are located in
the grid circuit of the video stages.
They can be checked rapidly from
the top of the color chassis. All
peaking coils should measure
under 501/ . Defective peaking coils

found in the plate circuit can also
be located with a dc voltmeter.
Shorted turns or a burned peaking
coil will cause a loss of high fre-
quency response. Many times a
peaking coil will be found open be-
cause of a tight winding and very
short connecting wires. When mov-
ed or touched, the small wires will
frequently snap off.

Check all video tubes for possible
short or leakage between grid and
cathode elements. The picture will
appear with several lines around
the various elements and become
quite smeary in appearance. A
shorted IF oscillator tube can also
produce a smeary B/ W and color
picture.

Open detector or video load re-
sistors will show a smeary picture
similar to the open peaking coil.
Check all soldered connections
around the video circuits. Especially
take a second look where video
stage components are soldered into
the PC board.

Another possible source of blurry
pictures may develop in video coup-
pling capacitors. They will dry up
and show a low contrast picture.
Also, they can produce poor sync,
resulting in unstable pictures.

Don't forget to check that color
CRT for possible cause of smears
in both B/W and color pictures
(see Fig. 8). This picture tube was
intermittent, caused by loose parti-
cles between cathode and grid ele-
ments. By tapping the end of the
color CRT the picture would return
to normal. In this case, the CRT
was replaced.

Although the blurred or smeared
picture can be caused by other
defective components, 90 percent
of the trouble is caused by faults
in the video section.
Actual Troubles

This peaking coil problem was
found in an RCA CTC19 chassis.
The raster was very bright and had a
faint picture. Besides appearing
dim, the picture was distorted and
acted like the fine tuning control
was way off. With color contrast
turned up we had a set of color
rainbows.

The customer's complaint was
"off -and -on blurry picture." When
replacing the 12HG7 video tube, we
noticed the picture would come and
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go. Or you could push the video tube
around, producing the same symp-
toms. Quickly checking the peaking
coils, with the receiver turned off,
we found L706 first checked open
and then checked good again. One
of the coil leads, tied to the hook-up
leads, had broken off. The coil was
repaired by carefully extending the
broken lead wire (see Fig. 9).

Another peaking coil trouble was
located in a SylVania D-06 chassis.
Again, the picture was intermittent
with smeared color reception. This
color receiver was brand new, so
we went directly to the peaking
coils. We found L224 from the col-
lector of the transistor to the delay
line would open intermittently. The
peaking coil winding lead was brok-
en off so a new one was installed
(see Fig. 10).

We came across another smeared
color picture in an RCA CTC20C
chassis. All peaking coils were
checked and resistances were good.
We went to the delay line and this
also was perfect. Voltages were
checked on all video amplifier tubes
and were quite close.

The scope was pressed into action
and we started at the grid of the 1st
video tube. At the cathode connec-
tion, things just didn't add up. We

checked the delay line with the
ohmmeter and R238 - the video
cathode resistor. Both were good.
One thing we didn't try at first was
to measure continuity from cathode
through the delay line. Sure enough,
here was our problem. We found a
bad connection at point PP on the
etched board (see Fig. 11).

Another trouble gave us a rough
time for a while. At least, we spent
too much time finding the trouble.
The picture was very faint. It seem-
ed definite that sync or AGC trouble
existed. The only audio coming
from the speaker was an IF
"whistle."

This trouble could have originat-
ed in the tuner, IF or video section.
We finally eliminated the video
section, since we had no RF or IF
"rush" in the audio output. We
started voltage checks in the tuner
and the picture plopped in. This
was all we could do the first day
because the picture remained per-
fect up to 5 o'clock.

When the bench power switch
was thrown, the next morning, the
color picture was bad once again.
We resumed voltage checks through
the IF stages. As the voltage probe
touched terminal 2 of V204, the
2nd IF stage, the picture was good

Fig. 13 - Bad peaking coil n a new set
caused a delivery delay.

POOR COIL
CONNECTION

1st IF
Stage
6JD6

R225
6.8K

2nd IF
Stage
V 204
6JC6

9

165v

165v

Fig. 12 - 'Rosin joint' caused a poor color
picture.

F F
0

again. Actually, the trouble was di-
rectly under the VTVM probe, but
we didn't see it.

R225, a 6.8K resistor shunted
across the IF coil had a rosin joint.
One of the resistor leads soldered
directly to terminal 2 bends around
and connects to point "D" of the IF
coil. This one made a bad connec-
tion. The defective joint was right
under our nose (see Fig. 12).

We fired up a brand new RCA
CTC25 chassis before adjusting the
color controls for a color demonstra-
tion. The picture came on with "fir-
ing" ragged lines. Then out she
went. Then we had a tell -tale smell
- something was burning.

The TV's back cover was remov-
ed and we plugged in the cheater
cord. Sure enough, a small wisp of
smoke curled up from back of the
TV chassis. Removing the chassis,
dejectedly, we located the trouble.

One winding of a peaking coil
circuit, T106, was burning. Natural-
ly, we didn't have the coil in stock,
so we rested the chassis for a couple
of days. This always happens when
you want to deliver a new color re-
ceiver. After the peaking -coupling
coil was replaced, we had a new
color receiver operating again (see
Fig. 13). 
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WHAT'S NEW IN

1968 TV SETS

Transistor circuits will soon
eliminate 'tube snatchers'

Fig. 1 - Schematic of the chroma circuitry using low-level chroma
demodulators and keyed triode clamps for color temperature stability
in Electrohome Model C4.
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*." 4i'l;CLUFICC in 20 and 23in. screen sizes. Fea-
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fine tuning which uses integrated

KINE
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s14$ I and a switched sepia control "Color-
tone" that provides customer control
of color temperature on color recep-
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 After taking a sharp dip in June,
color TV sales bounced back to a
new high. According to the Elec-
tronic Industries Assn. (EIA) color
TV sales to distributors by manu-
facturers reached 155,737 units for
a period beginning Aug. 26 and
ending Sept. 1. This is the highest
figure ever recorded in color TV
marketing.

New B/ W TV sets for 1968 are
getting smaller and employing more
solid-state or hybrid chassis - using
both tubes and transistors. Most sets
today feature "instant play" allow-
ing the sound and picture to come
on instantly.

The fully transistorized portable
which operates from ac line or a re-
chargeable pack is becoming pop-
ular. Some portable models will fea-
ture sun shields making the sets
viewable in direct sunlight.

ADMIRAL

The 1968 B/W hybrid line will
include the new H5 and 1H5 TV
chassis employing 5 tubes (plus
CRT) and 13 transistors. Tubes are
used for audio output, vertical and
horizontal sections. Other circuits,
including the tuners, will employ
transistors and diodes.

These chassis have the "instant
play" feature allowing audio and
picture to come on instantly without
waiting for the normal warm-up.
This is very practical with a hybrid
receiver.

Some portable models will feature
a plastic sun shield giving the set
additional versatility because TV
can now be enjoyed outdoors in
bright sunlight. The sun shield snaps
on the front of the cabinet and pro-
vides improved contrast.

4
27K

V7068
*CD 03
5-Y C LAMP

tion, but switches automatically on
B / W to a preferred blue/ white
screen. An interesting circuit fea-
ture (shown in partial schematic
Fig. 1) employed in the color chassis
is the chroma circuitry on the C4
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Electrohome's Pivot -Track chassis in different service positions.

model which uses low-level chroma
demodulators and keyed triode
clamps for color temperature sta-
bility.

The B/W receivers employ a
patented pivot construction chassis.
This pivot construction, first used
five years ago, is also used in one
of the color chassis (shown here).
The "pivot -track" chassis allows
complete service access to all tubes
and components while the set is op-
erating in its cabinet.

The B/ W chassis line consists
of an 11 in. all -transistor ac and bat-
tery -operated personal portable, a
large screen all -transistor B/W re-
ceiver, a tube -type large screen
B/W receiver and several special
purpose units for closed circuit ed-
ucational and monitor uses.

The B/W tube chassis is hand
wired, transformer operated and
employs a feedback stabilized hori-
zontal deflection system. The re-
ceiver uses a 3 -stage frame -grid IF
amplifier, keyed AGC and pivot -
type chassis. The all -transistor
13/ W chassis is also transformer
powered and both models have reg-
ulated power supplies.

MAGNAVOX

The new T924 series color TV
chassis has a 90deg deflection color
CRT. The chassis features printed
wiring construction with "road
mapping" on both the top and bot-
tom of the circuit board to aid in
identifying components and test
points in servicing. The chassis em-
ploys 22 tubes.

The filament circuit (shown in
Fig. 2) has 18 of the tubes connect-
ed in series across the ac line. In
addition to the series filament cir-
cuit, a separate filament trans-
former is used for the vertical out-
put, horizontal damper and CRT.
To eliminate possible arc -over be-
tween filament and cathode of the
CRT, this winding is elevated to
140v from a voltage divider con-
nected between the 280v source.

The HV circuit uses a 22KM6 as
the output stage, a 6CM3 as a damp-
er and a 3A3 as the HV rectifier. A
selenium diode is used as the focus
rectifier.

RCA VICTOR

The 1968 B/W TV line will em-
ploy several "continuing" chassis
including the KCS155, 157, 159,
160, 161, 163, 164 and 165.

A variety of CRT sizes will be
employed in various combinations.
Diagonal CRT sizes employed will
include 8, 15, 18, 19, 20 and 21in.

The new chassis are the KCS158
and KCS168. These chassis will use
a 15 and 19in. CRT.

A recently introduced chassis,
the KCS157, is used in the "Minikin
Jr" portable models AJ005 and
AJ009 with a viewable picture area
of 38sq in. The portable is fully
transistorized and operates from a
117vac line or a 12v rechargeable
battery pack. The set is small and
lightweight (approx. 15 lb) and
measures approximately 81/2 x 91/2
x 101/4 in.

The speaker, ON/OFF VOLUME,

BRIGHTNESS control, UHF and VHF
channel selectors and tuning are
located on a "pop up" hidden panel.
The panel is released by a push but-
ton and when closed, a microswitch
is actuated by the panel which re-
moves dc power. On ac operation
primary power remains on unless
the receiver is first switched off by
the ON/OFF switch.

Another recently introduced,
compact tube -type chassis, the
KCS165, is used in models AJ024
and AJ025. This chassis employs
11 tubes, 4 diodes and an 11 in. di-
agonal picture (7 lsq in.). The HV
supply is 13kv. The filaments are
series connected.

This chassis will use two 12 -pin
dual function tubes, a 33GY7 as
horizontal output and damper. The
other, a 17BF11, is employed in the
sound demodulator and audio out-
put stage.

The composite signal is amplified
by a two stage IF section consisting
of a 4J D6 1st IF and a 4JC6 2nd IF
amplifier. AGC voltage is applied
through the 1st IF stage grid cir-
cuit.

Picture detection and sound mix-
ing are performed by diode CR201.

The detected picture information
from diode CR201 is amplified by
the pentode section of an 1IKV8.
The output from this video stage
drives the cathode of the 12CNP4
CRT.

The plate of the video output
stage supplies video information
for the AGC and sync separator
stages. The triode section of the
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Fig. 3 - Deflection stages
and CRT supply networks of
RCA Victor KCS168 chassis.

11KV8 is employed as a keyed
AGC amplifier, feeding AGC dc
voltage to the control grids of the
RF amplifier and the 1st IF ampli-
fier.

A 6GH8A triode section acts as
a sync separator amplifier stage,
supplying sync information to the
horizontal and vertical deflection
stages.

A 15KY8 is employed as a verti-
cal oscillator/output stage supply-
ing vertical scanning current to the
vertical yoke windings.

Horizontal oscillator AFC is
performed by the horizontal phase
comparator diodes, SR201. The
horizontal oscillator is an 8FQ7
duo -triode, operating as a cathode -
coupled multivibrator. The output
of the phase comparator diodes
(coupled to the multivibrator) pro-
vides the desired automatic fre-
quency / phase control.

The output of the horizontal
oscillator drives the pentode sec-
tion of a 33GY7 operating as the

Fig. 2 -Diagram of the fila-
ment circuit employed in
Magnavox T924 series color
chassis.
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horizontal output stage. The diode
section of the 33GY7 operates as
the damper. A B + boost supply of
300v provides screen potential for
the CRT.

The low voltage supply consists
of a half -wave rectifier, CR101,
and associated filtering circuitry
which provides 145v B +.

The KCS168 chassis is very simi-
lar in electrical and physical char-
acteristics to the KCS165. A larger
CRT is employed (16CHP4). Elec-
trical differences are found pri-
marily in the deflection stages and
CRT supply networks (shown in
Fig. 3). Tube differences include a
38HE7, a 12 -element tube, employ-
ed as a combination horizontal out-
put -damper stage and an 8JV8 serv-
ing as a video output/AGC ampli-
fier. The vertical yoke windings
are supplied from a tap on the pri-
mary of the vertical output trans-
former. These yoke windings are
supplied from the secondary wind-
ing in the KCS165.

The KCS158 chassis is similar to
the KCS159, but does not employ a
power transformer. The two -stage
IF circuit employs a 4EH7 and a
4JC6. A 6GH8 pentode section
serves as a sync and sound ampli-
fier.

Models using the KCS158 in-
clude the AJ153 and AJ157. These
models will employ the "Instant
Pic" feature as shown in Fig. 4.

ZENITH

The new hybrid 20in. chassis,
8Y4B36, employs 8 tubes and 4
transistors. Three transistors and the
detector diode are part of a new
solid-state IF strip or module
(shown in Fig. 5) that is enclosed in
a metal case (sub -chassis) and
mounted upright on top of the main
chassis. The other parts of the main
chassis and VHF tuner have tubes.
The tube circuits are quite similar
to those of the 14Y26 chassis.

By enclosing the IF section in a
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Fig. 4 - Simplified schematic of
"instant pic' circuit employed in

RCA Victor models AJ153 and
AJ157 TV sets.
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separate sub -chassis, plus the use
of two metal partitions inside, it is
said that practically all radiation ef-
fects are eliminated.

The electrical connections to the
"strip" are made with plug -on leads.
The dc supply to the strip is 24v and
is taken from the 28th line by using
a dropping resistor. The voltage is
regulated by a zener diode connect-
ed from the 24v line to chassis
ground.

The IF strip is designed with an
unusual feed -through capacitor -
type lead terminal construction pro-
viding uniform wiring, parts place-
ment, and also keeps stray wiring
capacity to a minimum.

A full set of wave traps is includ-
ed. Note the 41.25MHz and 47.25 -
MHz traps have two cores allowing
a closer adjustment to the trap fre-
quency, resulting in maximum re-
jection.

The 1st stage employs "forward"
AGC bias. The fixed bias of the 1st
IF transistor is set for maximum

gain. Under AGC action, the mini-
mum gain point is held to a par-
ticular level to prevent distortion.
After this minimum gain point is
reached, the VHF tuner is then gain
controlled.

A separate IF AGC control,
located in the collector circuit of the
1st transistor, is set at the factory
to compensate for variations in
transistor and circuit gain charac-
teristics.

The 1st IF stage is coupled to the
2nd IF stage by a double -tuned
transformer. The 2nd IF stage has
been designed for better than aver-
age gain for the sound carrier fre-
quencies of weak signals. The 3rd
IF stage operates unneutralized to
give a maximum, but quite stable
gain. The output IF circuit is operat-
ed over -coupled by a double -tuned
transformer. The over-all gain of
the IF module is said to be higher
than comparable tube circuitry.

The 1Y21B55 chassis is com-
pletely solid-state except for the HV

Fig. 5 - Zenith's new solid-
state 1F strip or module
which is enclosed in a metal
case.

rectifier. The chassis employs 21
transistors and 17 diodes. The HV
rectifier tube is type 3BM2. The
CRT is a 19in. "squared corner"
20UP4 rimbond type. The deflec-
tion angle is 114deg with 20kv
being applied to the 2nd anode.

The chassis has a new "molded"
sweep transformer designed for use
without the usual HV cage. The
models using this chassis employ
completely transistorized UHF and
VHF tuners.

There are two separate sub -
chassis, one contains the IF ampli-
fier, detector and video driver. The
other includes the 4.5MHz sound
IF, the limiter and ratio detector.

This chassis has the "instant on"
feature. When the volume control
knob is pushed inward then rotated
fully to the left, the receiver is com-
pletely off. When the knob is turned
to the right, the receiver is on stand-
by and the CRT (and the pilot light
on some models) has a low filament
voltage applied.
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The color and hori-
zontal deflection sec-

tions of Motorola's
TS915 chassis.

COLOR PANEL

/
3BN2
HV RECTIFIER

TEKLAB
REPORT

I he first part of this article ap-
peared in the September 1967 issue
of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN. That
article covered this set's tuner, video
IF amplifier and the video output
section.

Some of the important features
to be covered here are as follows:

Hue is adjustable independently
without altering the color signal,
shifting the color oscillator fre-
quency or manipulating color sync
- which is said to produce excellent
fidelity and stability.

The automatic color control
makes color tuning easy and holds
color gain constant.

Quick acting solid-state switches
provide horizontal and vertical re-
trace blanking, color killer action
and fine tuning indication.

Direct demodulation of the com-
posite color signal provides true
color video voltages including
brightness information.

The horizontal output panel and
the chroma panel, shown here, are
two of the ten easy -to -remove panels
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Understand how this solid-state color receiver works

A Technician Looks at
contained in this one -of -a -kind color
TV set.

The Color IF System
The complete color section is

shown in Fig. 1. Two NPN tran-
sistor stages represent the color IF
amplifier which accepts the color
signal, amplifies and presents it to
the demodulators where synchro-
nous detection takes place. These
two stages are typical bandpass
amplifiers tuned to pass only the
color signal (3.58MHz) and its side -
bands up to -±500kHz.

Forward bias for the 2nd color
IF amplifier is supplied by the
color killer circuit. Absence of for-
ward bias will allow the stage to cut
off, prohibiting passage of spurious
noise through the system during
B/W transmission. Forward bias
is manually adjustable by the cus-
tomer's intensity control enabling
individual control of color intensity
(saturation).

The automatic color control
supplies a reverse bias proportional

to received color signal strength, to
control conduction of the 1st IF
amplifier stage. A delay diode simi-
lar to that used at the tuner allows
the color IF to operate at maximum
sensitivity for weak signals.
Gated Color Sync and
Crystal Amplifier

Color sync is gated through the
gated color sync amplifier shown in
schematic diagram by the applica-
tion of a gating pulse applied to the
emitter which is timed to arrive co-
incident with the color sync interval
at the base. All other signals are ex-
cluded from passing through the gate
by insufficient forward bias. The
color sync intervals cause a 3.58 -
MHz crystal to ring, creating a con-
tinuous wave color sync signal which
is amplified by the NPN crystal out-
put amplifier.

Automatic Color Control (ACC)
and Color Killer

A portion of the crystal output
amplifier signal (color sync) is
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Fig. 1 -Ccmplete schematic of color IF.
sync. oscillator and gating circuits.

Motorola's TS915 Chassis
coupled to the base of an NPN
automatic color control amplifier
after rectification by a diode.
Converted to a positive dc propor-
tional to color sync amplitude, the
voltage causes the ACC amplifier
to conduct. Also, the negative going
collector voltage is applied as an
ACC voltage to control the 1st
color IF amplifier conduction.
Conduction of the color killer am-
plifier causes its collector voltage to
rise. The direct coupled NPN color
killer output sees this rise at the pre-
ceding collector as an "on" signal
and goes into conduction. A feed-
back resistor couples the drop in
color killer output collector voltage
back to the color killer amplifier
base, causing saturating. This, in
turn, is reflected in a high collector
voltage which saturates the color
killer output unit. This monostable
multivibrator arrangement is "on"
with color sync or "off" with no col-
or sync. The emitter of the color
killer output stage is the forward
bias source for the 2nd color IF am-

plifier. Unless the color killer switch
conducts, there can be no color
demodulation.

Color Oscillator, Phase Splitter
and Output Amplifier

Demodulation of color signals
requires reinsertion of the carrier
which is suppressed at the trans-
mitter. This carrier is generated by
a Colpitts oscillator which free -
runs during B/W programing.

The oscillator signal is split at
the subsequent phase splitter stage
to permit adjustment of oscillator
signal phase without disturbing the
oscillator, color sync or color
signal. This adjustment is the fami-
liar hue control which permits prop-
er flesh tone values to be obtained.

The resultant signal is presented
to each of three demodulators by an
output amplifier which provides
isolation, amplification and ampli-
tude limiting of the reinserted
carrier.

This portion of the color cir-
cuits seems especially interesting.

Q1S and Q2S comprise the color
IF amplifier system which is basi-
cally a tuned amplifier optimized to
handle frequencies 500kHz above
and below the color signal of 3.58
MHz accommodating all the side -
bands essential to color definition.
The amplified color signal is coupl-
ed to three demodulators by the
2nd color IF transformer.

A reinserted 3.58MHz CW
carrier required to achieve color
demodulation is generated by the
color oscillator, Q8S. The signal
created here is applied to the de-
modulators after amplification by
01 IS and Q 12S, the phase splitter
and output stages respectively. The
phase splitter permits customer con-
trol of reference phase while the
output amplifier provides isolation
between demodulators and the phase
splitter. Reference carrier amplitude
limiting is provided by diode, E5S.

Synchronization of the locally
generated carrier is established by
gating a sample of the original sup-
pressed carrier transmitted during
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horizontal blanking time after
horizontal sync.

A continuous signal is created
from these bursts of color sync by a
crystal which vibrates continually
under the influence of 3.58MHz
color sync. The resultant sync signal
is applied to the color oscillator as a
reference to assure that the oscillator
signal is in phase and frequency-
locked with the transmitted color
sync.

The color IF system is turned on
by a "one shot" multivibrator, Q5S
and Q6S, which make up the color
killer switch.

The ACC amplifier, Q4S, re-
ceives rectified color sync, conduct-
ing accordingly to provide ACC
control of the color IF system gain.
The color killer switch is also acti-
vated by the ACC amplifier.

Gating signals for Q7S, the gated
color sync amplifier, are derived
from transmitted horizontal sync
pulses. Timing and shaping are pro-
vided by Q8F, the color gate pulse -
former; and 011S, the color gate
pulse limiter.

Color Demodulators
1 'tree demodulators detect pri-

mary red, blue and green color video
signals employing a simple dual di-
ode phase comparer circuit for each
of the three colors shown in Fig. 2.
Two signals are compared in phase
at each demodulator. One is the
color signal which constantly chang-
es in phase with hues, the other is a
reinserted reference carrier. An in-
phase condition between these two
signals at any given demodulator
produces a maximum output voltage
in such a polarity as to turn the re-
lated CRT gun "on."

An out -of -phase condition of
180deg between the two signals at
any given demodulator produces a
maximum output voltage of such
polarity as to turn the related CRT
gun "off." A quadrature condition
between the two signals at any giv-
en demodulator produces no output
which is typical of any phase com-
parer circuit. Differences that are
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Fig. 2 - Schematic of the
color demodulators which
are simple phase detector

circuits.
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not fully "on" or "off' at the related
CRT gun are a result of intermediate
phase angles between the two signals.

The reinserted carrier phase is
established by design and intent
directly to demodulate red, blue
and green video signals by compar-
ing the phase relationship of the re-
inserted carrier with the total color
signal rather than the individual
R -Y, B -Y, G -Y components which
make up the color signal. This al-
lows a number of advantages. There
is no need for color difference sig-
nal amplifiers, no loss of the dc
component in color difference chan-
nels since these don't exist; and
uniform demodulation of com-
posite color video voltages, includ-
ing brightness information, solves
nonlinear matrixing at the CRT.

Horizontal Deflection
Transistorized horizontal sweep

circuits are interesting. Compared
to tube type circuits, the solid-state
version is quite simple (see Fig. 3).

An NPN horizontal oscillator is
started from the 35vdc source. The
tank coil is adjustable as a hold con-
trol. A train of negative rectangular
pulses occurs at the oscillator col-

lector and is applied to the PNP
predriver base. These pulses are
amplified and inverted for presenta-
tion to the NPN driver base, caus-
ing conduction here also. The driv-
er transformer is arranged so there
is no phase inversion of the driving
signal. Therefore, when the driver
conducts, the output pair does not.
Cutting off the driver causes its
collector to rise to source voltage.
This rise is seen at the output pair
as an "on" signal.

Conduction of the output pair
causes beam deflection from cen-
ter screen to right side. At this
point, retrace commences and the
beams snap back to the left side, the
damper starts conducting to pro-
vide deflection from the left side of
the screen to center, at which time
the output pair is turned on again.

Switching transients are suppress-
ed in the output circuit by appro-
priate filter networks. A pulse limit-
er diode prevents the output collec-
tor pulse from rising beyond a safe
value. The retrace pulse is applied
to a typical flyback transformer HV
rectifier circuit.

High voltage regulation is not
required because the solid-state sys-
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Fig. 3 - Diagram showing horizontal sweep
circuitry and regulator. An arc gate protects

output transistors from arcing at the HV
rectifier.

tem is basically better than the tube
system in this regard. Careful de-
sign of the flyback transformer per-
mits a decrease in inductance under
load. Regulation of the B + source
to the output pair holds high voltage
constant.

A combination horizontal pin-
cushion and B+ regulator performs
two functions. Horizontal B + is
modulated by a vertical parabola
to increase raster width at a vertical
rate for side pincushion error cor-
rection. Also, while being modu-
lated, B + is held at an average
80vdc. Any difference between a
stiff 95vdc and a variable 86vdc is
sensed by the regulator circuit. The
horizontal sweep regulator is caused
to conduct more with a drop of the
86vdc supply and less with an in-
crease. Consequently, the regulator
holds the B + to the horizontal out-
put pair at 80vdc regardless of the
load imposed by the high voltage
system.

A phase comparer is used in the
AFC system, employing a symmet-
rical transistor which looks like
two diodes connected cathode -to -
cathode. Here two signals are com-
pared in phase. One is the negative
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horizontal sync pulse, the other is a
reference sawtooth developed at the
horizontal output stage. If the ref-
erence sawtooth should drift for-
ward or back in time as compared
to the fixed sync pulse, correction
voltage is developed by the AFC
diodes to adjust the oscillator until
the reference signal is brought back
in phase with sync.

The horizontal output transistors
are protected against accidental arc
which may occur at the HV rectifier.
An arc gate stage conducts only dur-
ing an arc. As a consequence, the
horizontal driver is caused to con -

016
m RIG AMP

U2G

IT RIG

DRIVER

C1R

ri RIG

BOY MA
TO FLYBACK

PRIMARY

TO 10
BLUE RIG

M M

CON, CONY

duct by the arc gate. The output
pair is cut-off when this happens.

A horizontal blanking pulse is
taken from the collector circuit of
the horizontal output pair. The AFC
reference signal is also taken from
this point.

Horizontal parabolic signals are
delivered to the convergence coils
from the primary of the flyback
transformer. AGC gate pulses come
from a pulse coil related to the fly-
back. Vertical pincushion cir-
cuitry receives a horizontal parabola
from the low side of the deflection
yoke. 

The plug-in type horizontal
panel removed from
chassis.
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Fig. 1 -Simplified grounded -emitter
amplifier circuit with fixed bias.
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Fig. 2 - Grounded -emitter amplifier
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Fig. 4 -This grounded -emitter am-
plifier has a stabilizing resistor (R4)

in the emitter circuit.

Part two of a series

Solid -State Audio
Know your bias and stabilizing circuits and your troubleshooting

 The first article in this series
touched briefly on the three basic
transistorized circuits, various
audio amplifier operating modes
and coupling methods.

Before we can intelligently ap-
proach solid-state audio amplifier
troubleshooting procedures, how-
ever, it is necessary to understand
a little more about these circuits -
their circuit characteristics and how
they function. As previously men-
tioned, we do not intend to go into
this from the designer's viewpoint.

From the troubleshooting view-
point much time can be saved if we
know the basic circuit types, what
their biasing arrangements are
and how they function when operat-
ing properly. We will find out
later how they act when circuit
faults develop.

If you observe an experienced
bench technician at work with
solid-state equipment you will fre-
quently see him make one or two
voltage measurements, probably
short two elements of a transistor
together, check a few bias resistors
and quickly isolate the defective

stage - even the defective part or
parts - within a matter of minutes.
He can do this only because he
knows basic solid-state theory, how
each basic transistor circuit works,
the individual circuit characteristics
and how each circuit functions under
normal circumstances. Let's review
these three circuits briefly.

We are concerned primarily
with three basic transistorized cir-
cuits as shown in the previous article
of this series: the grounded -base,
the grounded -emitter and the
grounded -collector (emitter -follower
or collector -follower) circuits.

We have already learned that
the grounded -emitter is the only
transistor circuit which inverts the
input signal 1 80deg from input to
output. The grounded -base and
grounded -collector circuits do not
invert the input signal. But we
should also be aware of at least a
few more distinguishing characteris-
tics of these circuits. This becomes
relatively easy because we can, as far
as this article is concerned, forget
about the grounded -base circuit
since it is presently very little used

Fig. 5-Complete audio amplifier schematic of
Motorola's solid-state TV chassis. TS460.
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Amplifiers
battles are easily won

except perhaps in special circuits
including TV turners and low -fre-
quency audio amplifier applica-
tions. We will be concerned here
with only the grounded -emitter and
and grounded -collector circuits.
The former is widely used in various
types of audio amplifiers. The
latter is used essentially in audio
amplifier chains as a unity -gain
impedance -matching arrangement.

So the experienced technician
knows that the grounded -emitter
circuit inverts the signal phase 180
deg from input to output. He also
remembers that the emitter element
of the grounded -emitter circuit is
"common" to both the input and
output circuits. And it is easy for
him to recall that the input (emitter/
base) circuit has an input impedance
ranging generally from 2011 to
5K in audio amplifier circuits and
that the output (emitter/collector)
circuit has an impedance ranging
generally from 500 to 50K. The
power gain may be as high as 10k -
or up to 40db.

Because he knows that the
current flowing in the emitter/base

Fig. 6 - Phono amplifier uses collector -
follower transistor circuit.
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circuit always controls the current
flowing in the collector circuit, our
experienced technician knows the
meaning of biasing, bias stability -
and hence his troubleshooting in-
stincts are sensitive to abnormal
bias variations.

He knows at a glance (see Fig. 1)
what a "fixed bias" arrangement
is in a grounded -emitter circuit. Be-
cause of variations in transistors,
however, he is aware that critical
base -current characteristics and the
sensitivity of transistors to temper-
ature changes make this arrange-
ment undesirable. The "self -
biasing" arrangement (Fig. 2) is
better - except that amplifier gain
is reduced somewhat in this case. So,
in most well -designed transistor
grounded -emitter circuits the two
arrangements shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 are better and more often
seen in high quality equipment cir-
cuits. But our technician is also
thoroughly familiar with other bias
stabilizing methods used in modern
audio amplifiers - including the
"split" voltage divider, thermistor
and diode stabilizing networks.

RI4

SP.

TYPE
40425

OR
40424

TYPE 117 V
40265 AC/DC

9-1"f1731

Practical Circuits

Although we will "flash back"
later and go somewhat deeper into
this subject (which will shed consid-
erable light on efficient trouble-
shooting techniques), it seems
appropriate here to move quickly
into the practical area of modern
solid-state audio amplifier cir-
cuits.

A schematic of the complete
audio amplifier circuit used in
Motorola's solid-state TV chassis,
TS460, is shown in Fig. 5. Let's
explore the circuit briefly.

We see that the audio signal
from the ratio detector output is
fed to the volume control and hence,
through the 0.1Aif coupling capaci-
tor, to the base of the 1st audio
amplifier, Q11. As we can also see,
this is a grounded -emitter circuit.
We note that R307 and R308 pro-
vide forward bias to the NPN
transistor. The emitter resistor,
R309, aids in providing bias sta-
bility. The output from 011 is
coupled through another 0.10
capacitor to the base of 012, the
second audio amplifier, or audio
driver. We also observe that Q12
is connected in a grounded -collector
(emitter -follower) circuit. This
arrangement provides an impedance
match between the high collector
impedance of 011 and the low base -
to -emitter impedance of Q13 - the
audio output stage.

The audio output from Q12 is
taken from the emitter and coupled
directly to the base of Q13. Note
also that the collector of Q12 is
returned to B + through the audio
output transformer, T303. This
provides higher gain from the out-
put. Forward bias for Q13 is
supplied by the emitter voltage of
Q12. Emitter resistors R313 and
R315 provide stabilization for 013.

Troubleshooting problems which
may confront you in this circuit will
be reviewed in a forthcoming article.

It would seem advisable at this
point to pause momentarily for a
"change -up." But you should be
warned that the change -up is a
deliberate attempt to communicate
a particular type of information that
(I) cautions you not to get "cocky"
regarding your knowledge of tran-
sistor circuitry and (2) informs you
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Fig. 7 - Preamplifier employs a "bootstrap- circuit to provide high impedance input.

(contrary to the opinions of some
persons) that the design engineers
are not all "stark -raving -mad."

And it should also be mentioned
here once again that we work and
live in a fast -changing world. This
pause, in effect, is a "circuit -
breaker" designed to prevent your
"brain -gain" from approaching the
"avalanche breakdown" point.

The circuit shown in Fig. 6 is
by courtesy of RCA Electronic
Components and Devices. It
appears on page 479 of the latest
RCA Transistor Manual. We have
not had time to breadboard it and
check it out. The specifications say
that it is useful up to about 1w with
approximately 10 percent harmonic
distortion. Also, it is said, when
running at 50mw output, the har-
monic distortion is around 1 per-
cent or less. Note that a PNP and
NPN transistor are used. And the
driver transistor, a grounded -col-
lector, is operating, not as an emit-
ter -follower, but as a collector -
follower!

This is not, admittedly, an
amplifier that you will find in $500
components, but, let's face it, you'll
probably be asked to repair one of

them, in a variety of monophonic
phono brands, by the middle of
next summer - or sooner.

Now, as we promised, let's flash
back and pick up a couple of tem-
porarily abandoned threads - bias-
ing and bias stability. A little more
attention focused on these two fac-
tor's is essential if you are to main-
tain an efficient diagnosing, trouble-
shooting and repairing stance in the
solid-state audio amplifier equip-
ment area.

As previously pointed out, in
reference to the fixed bias arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 1, this is not a
very desirable grounded -emitter
circuit for audio amplifiers and we
probably won't be bumping into the
arrangement often. And the self -bias
circuit shown in Fig. 2 can also be
ignored.

Although the circuit shown in
Fig. 3 is seldom used except in low-
level, inexpensive audio amplifier
circuits, we will look at it briefly
because it is suitable for the points
we need to stress.

Observe that we have a voltage
divider composed of R I and R2.
The values of these resistors are
critical. Current through the R l /

R2 network establishes base bias.
And any change in collector voltage
caused by a change in emitter cur-
rent will alter the base bias. R3, rep-
resenting the load, is also impor-
tant in relation to circuit stability.

When equipment designers want
to avoid low gain, or a reduction in
gain caused by the type of circuits
shown in Fig. 2 and 3, they turn to
the circuit shown in Fig. 4 - or a
variation of this circuit. A proper -
value resistor (R4) is inserted in the
emitter circuit. To avoid emitter
degeneration, the resistor is by-
passed. And the value of this capac-
itor (electrolytic) is usually rather
large - depending on where the cir-
cuit is used in the audio amplifier
chain. The value of R2 will usually
be from five to ten times greater
than the emitter resistor, R4 - de-
pending again on the amplifier type.

Now, let's take a look at one more
circuit (see Fig. 6). This arrange-
ment is frequently used as a pre-
amplifier stage.

Look first at the 50;hf electrolytic
capacitor in the grounded -emitter
input stage. This is connected in a
"bootstrap" circuit. Note the
switches also. The over-all fre-
quency response of the preamplifier
is shaped by two negative feedback
paths and audio amplitudes are
equalized between functions. One
feedback path is switched into the
circuit when the amplifier is being
used with a phono input and another
is switched in when the amplifier is
being used for other purposes.

From the troubleshooting view-
point, the important thing to con-
sider here is the "bootstrap" con-
cept which uses the 500 capacitor.
We will not go into details regarding
the operation of this circuit. It is
sufficient to know that the capacitor
is used to "boost" the impedence at
the input of the first transistor stage
by coupling the signal which appears
at the emitter back to the junction
of the two 22K resistors - effec-
tively reducing the current through
the upper resistor. This, in effect, as
can be proven by Ohms Law, in-
creases the impedance of the upper
resistor from 10 to 25 times.

A forthcoming article will cover
a few more specialized circuits and
then we will go into various trouble
symptoms and circuit faults.
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Semiconductors from A to Z
New AM, FM and TV tuners require an understanding of varicap diode tuning circuits

For several years varicaps have
been used in FM tuners to compen-
sate for frequency drift. Until fair-
ly recently the diode's restricted
tuning range has limited its general
consumer applications to these
automatic frequency control (AFC)
circuits, although it has had impor-
tant microwave applications.

In the past some technicians
have been able to repair FM receiv-
ers without understanding the func-
tion of this diode. Their luck, how-
ever, is now beginning to run out,
and an understanding of this semi-
conductor is essential if they are
to service new electronic circuits ef-
fectively.

A thorough understanding of ca-
pacitors and coils is required before
varicap functions can be compre-
hended, and to help the reader re-
view or develop these fundamentals
last month's article explained the
voltage -current relationships that
occur in these components. As indi-
cated in Fig. 1, the phase angle of
current flowing through capacitor
leads (represented by dashed lines)
is 90deg ahead of the applied volt-
age (shown as solid lines).

When a capacitor is connected to
a regulated -voltage signal generator
(Fig. 2), the current (1) flowing
through the capacitor leads is de-
pendent on the capacitor's reactance
(Xc),

( I =

Fig. 1 - The phase angle of current
flowing through a capacitor's leads
(dashed curves) is 90deg ahead of the
applied voltage (solid curves) The
current increases as the frequency of
the applied voltage increases from a
lower (A) to an intermediate (B) to a

higher (C) frequency.

REGULATED -VOLTAGE

SIGNAL GENERATOR

_L
T

Fig. 2 - A capacitor is connected to
the output of a regulated -voltage signal
generator.

the 16th article in a continuing series

which in turn is dependent on the
frequency (f) of the applied voltage

1(Xc =

In Fig. I we see that as the fre-
quency (f) of the applied voltage
increases, the capacitor's reactance
decreases and more flows
through its leads. (The upper pair
of curves (A) in Fig. 1, 4, 5 and 8
represent a lower frequency than
the center pair of curves (B), while
the lower pair of curves (C) rep-
resent a higher frequency.)

The voltage (E) across a capacitor
connected to a regulated -current
signal generator (Fig. 3) is depend-

REGULATED- CURRENT

SIGNAL GENERATOR

Fig. 3 A capacitor is connected to
the output of a regulated -current signal
generator.

ent on the capacitor's reactance
(Xc), (E = IXc). As the frequency
of the applied current (Fig. 4) in-
creases, the voltage drop across the
capacitor decreases.

Last month's article showed that
the voltage -current relationship in
a capacitor differed from the re-
lationship in a coil. As indicated in
Fig. 5 the phase angle of current
flowing through a coil (represented
by dashed lines) is 90deg behind the
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Fig. 4 - The voltage drop across a
capacitor (solid curves) decreases as
the frequency of the applied current
(dashed curves) increases from a low-
er (A) to an intermediate (B) to a high-
er (C) frequency.

Fig. 5 - The phase angle of current
flowing through the coil (dashed curves)
is 90deg behind the applied voltage
(solid curves). The current decreases
as the frequency of the applied voltage
increases from a lower (A) to an inter-
mediate (B) to a higher (C) frequency.

applied voltage (shown as solid
lines).

When a coil is connected to a reg-
ulated -voltage signal generator
(Fig. 6), the current (I) flowing

REGULATED- VOLTAGE

SIGNAL GENERATOR

Fig. 6 - A coil is connected to the
output of a regulated -voltage signal
generator.

through the coil is dependent on the
coil's reactance (XL),

(I = XL '
which in turn is dependent on the
frequency (f) of the applied voltage
(Xc = 27rfL). In Fig. 5 we see
that as the frequency (f) of the ap-
plied voltage increases, the coil's
reactance also increases and less
current flows through the coil.

The voltage (E) across a coil con-
nected to a regulated -current signal

REGULATED - CURRENT

SIGNAL GENERATOR

Fig. 7 - A coil is connected to the
output of a regulated -current signal
generator.

generator (Fig. 7) is dependent on
the coil's reactance (XL),
(E = IXL). As the frequency of
the applied current (Fig. 8) increas-
es, the voltage drop across the coil
also increases.

Both series and parallel ca-
pacitor -coil tuned circuits depend
on the capacitor and coil voltage -
current relationships.

Series -Resonant Circuits
The capacitor and coil in Fig. 9

are connected in series to a regu-
lated -current signal generator, and
the same amount of current must
flow through both the capacitor
leads and coil. When the frequency
(f) of the current from the signal
generator is below the circuit's res-
onant frequency (fr), the coil's re-
actance (XL) is smaller than the
capacitor's reactance (Xc). (When

Fig. 8 - The voltage drop across a coil
(solid curves) increases as the fre-
quency of the applied current (dashed
curves) increases from a lower (A) to
an intermediate (B) to a higher (C)
frequency.

REGULATED -CURRENT

SIGNAL GENERATOR

Fig. 9 -A capacitor and coil are con-
nected in series to a regulated -current
signal generator.

f < fr, XL < Xc.) Under these
conditions (Fig. 10), a smaller volt-
age drop occurs across the coil
(solid curve A) than across the ca-
pacitor (solid curve B).

Since the coil and capacitor are
connected in series and the same
current must flow through both, the
phase angle of the current in both
components (dashed curves A and
B) must be the same. The phase
angle of the voltage across the coil
(solid curve A) leads the coil current
(dashed curve A) 90deg, while the
phase angle of the voltage across the
capacitor (solid curve B) lags be-
hind the capacitor lead current
(dashed curve B) 90deg. The volt-
ages across the two components are
therefore 180deg out of phase with
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Fig. 10 - When the ac current applied
to a series -resonant circuit is below
resonant frequency (dashed curves A
and B), there is a greater voltage drop
across the capacitor (solid curve B) than
across the coil (solid curve A). The
curve that results (curve C) when add-
ing the amplitudes of these two curves
(solid curves A and B) represents the
voltage at the signal generator. The
signal generator voltage is in phase
with the capacitor voltage.

each other, or of opposite polarity.
When the voltage across the coil
(solid curve A) is positive, the volt-
age across the capacitor (solid
curve B) is negative.

The voltage at the regulated -cur-
rent signal generator is equal to the
total voltage across the coil and
capacitor. If the voltage across the
coil is + 8v and the voltage across
the capacitor is - 16v, the total
voltage at the signal generator is
- 8v.

From these calculations it is ap-
parent that at this frequency, with
the components used, an ac volt-
meter would indicate a voltage
across the coil greater than the volt-
age at the signal generator and a
voltage across the capacitor equal
to the voltage at the signal genera-
tor. Since the same amount of cur-
rent flows from the regulated -cur-
rent signal generator through the
coil and capacitor, the apparent
power supplied by the signal gen-
erator (Ps = IEs) is less than the
apparent power at the coil (Pt =

IEL) and equal to the apparent pow-
er at the capacitor (Pc = IEc). We
know, however, that the parts of a
circuit cannot absorb more power
than is supplied the circuit and,
therefore, the apparent power at the
coil and capacitor cannot be the
actual power consumed.

Measurements with a wattmeter
indicate that the apparent power
(P = IE) is the true power only
in ac or dc resistance circuits. If the
circuit contained a capacitor that
could have a perfect insulator sep-
arating its two segments, no elec-
trons could pass between the two
segments, and current entering one
capacitor lead would return out the
same lead without ever passing
through the capacitor. Under these
conditions the capacitor would not
consume any power.

The current used to produce a
magnetic field in a coil is returned
to the circuit when the field dissi-
pates, the energy absorbed to pro-
duce the field being returned to the
circuit. Since the power used by
the reactance in the circuit is always

Fig. 11 - When the ac current applied
to a series -resonant circuit is above
resonant frequency (dashed curves A
and B). there is a greater voltage drop
across the coil (solid curve A) than
across the capacitor (solid curve B).
The curve that results (curve C) when
adding the amplitudes of these two
curves (solid curves A and B) repre-
sents the voltage at the signal genera-
tor. The signal generator voltage is in
phase with the coil voltage.

returned to the circuit, no actual
power is dissipated by it.

When the capacitor and coil (Fig.
9) are connected in series to the sig-
nal generator and the frequency (f)
of the resulting current is above the
circuit's resonant frequency (fr), the
coil's reactance (XL) is greater than
the capacitor's reactance (Xc).
(When f>fr, XL>Xc.) Under
these conditions (Fig. 11), a larger
voltage drop occurs across the coil
(solid curve A) than across the ca-
pacitor (solid curve B). If the volt-
age across the coil is + 16v and the
voltage across the capacitor is - 8v.
the total voltage at the signal gen-
erator is + 8v.

When the frequency (f) of the
current from the signal generator is
the same as the circuit's resonant
frequency (fr), the coil's reactance
(XL) is equal to the capacitor's re-
actance (Xc) (When f = fr.
XL = Xc.) The voltage drop
across the coil (Fig. 12) is then

Fig. 12 - When the ac current applied
to a series -resonant circuit is at res-
onant frequency (dashed curves A and
B), the voltage drop across the capaci-
tor (solic curve B) is as large as that
across tie coil (solid curve A). No
curve results (line C) when adding the
amplitudes of these two curves (solid
curves A and B). and virtually no volt-
age is prasent at the signal generator.

equal to the voltage drop across
the capacitor. Since the two equal
voltages are 180deg out of phase, of
opposite polarity, no voltage drop
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occurs across the signal generator
( +12v -12v = Ov).

When the frequency of the signal
generator current (Fig. 9) is either
above or below the resonant fre-
quency, the capacitor and coil im-
pedances result in a signal genera-
tor voltage that does not occur at the
resonant frequency.

Parrallel-Resonant Circuits
The capacitor and coil in Fig. 13

REGULATED- VOLTAGE

SIGNAL GENERATOR T
Fig. 13 -A capacitor and coil are con-
nected in parallel to a regulated voltage
signal generator.

are connected in parallel to a regu-
lated -voltage signal generator, and
the same amount of voltage is pres-
ent across both the capacitor and
coil. When the frequency of the sig-
nal generator voltage is below the

/-\\\
Fig. 14 - When the ac voltage applied
to a parallel -resonant circuit is below
resonant frequency (solid curves A and
B). more current flows through the coil
(dashed curve A) than through the ca-
pacitor leads (dashed curve B). The
curve that results (curve C) when adding
the amplitudes of these two curves
(dashed curves A and B) represents the
current from the signal generator. The
signal generator current is in phase
with the coil current.

circuit's resonant frequency (Fig.
14), the coil's reactance is smaller
than the capacitor's reactance and
more current flows through the coil
(dashed curve A) than through the
capacitor leads (dashed curve B).

Since the coil and capacitor are
connected in parallel and the same
voltage is applied to both, the phase
angle of the voltage drop across both
components (solid curves A and B)
must be the same. The phase angle
of the current through the coil (dash-
ed curve A) lags behind the coil
voltage (solid curve A) 90deg, while
the phase angle of the current
through the capacitor leads (dashed
curve B) is 90deg ahead of the ca-
pacitor voltage (solid curve B). The
currents through the leads of the
two components are therefore 180 -
deg out of phase with each other,
or of opposite polarity. When the
current through the coil dashed
curve A) is negative, the current
through the capacitor leads (dashed
curve B) is positive.

The current from the regulated -
voltage signal generator is equal to
the total current through both the

Fig. 15 15 - When the ac voltage
is below resonant frequency, elec-
trons flow from the signal generator
aid capacitor through the coil daring
half a cycle (A) and flow through the
coil, entering the capacitor and signal
generator. during the other halt cycle
(B).

coil and capacitor leads. If the cur-
rent through the coil is - 16ma and
the current through the capacitor
leads is + 8ma, the total current at
the signal generator is - 8ma.

At the below resonance frequency
(Fig. 15), more current flows
through the coil than through the
capacitor leads or signal generator.
During half a cycle electrons flow
from the signal generator and capac-
itor through the coil, while during
the other half cycle electrons flowing
through the coil enter the capacitor
and signal generator.

When the frequency of the signal
generator voltage is above the cir-
cuit's resonant frequency (Fig. 16),

A A
k

\

Fig. 16 - When the ac voltage applied
to a parallel -resonant circuit is above
resonant frequency (solid curves A
and B). more current flows through the
capacitor leads (dashed curve B)
than through the coil (dashed curve A).
The curve that results (curve C) when
adding the amplitudes of these two
curves (dashed curves A and B) repre-
sents the current from the signal gen-
erator. The signal generator current is
in phase with the capacitor lead cur-
rent.

the coil's reactance is larger than
the capacitor's reactance and less
current flows through the coil
(dashed curve A) than through the
capacitor leads (dashed curve B).
The current from the regulated -
voltage signal generator is equal to
the total current through both the
coil and capacitor leads. If the cur -
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rent through the coil is - 8ma and
the current through the capacitor
leads is + 16ma, the total current at
the signal generator is + 8ma.

At the above resonance frequency
(Fig. 17), more current flows

I

T
age is above resonant frequency.
electrons flow from the capacitor to
the coil and signal generator during
half a cycle (A) and flow in the opposite
direction during the other half cycle (B).

through the capacitor leads than
through the coil or signal generator.
During half a cycle electrons flow
from the capacitor to the coil and
signal generator, while they flow in
the opposite direction during the
other half cycle.

When the frequency of the signal
generator voltage is at the circuit's
resonant frequency (Fig. 18), th6
coil's reactance is equal to the ca-
pacitor's reactance and virtually the
same amount of current passes
through both of them (dashed
curves A and B). If the current
through the coil is - 12ma and the
current through the capacitor leads
is + 12ma, no current remains to
flow from the signal generator and
theoretically the electrons flow (Fig.
19) only between the capacitor and
coil.

From the series -resonance curves
(Fig. 12) we see that the signal gen-
erator voltage is a minimum at the
resonant frequency, while from the

Fig. 18 - When the ac voltage applied
to a parallel -resonant circuit is at reso-
nant frequency (solid curves A and B).
the current through the capacitor leads
(dashed curve B) is as great as the
current through the coil (dashed curve
A). No curve results (line C) when add-
ing the amplitudes of these two curves
(dashed curves A and B). and virtually
no current flows from the signal gener-
ator.

Ir
AO- --St

Fig. 19 - When the applied ac voltage
is at resonant frequency. virtually al' of
the electrons flow from the capacitor
through the coil during half a cycle (A)
and return during the other half cycle
(B) without flowing through the sional
generator.

parallel -resonance curves (Fig. 18)
we see that the signal generator
current is a minimum at the reso-
nant frequency. The voltage or cur-
rent became greater at frequencies
above and below the resonant fre-
quency.

Varicap Tuning Circuits
Although future articles in this

series will describe the use of series -
resonant circuits for filtering out un-
desired signals in semiconductor
circuits, we are now more concerned
with the parallel -resonant circuits
used to tune receivers. The parallel -
resonant circuit shown in Fig. 20 is

LI

Fig. 20 - The parallel -resonant cir-
cuit is tuned with a varicap.

R1 R2 R3

C1 C2 C3

Fig. 21 - These resistors and capaci-
tors are connected in series.

tuned with a varicap. The negative
voltage applied to the anode of this
diode (DI) is isolated from the
balance of the tuned circuit by a ca-
pacitor (C1), and this capacitor (C1)
and diode (D1) are connected in
series, parallel to the coil (L1).

Just as series resistances can be
added (Fig. 21) to determine the
total resistance in a circuit (RT
R1 + R2 + R3), series capacitor
reactances can be added to deter-
mine the total capacitive reactance
in a circuit (Xci = Xci + XC2

continued on page 99
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ADVERTISING MERCHANDISING SALES/ BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

 Anthropologists tell us that the
last true "rugged individualist"
disappeared thousands of years
ago when two cavemen pooled their
clubs and began chasing edible
meat together.

And a year ago, Vern Green,
owner of Green's TV & Appliances,
Antioch, Calif., was bogged down
to his neck in problems and run-
ning out of steam.

"At least on paper," Mr. Green
says, "we were losing money on
service. And as far as sales were
concerned, I was losing efficiency
and the personal touch with the re-
sult that my control over this end
of the business wasn't what it should
have been."

Then Vern Green got an idea.
He called in his service manager,
Al Norwood, an employee for eight
years.

"How would you like to go into
the service business on a partner-
ship deal?" he asked Norwood.

"I'd like it," Al Norwood said.
So Vern Green set up an entirely

separate company called Green's
TV Service in which he and Al Nor-
wood are partners.

Since that time service volume
has doubled. And sales have increas-
ed substantially.

So, if you're having service prob-
lems as sales grow, or not making
enough money on service, perhaps
you can improve your own business
by a little reorganization and pool-
ing of brain resources.

But let's hear more of Al Green's
story.

Service Supports Sales
Mr. Green has been selling TV in

How To Upgrade Your
Stop being a 'lone wolf' and put the heat

Happy partnership. Al Nurwood (left) and Vern Green
are both pleased with a more efficient operation.

Antioch for 16 years and has built
a thriving business. Although he
sells and services some white goods
and air conditioners, the bulk of the
business is TV. The service shop
employs six full-time service tech-
nicians and two part-timers. One
technician services white goods,
record players and miscellaneous
items - the rest service TV.

One of Mr. Green's customer-
winning slogans has always been
"Call in by 10 a.m. for same -day
service." Same -day service builds
the repeat business. But Vern Green
found it difficult to carry out this
slogan as business grew.

"Like many other dealers, we
were finding it harder and harder
to keep up with the growing service
volume as our sales volume increas-
ed," Mr. Green declares.

"We were running into some
problems in living up to our same-
day service slogan and still main-
taining an efficient operation.

"TV sales and service is a very
personal business - at least ours
is," Mr. Green smiles.

"I've always considered service
so important to our sales program
that I personally handled the phone
calls that came in for service. Giving
good service underlies business
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Business in One Easy Step
on the 'no service' operators in our industry

Al Norwood runs an efficient shop. Service technicians
average 15 calls a day during busy season.

growth in this field. I used to come
into the store and be snowed tak-
ing service calls and getting them
out to the men so they'd be handled
the same day."

Often Mr. Green would have to
handle some problem on the sales
floor before getting all the service
calls out to the shop, and then
some of the service technicians
might have to wait around the shop
for as long as an hour. On busy days,
this could mean that the inside tech-
nician might have to be pulled off
the bench to meet the same -day de-
mand.

"Now Al is on top of service,"

Mr. Green smiles. "He has the in-
centive and the responsibility - it's
his business as well as mine. Every-
one knows Al is the service boss
and our customers are learning he
gives them the same personal atten-
tion that I used to give them."

Green's service shop is really
humming and its volume is expand-
ing rapidly.

There has been a small popula-
tion increase in Antioch during the
past year and this has been a con-
tributing factor in doubling the serv-
ice business. But the reorganization,
Mr. Green emphasizes, has increas-
ed shop efficiency and put it in a

position to win this new business.
"The separation of service from

sales gives us better supervision and
control over both sides of the opera-
tion," he points out. "I'm now able
to concentrate my efforts on the
sales program while Al has the au-
thority to develop a shop program
that fully meets our needs."

The sales firm pays the service
branch a fixed amount for installa-
tion, delivery and warranty work on
new goods. This gives the partner-

ability to develop a service
program that guarantees the profit-
ability of the operation.
Service Charges

Sixty percent of the service busi-
ness is on Green's sales and 40 per-
cent on sales by other dealers. Serv-
ice calls are $9 when the set is "not
our sale," $7.50 if the set was pur-
chased from Green's and is out of
warranty.

The area covered is roughly a 20 -
to 25 -mile radius of Antioch on
same -day service. Careful schedul-
ing and control over work perform-
ed in the home underlies the ability
to give good service from the stand-
point of the customer and profitable
service from the standpoint of the
shop.

"Although we're fortunate in hav-
ing good men," Al Norwood says,
"it's the scheduling and control
that make for shop profitability.

"As a matter of fact, with proper
scheduling a service technician can
handle more calls today than in the
old days of B/ W because on color
calls it's mostly tubes. In a busy
period we can expect a service tech-
nician to handle 15 calls a day."
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M-. Kocurek delivers his own commercials at TV
station KHFI. Me two artifical planters behind Willie
Kocurek ware give-aways in one promotional event.

Willie Kocurek's wife is his working
partner. Here she is in action with

a customer.

A lot cf merchandise is displayed
cn the sicewalk in front of the

store. It is protected by an over-
head canopy. Kocurek is seen here

placing a price tag on a TV.

Kocurek's personalized rad o and TV spots bring in
the potential customers as seen here.

MONEY
But Willie Kocurek's

 Willie Kocurek Co. is a Space
Age "mama and papa" operation in
Austin, Tex. And its slogan is "you
don't need money - just a little bit
a month." This slogan ends all of
Mr. Kocurek's TV and radio station
promotion spots which he re-
cords on tape himself. This slogan
also dominates the six billboards
he has scattered around Austin.

Vic Mathias, manager of the Aus-
tin, Tex., Chamber of Commerce
says, "Willie Kocurek is the most
talked about business man in Aus-
tin. Everyone here is not only re-
peating his slogan but they sound
like mocking birds."

Big Ad Budget
Grossing more than $400,00()

last year - the larger portion in
home - entertainment electronic
equipment sales - Willie Kocurek
has produced a 35 percent increase
in sales during the past three years
by an intensified advertising cam-
paign. And he spends 10 percent of
gross on advertising.

"The merchandising experts tell
me that you should never spend
more than 6 percent of your gross
sales on advertising," Mr. Kocurek
smiles. "But we are not located in
a shopping center. For that reason,
we must work harder and spend
more to draw business in our direc-
tion," he explains.

Mr. Kocurek elaborated on his
advertising campaign.

"You might say that bad luck
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ADVERTISING MERCHANDISING SALES BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

IS FOR ADVERTISING
slogan is you don't need money - just a little bit a month'

brought us good luck," he smiles.
"We were located in a building
across the street - where we had
been since 1936 originally selling
appliances and tires. Then we got
a 30 -day notice to move because the
building was going to be torn down.
To advise our customers of our
new location, we had to start ad-
vertising."

And Willie Kocurek's most re-
cent and highly original, personal-
ized advertising campaign has
brought outstanding sales results.
His advertising budget is co-op -
equipment manufacturers paying
up to 50 percent of the costs be-
cause of the excellent job he is do-
ing.

Willie Kocurek is no fly-by-
nighter. He started selling TVs,
radios and other electronic equip-
ment back in 1948.

Mr. Kocurek uses three Austin
radio stations, KOKE, KVET and
KNOW, where he broadcasts both
1 -minute and 20 -second spots. He
sends out the 20 -second spots 12
times a day - usually over the
weekend.

TV commercials are used by Mr.
Kocurek four days each month on
station KHFI. He has a bank of
commercials already video-taped.

The firm has five electronic
equipment franchises: Motorola,
Zenith, Sylvania, Westinghouse and
Emerson.

His intensified advertising cam-
paign has created considerable cus-

Mr. Kocurek tapes his radio
commercials in his store. Here a
radio man times his commercial.

season the radio. TV and out-
doo advertising men get
together with Mr. Kocurek to
discuss his ad program. Left
to right, standing. are Bill Dye.
Rawlings Outdoor Advertising:
Ron Chandler, KVET: Ken
Moyer. KOKE: and Ed Nick-
laus. Motorola rep from Cen-
tral Distributing Co. of San
Antonio. Seated are Mrs.
Kocurek. Mr. Kocurek and
"Pa3py" Coleman from station
KNOW.

Willie Kocurek works hard out on
the floor, meeting and selling
customers. He is at ease with all of
them.
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Mr. Kocurek's distributors are very
helpful. Here is Don Martin of

Sylvania helping the two partners
arrange a display.

Taking the time to explain every-
thing a customer wants to know is

one of the reasons the firm sells so
much home entertainment equipment.

tomer appeal and has gone a long
way in preselling prospective cus-
tomers.

"They know our location and
they know what brands of merchan-
dise we have in stock because our
message is presented over and over
again. And they know they do not
have to make a deposit on any mer-
chandise they buy here simply by
listening to our slogan," Mr. Kocu-
rek says.

So strong has this impression be-
come that 50 percent of sales are
now being made on the phone.
Kocurek's customers buy their TV
set or radio sight unseen.

"Maybe," Mr. Kocurek smiles,
"it's because my wife is such a good
saleswoman."

Active in Civic Affairs
Mr. Kocurek is an active member

And here is Ed Nicklaus, the
Motorola representative, showing
Mr. Kocurek some new merchandise.

Willie Kocurek demonstrating a
stereo phono for two young women
prospects.

of the Lions Club and its former
president. He is also active in the
South Austin Civic Club and was
also its former president. He is like-
wise active in a number of other
community, civic and religious or-
ganizations.

"All small businessmen should
become active in civic work," Mr.
Kocurek says. "In fact," he con-
cludes, "I would say that it is a must
with small businessmen, especially
TV -radio service -dealers."

When asked how he managed to
dq all this, he replied, "You just
have to 'splice' the civic work in.
You must also have a family who
will work with you."

Willie Kocurek is a hard worker
and a dynamic personality, warm
and friendly and never too busy
to devote time to everyone he comes
in contact with.
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"King of the hill"
Keep on top of your solid-state replacements ... with RCA "Top -Of -The -Line"
SK -Series. They make up just a handful of types -17 transistors, 2 rectifiers,
and 2 integrated circuits. Together these 21 RCA SK -Series types can keep you
ahead of 9,000 solid-state replacements in entertainment -type equipment.
Designed especially for this purpose, you'll find these devices useful in line -operated
and battery -operated radios, phonographs, tape recorders, TV receivers,
AF amplifiers, and automobile radios.

RCA SK -Series transistors and rectifiers and the 9,900
types they replace are cross-referenced in the RCA
So'_id-Sta-e leplacement Guide. It's a handy bookie: listing
comparals.y-rated types including industry standard EIA
types, foreign types, and those identified only by device
manufacturers' or equip -Ile -it manufacturers' parts numbers.

Cl' eck with /our RCA Distributor. He stocks the complete
line in 011E7 cartons or see-through display packs. Also,
pick-up yo7r copy of the 3CA Replacemeri Guide
SFD-202-E available through your RCA Distributor.

TOP -Of

SILICON
RECTIFIER

pew 600V

OC OtOPUT 111MAX
,N6trATED TYPI

Replacement use
Coior. B&W T"

Ramos: Pho!

1% mA tCa

ti

SK -3009

IC94
REPLACEMENT

TRANSISTOR
TV Type /talc WIDL1
Stress of AU C

REPLACEMINT
TRANSISTOR

3,11con non TypP,
Af Amoks...

RCA Elecronic Components and
Devices, Harrison, N.J. 07029

The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics

. .. for more details circle 138 on postcard



IVO
ILA& COLORFAX
Critical Color Sync On
Magnavox Color TV Chassis

If critical color sync is encountered
on the 911, 918, 919 and 920 chassis
- after necessary checks are made to
determine if the 3.58MHz oscillator

Tao

Replace with
15 pt NPO

Replace with
.0I.uf 100v

reactance control and killer circuitry
is functioning normally - the follow-
ing changes can be made.

1. Remove C755 (10pf NPO) and
replace it with a 15pf NPO.

2. Remove C756 (82pf NPO) and
replace it with a 100pf NPO.

3. If C730 is a 0.0474 replace it
with a 0.01/2f 100v.

4. If the burst amplifier tube is a
6GH8, replace it with a 6KE8.

5. Perform AFPC adjustment as
outlined in the service manual.

The first two changes permit the

Replace with
.Ol)Jf 100v

3.58MHz oscillator to operate on a
more linear curve which improves
the "hold -in" range of the color sync
circuit. Changes 3 and 4 provide an
increase in the burst signal amplitude
which increases the control voltage
applied from the phase detector di-
odes to the reactance control circuit.

Canadian General Electric M678
Chassis Color Demodulator
Check

1 he demodulator axis is no longer
in quadrature (90deg) but rather 110 -
deg. The reason for this change is to
compensate for poor flesh colors
which may occur when the trans-

mitting studio switches from one cam-
era to another - when one camera
shows good skin tone, the other, when
switched, may go greenish. It has been
found that several M678 chassis have
not been accurately set to I 10deg.

It is very important that each color
receiver be checked, when installed,
for good color demodulation.

To check, and if necessary, adjust
the demodulation, this procedure
should be followed:

1. Connect a standard 10 -bar gen-
erator to the antenna terminals of
the set. Adjust fine tuning for sharp-
est color bar display.

2. Connect gun killers to CRT grid
leads. Switch off the blue and green
grids. This will leave a red bar pattern
on the screen.

3. Adjust the tint control to place
the 3rd bar at maximum brightness
and the 2nd and 4th bars for equal
brightness. This may be set accurately
by lowering the brightness or contrast
controls to the point where both the
2nd and 4th bars extinguish at the
same time, leaving the 3rd bar visible.

4. After completing the aformen-
tioned procedure, the tint control must
not be readjusted during the follow-
ing adjustinents or checks.

5. Note the physical location of
the 3rd red bar. Switch off the red
gun and switch on the blue gun. Ad-
just brightness and contrast if neces-
sary for a viewable pattern. The 6th
and 7th bars should be at almost
equal brightness; the 7th bar not quite
as bright as the 6th. If these condi-
tions are met, the demodulation axis
is 110deg or close enough.

6. If the 5th and 7th bars are
equally bright and the 6th bar is
brightest, the demodulation angle is
90deg. This should be corrected by
adjusting T704's core by turning the
core away from the board approxi-
mately 1/ 6 of a turn - to make the
6th and 7th bars of almost equal
brightness. After any adjustment of
T704, check the 3rd red bar to be
sure that the reference point has not
changed.

7. If the blue 4th and 6th bars are
at equal brightness and the 5th is the
brightest, the demodulation is less
than 90deg. Then the 3.58MHz align-
ment must be followed as per the
M678 chassis notes.
Note: It is important to use a weak or
radiated signal when making color
demodulator checks.

Servicing Information
1-ailure of 8801, the blue -left con-

vergence pot, is probably caused by
over -loading which may occur in rare
cases, because of tolerance build-up
in other circuit components.

To correct this problem. when re-
placing R801. change the value of
C801 from 0.112f to 0.082A f ±20%
200v. This corrects tolerance build-
up 'and will reduce current through
R801.

If you have an insufficient width
problem, measure the horizontal out -

change to .082.pf

ePOP

.800

put tube, V14, grid voltage. This is
normally about -67v ± 20%. If it
reads higher than normal, sometimes
as high as - 100v, output will be sub-
stantially reduced.

To correct this problem, discon-
nect R517, a 3.6M and measure its
value. If incorrect, sometimes as high
as 6.0M, it must be replaced. While
the resistor is disconnected, also check
the value of R5I8 which should be
2.2M. Replace with correct value re-
sistor.

When stiffness or drag is noted in
fine tuning of R8531 or tuning gear

vac
1/3 681411

80812 DISCH

RSIC
308

check value

8 OV14

RIII
750K
HERD
HOLD

breakage is encountered, lubricate
item No. 22 and 23 in the exploded
view (M678 service manual, page 27).

Apply to item (23), a small dot of
"Molycote" available through House-
wares Renewal Parts, Cat. # XT104
(or equivalent containing Molyb-
denum Disulfide) which prevents
seizing and galling. (Do not use tuner
lube or oil, since excessive slipping
will result.)

If the clutch is properly lubricated
normal operation will be restored
without stiffness or drag. Do not
spread the spring clutch (item 22) or
complete loss of fine tuning will result.
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XC4 -10.2
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XC4 -68.2

XC4-55.1 XC4-63.1

XC4-70.I

CAPACITOR

XC4 -80

20 ways
to break the
exact
replacement
capacitor
habit:

Stock only 20 General Electric Service-

Designed replacement capacitors and meet
over 70% of your replacement needs.
Use General Electric extended -range replacement capacitors.
Just 20 General Electric Service -Designed replacement units
will meet over 70% of all TV can style needs!

"Extended -range" means that fewer General Electric types
are needed to meet your requirements. Every GE aluminum
capacitor meets not just one, but a range of capacitance and
voltage requirements. And, to make selection easier, the
application range of every General Electric capacitor is
shown clearly on the unit, and on the carton.

You can quickly see, for example, that the GE capacitor
rated 50-60 mfd up to 450 VDC will replace any unit between

50 and 60 mfd at any voltage up to 450 VDC. You save time
and money in making replacements because General Electric
capacitors are Service-Designea with you in mind!

Your local GE electronics distributor carries a complete
line of replacement capacitors from General Electric, a
leader in supplying capacitors to the radio and television
industry. Call him today for full details. 00-31

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Call your GE distributor now for a special offer on
replacement capacitors for COLOR TV!

It's a Treasure Chest loaded with 12 of the most popular
General Electric replacement capacitors for COLOR TV!
Your distributor's offering it at a special low, low price.
And to make it more appealing, you get an Xcelite® nut
driver set with each Treasure Chest. Don't delay, call
today! Offer is limited.
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0 AMPHENOL

MR.LIVOLT COMMANDER

- 20 OP

ZERO ADJUST OHMS ADJUST

OC
ON& V

01 V
-40041

0l V

AC 010...L.

{UNCTION

101 V

- OCV

At VJ MI)())I NM

This is the most
trouble shooter

transistorized

Five bucks says you'll agree.
We're so sure you'll like Amphenol's 870 Millivolt
Commander that we'll pay five dollars for the time
it takes you to find out. Buy the Millivolt Commander,
and you'll get a five -dollar certificate redeemable at
your participating Amphenol distributor. If the 870
Millivolt doesn't do everything we say it will do, return
the unit to your dealer in seven days. Get your money
back, and keep the five bucks.

What makes us so sure that you'll like the 870? To
begin with you'll be the keyman in your area, because
you'll have the prime tool for servicing transistorized
equipment. It has the needed low ranges for servic-
ing all transistorized equipment. It measures down
to one -tenth of a volt d -c full scale and one -one
hundredth of a volt a -c full scale. That means you'll
find trouble faster. More calls. Increased profits.
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sensitive
for servicing
equipment.

Take advantage of this limited offer. Buy a Millivolt Commander today.
Same $5 test offer applies to the Color Commander, CRT Commander,
Stereo Commander and Signal Commander, too.

AMPHENOL

CRT Color Ster o A Keyman Tool
. . for more details circle 103 on postcard
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COLORFAX

Automatic Frequency Control for
Admiral 4H12 Color -TV Chassis

1 he Admiral 4H12 color -1 V chas-
sis features an automatic frequency
control system which completes the
fine tuning once the customer has
'roughed it in.' Its operation is similar
to the AFC used on FM tuners.

The discriminator section samples
the IF signal through a 0.47pf capaci-

tor, C704. Capacitor C801 couples the
signal to input coil L801. All of the
capacity relating to L801 forms the
resonant circuit. Capacitor divider
C802/C803 delivers a low input im-
pedance to transistor Q801 while at
the same time decoupling the tran-
sistor input resistance and capacitance
from L801.

After amplification in Q801, the
signal is driven into the FM discrim-
inator primary coil, L802. The output
of Q801 is also sent to the junction
of C807 and C808; these capacitors
perform essentially the same function
as the ratio detector tertiary coil.

Major Breakthrough

in TV Accessories-

NEW from Mosley!

In response to your requests,

Mosley introduces a completely

NEW 'profit building' line of TV

accessories for use with shielded

and other types of twin lead

cables on the market !

These solderless receptacles,

line splicers, 2 and 4 set couplers.

clamp the line securely so it

can't pull out! Assure peak

performance, especially for color.

Eliminate call backs. Help

simplify the cable lead-in job .

for a compact, time saving

installation.

Stock up now and watch your

sales climb! Send for complete

details.

Write: Dept.145

Arnirkiq Sne
4610 N. Lindbergh Blvd., Bridgeton, Mo. 63042

... for more details circle 129 on postcard

FOTi SW_CLIDCID
TV FM Antenna Twin Lead

Each detector diode is detecting the
ac sum of two signals. The first signal
is coupled from the output of tran-
sistor Q801 through C807 and C808
to their respective diodes. The second
is derived by magnetic coupling be-
tween L802 and L803. Notice the
coils are not wound on the same form
and are lightly coupled. At 45.75MHz
both diodes are detecting equal sig-
nals. The diode load resistors are con-
nected adding their outputs; therefore,
the AFC correction voltage will be
zero at correct fine tuning, 45.75MHz.

If the channel is not tuned in care-
fully or if the tuner drifts, a phase
shift change at L803 would occur.
If the picture carrier changed to
45.25MHz, diode CR801 would con-
duct more and CR802 would conduct
less, resulting in a negative voltage
appearing on the AFC line. If the
carrier shifted upward, diode action
would be opposite, resulting in a posi-
tive voltage on the AFC line.

Because separate VHF and UHF
tuners are used, each must have its
own AFC components. In the VHF
tuner, AFC voltage is applied to the
base of an NPN transistor. The emit-
er is left disconnected and the collec-
tor is connected to the oscillator tank.
This collector -to -base function serves
as the AFC diode. As the AFC voltage
varies, the transistor acts as a capaci-
tor. The correction voltage changes
the capacity of the junction and thus
corrects the oscillator error. In the
UHF tuner the AFC diode performs
a similar function. As with FM AFC,
the correct way to tune in a TV
channel is with the AFC switch on
the control panel in the OFF position,
then switch it to ON for drift free, cor-
rectly tuned color programs.

Admiral Color TV
Service Information

To increase reliability in the HV
section of the G13 and early H 10
color chassis, it is suggested that you
use Admiral 6KD6 tubes bearing EIA
Code 312 as replacement horizontal
output tubes. Tubes coded either 188
or 312 may be used to replace the
6KD6 in H12 series chassis.

If a condition is encountered where
the VERTICAL CENTERING control acts
like a VERTICAL LINEARITY control
on the G13 and H12 chassis, look
for a cold solder connection'at the pin
in the B+ foil pattern on PW500
(chroma board). There is a red lead
connected from this pin to one end
of the vertical centering control. The
B+ voltages will check normal but a
resistance check from the control end
of the red wire to B+ will not meas-
ure zero ohms as it should. Resolder-
ing the connection will correct this
condition.
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As a sample of the important savings and significant books
available from Electronic Technician's Book Club,

accept this helpful new book

$ 29
for only

. . . with Trial Membership in the Club

EN -MINUTE

EST

ECHNIQUES

Publisher's List Price

$6.95

YOURS
for only

$129
with Trial Membership
in Electronic Techni-
cian's Book Club.

for
Electronics
Servicing

by
Elmer Carlson

 176 pages
 125 illus.

 BRAND-NEW & Original
 38 Subject Headings

 Permanent, Hardbound Volume

May we send you this unique time-
saver as part of an unusual offer

of a Trial Membership in Electronic
Technician's Book Club?

A Massive, Authoritative Compilation
Now you can have at your fingertips,

this brand-new book, especially written
for service technicians, outlining simple
troubleshooting procedures that can be
applied to any type of electronic circuit.

Without delving into involved theoret-
ical discussions, this practical new hand-
book describes how trouble in any piece
of electronic equipment may be pin-
pointed quickly and easily. Especially
written for practicing technicians by an
accomplished and well known author,
the book approaches circuit troubleshoot-
ing from a new and unique slant-that
every circuit is basically either an ampli-
fier or a rectifier which can be easily
tested and analyzed using simple servic-
ing procedures.

Step-by-step techniques are outlined for
pinpointing troubles to a specific improper
stage, and then to the defective compo-
nent itself, using the minimum amount of
test equipment. Profusely illustrated, the
content describes several specific trouble-
shooting methods which can be used to
analyze the performance of various types
of circuits-tube or transistor-in any
kind of equipment. Contains just the
kind of practical, down -t3 -earth infor-
mation you can immediately put to use
in your everyday service work! Many
invaluable "Time and Temper Savers"
are included, offering shortcuts and prac-
tical hints which will increase your serv-
icing efficiency and cut down on trouble-
shooting time.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
TEN-MINUTE TEST TECHNIQUES for Electronic Servicing, by Elmer C. Carlson,
contains 176 pages - over 125 illustrations - $ BIG CHAPTERS - 311 separate
subject headings. Includes the type of practical se.vicing data every electronics
technician should have . . step-by-step techniques for localizing trouble to an
improperly operating stage, and then to the defective component itself . . . using
a minimum of test equipment. Truly an authoritative servicing guide which will
help you solve "tough -dog- troubles fast and elimimie costly call-backs.
FUNDAMENTALS OF TROUBLESHOOTING

Series R -C Networks
Parallel Networks
ThreeComponent Networks
Resistor and Capacitor Testing
Locating Defective Stages

POWER SUPPLIES
Filament Circuits
Circuit Protectors
AC -Powered Supplies
Half- and Full -Wave Doublers
Voltage Multipliers
Transformer Supplies and Full -Wave Rectifiers
Testing Transformers

FILTERS, BLEEDERS, AND REGULATORS
Filter and Bleeder Circuits
Parallel and Series Reguleors
Causes of Regulator Oscillation

SPECIAL PURPOSE POWER SUPPLIES
DCto-AC Supplies
"Instant -on" Supplies
Scope Power Supplies
Stacked B -Plus Power Supplies
Transistor Power Supplies

B ASIC AMPLIFIER TESTS
Voltage Testing
Static Testing
Distwbance Testing

AMPLIFIER TESTS WITH SCOPE
Linear Amplifiers
Push Pull and Single -Ended Amplifiers
Sawtooth Testing
The !.cope as a Voltmeter

B ASIC OSCILLATOR TESTS
Oscilator Types
Signal Tracing
AM -FM -TV Local Oscillators

SPECIAL AMPLIFIERS
AND TRANSMITTERS

Non-linear Amplifiers
Frequency Selective Amplifiers
Neutralizing
Filter Selectivity
Fixed -Frequency Communications
Transmitter Troubleshooting and

Miintenance
Antenna Loading

How You Profit From Club Membership

This is just a sample of the help and
generous savings the Club offers you.
For here is a Club devoted exclusively
to seeking out only those titles of inter-
est to you as an electronic technician.
Membership in the Club offers you sev-
eral advantages:
1. Charter Bonus: Ten -Minute Test Tech-
niques carries a retail price of $6.95.
But it can be yours for only $1.29 with
your Trial Membership.
2. Continuous Savings: The Club saves
you 15% to 75% on needed books.
3. Editorial Advisory Services: The
Club's Editorial Advisory Board selects
only the books of interest to you.
4. Wide Selection: Members are annu-
ally offered over 50 books on all phases
of electronic servicing by means of the
Club's FREE monthly News.

This extraordinary offer is intended

to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advantages
can be yours . . . that it is possible to
keep up with professional literature . . .

and to save substantially while so doing.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to the only
Book Club devoted exclusively to elec-
tronic servicing. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act
promptly, for we've reserved only a lim-
ited number of books for new members.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the Trial Membership coupon
today. You will receive Ten -Minute
Test Techniques for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY!

Send No Money! Simply fill in and mail Trial Membership Coupon Today!

L

ONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB, Thurmont, Maryland 21788
Please open my Trial Membership in the Electronic Technic an's Book Club and send me
a copy of your 176 -page Ten -Minute Test Techniques billing me for only $1.29 plus a few
cents postage and mailing expense. If not delighted, I may return the book within 10 days
and owe nothing. Otherwise, to complete my Trial Membership, I agree to purchase at
least 4 additional monthly selections or alternates during the next 12 months. I have the
right to cancel my membership anytime after purchasing these four books.

Name Phone No

Address
(NOTE: check if 0 home or 0 business address)

City State Zip

Company Title
(The Club assumes postage on all prepaid orders. Foreign and Canadian prices 10% higher.) T67
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_I( NEW PRODUCTS

For additional information on products described in this
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be

Volt Ohm Ammeter 700
A pocket -sized snap -around volt

ohm ammeter is announced that re-
portedly features a dust -proof meter
compartment that snaps into five po-
sitions so that the meter scale always

faces the technician even when he is
reading currents in crowded switch
boxes. Specifications indicate that the
meter has 3% accuracy and comes with
two current, three voltage and one
ohmmeter scale, for readings up to
300a, 600v or 2512 mid -scale. Sperry.

Adhesive Tape Primer
Announced is a surface primer that

has been developed for use as an ac-
cessory item for a line of adhesive
flat cable systems. Specifications indi-

cate that it insures a good adhesive
contact between the cables and certain
types of wall or ceiling materials.
Typical "easy -clean" materials that
reportedly require this primer in-
clude: vinyl wallpapers, acrylic esters,
alkyd enamels, urethan varnishes and
epoxy paints. 3M Co.

Oscilloscope 702
Announced is a wide -band ac -dc

scope that reportedly features an auto-
matic sync to simplify sweep frequen-

cy adjustment. Specifications indicate
that it also has a built-in regulated cal-
ibration voltage, 70mv/in. dc sensi-
tivity, 25 my/in. ac sensitivity and a
variable illuminated screen graticule.
Price $169.95. Precision.

VOM 703
Announced is a VOM with a 0 to

10v. 50v, 250v, 500v, 1 kvdc; 0 to
100Aa, 2.5ma, 100ma dc current; 0 to
10, 50, 250, 500vac; and R x 1, R x
10, R x 100, 0 to 10K scales controlled
with one knob. Specifications indicate
that the instrument has a 10K / vac
sensitivity and a 5kvdc sensitivity.
The instrument reportedly has a mag-
netic cover for securing it to any iron -
based metal surface. The manufacturer
indicates that the instrument comes
with a fully illuminated dial, and an
optional probe is also illuminated.

section, circle the
handled promptly

Dealer net price $21.95, an illuminat-
ed probe is reportedly available for
$2.69 extra.

Transistor Analyzer 704
A transistor analyzer for checking

transistors in or out of the circuit is
announced. Specifications indicate
that transistor leads do not have to be
unsoldered or clipped for in -circuit
tests. which measure ac gain-a posi-

tive indication of transistor condition.
Out -of -circuit tests reportedly meas-
ure Beta on 0 to 250 and 0 to 500
scales. The instrument is designed to
measure transistor leakage directly in
micro -amperes, plus reverse leakage
and forward conduction of diodes and
rectifiers to determine their front -to -
back ratio. The instrument's dimen-
sions are reportedly 101/2 x 7 x 4in.;
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MALLORY Tips for Technicians ifit-Av-

Which miniature electrolytics
for transistorized AM -FM radios?

COMPARATIVE SIZES
OF CAPACITORS ALL RATED

10 MFD., (a 25 WVDC
(shown actual size)

AMNIONS'

TT aluminum electrolytic

MTA aluminum electrolytic

11411111111111

TAS solid tantalum

im -.1:1

TAP wet slug tantalum

TLS wet slug tantalum

MTP wet slug tantalum

The new portable AM -FM radios are so compact you
wonder how they get all those components into that little
box. You wonder even more when you have to replace
some of the parts.

Electrolytic capacitors, for example. The original elec-
trolytic usually turns out to be a tiny thing jammed in
among a dozen other midget gidgets. Getting it out is a
trick in itself. Getting a suitable replacement is even
tougher ! And unfortunately, you're apt to need replace-
ments, because many of these tiny capacitors just aren't
much good. They don't meet the quality specs of good
domestic capacitor makers. But high quality domestic
capacitors are often just a bit too big to fit in the
space available.

What's the answer? Search the town for another "little -
bitty" original capacitor? Tell your customer you can't
finish the job?

Don't give up. We have a few suggestions.

First, try a Mallory TT aluminum electrolytic. This is a
real quality capacitor, rated 85°C, and it's pretty doggone
small. Or a Mallory MTA, a revolutionary molded case
aluminum electrolytic with excellent quality at low -
low price.

If neither of these will fit, try a Mallory tantalum capac-
itor. The TAS solid tantalum is about the same size as
the TT, but it's rated 125°C. Need still smaller size?
Take a look at the Mallory "wet slug" tantalum types
TAP and TLS --and the super -miniature MTP, which
gives you the most microfarads in the smallest size of
anything on the market. The pictures at the left show you
comparative sizes, all for a 10 mfd, 25 WVDC rating.

Sure, you'll pay a little more for the tantalum capacitor.
But not as much as you might think. The TAP only costs
42c more than the TT, in the rating shown. And you get
the utmost in reliability.
We certainly don't expect you to use a tantalum capacitor
to replace every aluminum electrolytic. But they come
in mighty handy sometimes. And you can get them when
you need them from your Mallory Distributor. Ask him
for our latest catalog, or write to Mallory Distributor
Products Company, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

DON'T FORGET TO ASK 'EM
AA

70areecie eeela #z6ta 7 ff
NOVEMBI R 1967
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NEW
HOLLOW
SHAFT

nuioriver \ set
with Locknul/Screw

atliuslinh feature

Speeds. simplifies setting of combination lock-
nut/slotted screw adjustments on rheostats and
similar controls used in a wide variety of elec-
trical and electronic equipment.

Handle is drilled so you can run an 8" screw-
driver blade right through its center and down
through the hollow nutdriver shaft.

Ideal for all-around production, maintenance,
and service work, this new HSC-1 Set contains
eight interchangeable hollow nutdriver shafts in
the most popuar hex opening sizes from 3/16"
thru 9/16"

Really compact! Set
is small enough,

light enough to carry
in your hip pocket.

Sturdy, see-thru,
plastic carrying case

doubles as a bench stand.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN N867

qatiriln0
XCE1111. INC., 14 Bank St., Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127

In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

... for more details circle 148 on postcard

NEW PRODUCTS

VOM 705
A VOM is announced that reported-

ly contains a mirrored scale for accu-
rate reading. Specifications indicate
that it has 20v/ohm sensitivity and
the following scales: 0 to 3, 12, 60,

IC I IIV ,t.1 yo
-----)

'Q n'..1 211 KIWI "I°11 11111

4211$1 2/ L., I I 1c -if F 0. ., AN
_.1 ,c., r8311! i--1

,---' ' I. lit //c111 , I.

.o. III C .: II- . Ii I
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____,-)

i if i . iiA
nY int 22 Ill

(.- it A --)

120, 300, 600 and 1200vdc; 0 to 6,
30, 120, 300, 600, and 1200vac; 0 to
2K, 200K, 2M and 200M; and 0 to
12madc, 6madc, 60madc, 300madc
and 12ade. Its dimensions are 51/2 x
71/2 x 23/8in. Price $29.98. Olson.

Ohmmeter 706
A portable ohmmeter designed to

provide 0.5% accuracy at center scale
can be used to determine the resist-
ance of leads, grounds, resistors, coils
and similar electrical components.
The instrument is reportedly calibrat-

L---.(111:F2-:"""110
.144144\4.

ed in four ranges: 0 to 5012. 500 O.
5K and 50K. The manufacturer indi-
cates that accuracy is assured by a
built-in precision wirewound calibra-
tion standard which permits correc-
tions for battery condition and the re-
sistance of lead and clip. Price $139.
Associated Research.

Oscilloscope 707
A portable solid-state scope report-

edly combines a 20MHz bandwidth
with a 10mv /cm sensitivity. Specifica-
tions indicate that it provides a choice

4
&*

of single -trace. dual -trace and high -
gain differential amplifiers, plus stand-
ard or delayed -sweep time bases. Price
of single -trace unit $765, dual -trace
unit $895. Xetex.

VTVM 708
Announced is a VTVM, with 7 -in.

meter. Specifications indicate full-
scale ac voltages from 0.1 to I .5kv in
7 overlapping ranges while dc voltages

are from 0.01 to 1.5kv on 2 scales
in 8 overlapping ranges-both with 3
percent full-scale accuracy. The meter
also has 7 overlapping resistance
ranges. Price $84.95. Jackson.
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EXTRA POWER
with

AcYA /CO
AMPLIFIERS

For perfect color TV and
FM Stereo Reception

a.D;eart;:'ilea a g.

FINCO MODEL #65-1
Distribution Amplifier
$29.95 list 2 -tube 4 -
output VHF -TV or FM
Distribution Amplifier
for 300 OHM Opera-
tion, providing 8 dB
gain at each 300 ohm
output to feed home or
commercial systems.

FINCO MODEL #65-4
Antenna Amplifier
$47.95 list VHF -TV
Two -transistor Antenna
Amplifier for 75 OHM
Downlead, and power
supply with built-in
single or dual 300 ohm
outputs. Provides 12
dB gain in the low band
and 14 dB gain in the
high band.

FINCO MODEL #65-5
Distribution Amplifier
$44.95 list VHF -TV 75
OHM Single Outlet Dis-
tribution Amplified for
deluxe home or com-
mercial use to feed
multiple sets through
line tap offs or split-
ters. Delivers 17 dB
Low Band and 14 dB
High Band.

FINCO MODEL #65-2 FINCO MODEL #65-6
Distribution Amplifier Amplifiers $79.95 list.
$39.95 list 2 -tube 4 VHF -TV Antenna Mount -
output VHF -TV or FM ed two -transistor pre -
Distribution Amplifier amplifier with 75 OHM
for 75 OHM CO -AX two -tube Single Output
Operation, providing 6 -

dB gain at each 75 ohm plifier up to 30 dB gain
output to feed deluxe for improved reception.
home or commercial Used in home or corn -
systems. mercial installations to

feed multiple sets.

FINCO MODEL #65.3 FINCO MODEL #65-7
Antenna Amplifier FM Signal Amplifier
$44.95 list New VHF $24.95 list. One-tran-
TV Antenna Amplifier sistor Indoor Behind -
and Power Supply with the -set FM amplifier
built in single or dual with a passive filter in -
outputs to improve re put circuit to reject sig-
ception of weak signals nals outside the FM
in fringe areas. Pro- band which cause in-
vides 12 dB gain in the terference. Delivers 20
low band and 14 dB dB Gain.
gain in the high band.

Sets "COME ALIVE" with
Brilliant Sound and Color
A Finco high -gain, low -noise amplifier

will bring in the sharpest COLOR or
B & W TV picture and the finest sound!

All FINCO Products are Engineered

For Color!

Gof114( WORLD F,4",

COLOR
0

X

FiNC9
- EH vv4 ACP( t-iru

4ND FM ANTES'

Write for Color Brochure =20-411.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W. Interstate Street  Dept. 11u  Bedford, Ohio 44146

NOVEMBER 1967
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WILL THE REAL NO.1

In Replacement Phono Cartridges

Please Stand Up!!

So many pretenders have been laying claim to No. 1

position that they've turned the situation into a game.
Having held the No. 1 position for more than 30 years,

Astatic is naturally reluctant to play around about it. But,
in case you're interested in how to spot the leader, ask
questions like these: Is your line really the most COM-
PLETE, or will I run into complications of needing several
sources of supply? Do you follow RESPONSIBLE practices
such as visual Date Coding and Shelf Life Control? Are
you really the largest OEM supplier creating a replace-
ment demand for your cartridges? There are many similar
questions, but this is enough. ONLY ASTATIC CAN SAY
YES. There can be only one No. 1-and its STILL ASTATIC.

THE ASTATIC CORPORATION
Conneaut, Ohio 44030 U.S.A.

In Canada: Canadian Astatic Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc.

431 Greenwich Street, New York, New York 10013, U.S.A.

THE PIONEERS AND THE PACESETTERS OF QUALITY SOUND REPRODUCTION

NEW PRODUCTS

FM Receivers 709
Two crystal controlled or tuneable

solid-state FM receivers for 30 to
s1111Hz or 152 to I74MHz coverage

are announced. Specifications indi-
cate that integrated circuits are used
in the IF stages along with 13 transis-
tors for superheterodyne receiver op-
eration. The receivers reportedly
measure 1 11'4 x 71/2 x 6in. Lafayette.

Audio Level Controls 710
Audio level controls for commercial

audio installations have been designed
for 75, 35 and lOw rated capacities.
Specifications indicate that they can

be mounted in standard shallow wall
boxes and feature an exterior protec-
tive shell that minimizes the chance of
damage during installation. Jensen
Mfg.

Ceramic Capacitors 711
A line of ceramic capacitors has

been designed for conventional or
printed wiring assemblies in tuned
circuits, delay lines and filter circuits.

Specifications indicate that they are
phenolic -coated with radial lead
construction and have values ranging
from 1 Opf to 0.1 pf. Cornell-Dubilier.

... for more details circle 106 on postcard
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Getting a hernia and not getting paid for it?

Let Arcolytic' capacitors lift the load off your mind.
Or anywhere else it happens to be.

These aluminum electrolytics are built to last:
wound with computer -grade 99.99% pure aluminum
foil so they'll keep operating in your customers' sets
even at continuous temperatures of 85 C.

You'll find they take the worry right out of premature
failure, lost customer confidence and costly call-backs.

There's no premium cost, either.Arcolytics are priced
along with other home entertainment capacitors.

Ask your Authorized Arco Distributor for
Arcolytic electrolytic capacitors in single -
section tubular, multiple -section tubular, or
twist -mount designs. It may be the best
break you get this year.

Arco Electronics
A DIVISION OF LORAL CORPORATION
Community Drive, Great Neck, N.Y./
Arlington, Texas/Elk Grove Village,
Illinois/Pasadena, Menlo Park,
California. Write for our free catalog.

._110
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1( NEW PRODUCTS

Six -Band Radio 712
A table radio is announced that

reportedly has a "spread" tuning sys-
tem that expands normally crowded
short-wave channels until they appear
about three times more widely spaced
than local broadcast stations seem on
a conventional table radio. Specifica-
tions indicate that the receiver's ac-

tual tuning range is 550 to 1600kHz,
5.9 to 6.25MHz, 11.5 to 12.0MHz,

JEWELRY
for your best gal -

STUNNING PINS
from

Perma-Power

yoti get them FREEwith either
of these BRITENER PACKS
Whether it's a special occasion or
an unexpected surprise-the gals
all love to receive jewelry. Give
your best gal one of these unusual
Gold -Fashioned pins (they'd cost
as much as $4.95 in an exclusive
shop). Watch her face brighten
up!

The pin is free (many unusual
designs)-when you buy 12
VuBrites, Series or Parallel, at
the special $9,95 price.

NEW! 110° Button Base Vu-Brite/Jewelry Pack ... $8.95
6 model C-411 Parallel or 5 model C.412 Series

Brightening up is a Perma-
Power specialty, although it's
usually directed at faded picture
tubes. Vu-Brite and Tu-Brite
boost picture tube brightness,
and boost your popularity with
your customer. Always keep both
kinds on hand!

You also get one of these "Gold
Fashioned" beauties with a
pack of 4 Tu-Brites. If the base
is right, the boost is right. Only
$8.95.

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR NOW FOR BOTH THESE SPECIALS.

PERMA-POWER COMPANY
5740 North Tripp Avenue, Chicago, III. 60646
Phone (312) 5397171

... for more details circle 135 on postcard

15.05 to 15.55MHz and for FM 88 to
108MHz. The receiver only has five
controls which handle ON /OFF VOL-
UME, TONE, band selection, AFC and
tuning. Hallicrafters.

Telescoping Mast 713
Announced is a 70ft free-standing

tower reportedly capable of holding a
30-sq-ft antenna in a 60mph wind.
Specifications indicate that the tele-

scoping tubular mast, nesting at 27ft.
can be run up to its full height by one
man using the worm -geared, self-
locking winch and galvanized cable.
The manufacturer indicates that no
crane is needed to erect the mast be-
cause of its tilting hinged base. Tri-Ex.

Service Tool Kit 714
A kit has been designed to fit in an

electronic technician's pocket and

contains a long -nose plier, wire strip-
per, injection oiler, fine -nose tweezer,
industrial burnisher, pin vise and com-
bination screw and t/4 in. nut driver.
Price $9.90. Jonard.
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NEW MODEL PS -1000-32
1000 watt Power Supply

CHOOSE FROM OVER 20 MODELS
REGULATED  INDUSTRIAL

GENERAL PURPOSE

Send for
complete
catalog
and detailed
specifications
on the
ELECTRO

line.

ALL ELECTRO POWER SUPPLIES ARE
WARRANTED FOR A FULL YEAR

INVERTERS, TOO
Supply 117 volt alternating
current from a 12 volt battery
Three models to choose from: TI -100A, a low
cost model adequate for most applications;
TI-100TR, especially designed to assure correct
frequency for tape recorders; Model TI -250, a
larger model having a 250/300 watt output for
a wider range of applications.

RC -2 REMOTE CONTROL CONSOLE
Duplicates inverter front panel con-
trols. Permits operation of inverter
from any convenient location up to
8 feet away. Size: 414 w, h,

d. Weight: 1M lbs.

NOVEMBER 1967

-.0

ELECTRO
POWER SUPPLIES
are engineered for VALUE

Performance -Matched
to Your Application
at the Right Price

ELECTRO has the practical cost saving answer to
your power supply needs. Why buy more than
you need? ELECTRO'S line includes a wide range of
DC outputs up to 125 volts and from 0.002%
ripple for critical transistor circuitry to applica-
tions permitting up to 5% ripple.

ELECTRO power supplies are engineered and priced
to give you greatest value in performance, de-
pendability and service.

MODEL TI -250 TRANSISTORIZED INVERTER

MODEL TI -250

Send for complete data or contact your
local Electronic Parts Distributor.

FILECTRO
POWER SUPPLIES

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, INC.
6125-V HDward Street, Chicago, Illinois 60648 312/647-8744

... for more details circle 118 on postcard
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Reward
for the recovery of each of these shunt regulator tubes

6LC6
(white branded)

I

General Electric has discovered that certain of its large screen
color TV sets containing these high voltage regulator tubes could
emit soft X-radiation in excess of desirable levels.

Almost all of the sets which might have this potential X-ray
emission have been found and modified with a new regulator tube
specially designed for the purpose. We are now conducting a nation-
wide search for the remaining obsolete regulator tubes.

We are looking for these tubes in two ways. Those in use in
any model General Electric color television set. And new tubes in
cartons, on shop shelves, in trucks and kits.

Now here's how you can help us and pick up your reward.
First, look for the above tube types of any brand in every

large screen GE color set you service. If you find one, remove it
and return it to this address:

General Electric Product Service Section
Northern Concourse Building
North Syracuse, New York 13212

For every one you turn in, you will receive a check for $5.00
plus a new replacement tube at no extra charge. To qualify, you need
only to provide the customer's name and address and the model and
serial number of the TV set serviced.

Second, should you have unused tubes bearing these num-
bers in your shop or truck, send them to the following address,
and you will receive a check in the amount of 50% of list price (plus
transportation expense) for each and every tube returned:

General Electric Company
Building #12, Old Hartford Road
P.O. Box 1008
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

Remember, every used tube will get you $5.00 when mailed to
Syracuse. And every new, cartoned tube when mailed to Owensboro
will bring you a check worth 50% of the list price.

If you haven't seen it, we recommend you ask your GE Distrib-
utor for a copy of GE's recent "Service Talk" on X-ray precautions in
servicing color TV receivers.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

.11 NEW PRODUCTS

Appliance Hand Trucks 715
Announced is an appliance hand

truck that reportedly has 8in. semi -
pneumatic roller bearing wheels for
rough unpaved surfaces. Specifica-

tions indicate that the 60in. high truck
has an 800 -lb load capacity. Other
features reportedly include V -belt
roller bearing stair climbers and gear-
ed belt tighteners. Elkay.

CATV Line Extender 716
A solid-state CATV amplifier has

been designed in modular form for
quick servicing. Specifications indi-
cate that it has a 50 to 220MHz band-

width. 22db minimum gain at Chan-
nel 13 and requires 5w of power. It
can reportedly operate through a tem-
perature range of -40°F to + 140° F
and measures 5 7/13 x 23/8 x 4in. Vokoa,
Inc.
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Not all businesses are listed in the Yellow Pages
The Yellow Pages is one of the most comrlete, well -indexed buying
guides a businessman could ask far. In **edition to telephone listngs,
Yellow Pages advertising often contains time -saving buying information.

Tha-_'s why 9 out of 10 buyers in maiufacturing
firms alone, use the Yellow Pages to find tLeir

it's a gcod place to look fcr mcst products or services
your business needs to do business. For a nice fresh aprle,
you may have to -_ry someplace else.

 Nadits Yc Sumers Inc., 'sallow loges Indutrul Usap Study

r
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..I NEW PRODUCTS

Stereo Cartridges 717

cartridges designed for replacement
in transistorized record -playing equip-
ment. The cartridges reportedly fea-
ture easy replacement with clip -in and
clip -out mounting brackets. The brac-
kets are designed to fit all two -boss -

Announced are three ceramic stereo mount type tonearms. The needles
come in 0.7 -mil sapphire and 3 -mil
sapphire, dual 0.7 -mil sapphire, 0.7 -
mil diamond and 3 -mil sapphire. Sono -
tone.

TV Camera 718
A solid-state TV camera is an-

nounced that features a built-in moni-
tor with a 6in. CRT screen designed

50,000
tam cat Se ~IA
TECHNICIANS EVERYWHERE RELY ON FAMOUS SENCORE
MIGHTY MITES. HERE'S WHY.

 Grid Leakage Test with ultra -high sensitivity of 100 megohms
 Emission Test at full rated cathode current
 Shorts Test picks out interelement shorts of 180K ohms or less
 Mighty Mite accurately checks over 3,000 tubes, including foreign

NEW
MIGHTY

MITE

TC142

Now, Sencore's new Mighty Mite -11 gives you the same
reliability and accuracy, plus new features that make the
"4" the most up-to-date tester of all.
NEW-Magnoval socket so you check many more tubes.
NEW-Horizontal in -line switch layout saves setup time.
NEW-Rugged vinyl -clad steel case stays new longer.
NEW-Brushed chrome panel, detachable cover.
The new TC142 is truly Sencore's mightiest
Mighty Mite and it's only $79.50

IN STOCK AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR NOW.

CD 1=1
NO 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

to allow the operator to view the exact
picture being recorded while operat-
ing the camera. A control panel below
the monitor screen reportedly permits
the operator to make immediate ad-
justments for vertical and horizontal
hold, brightness and contrast. A focus
control knob is also located on the
rear of the camera. The manufacturer
indicates that the camera provides to-
tally automatic light correction for
use under varying light conditions.
Specifications indicate that the camera
requires a 40 lux minimum light inten-
sity with an f/ 1.8 lens, has 500 line
resolution, random interlacing. 75 St
output impedance, I.4v output volt-
age. 71/2 x 10 x ISin. external di-
mensions, weighs 20 lb and consumes
30w or 120v, 60Hz power. Price with
lens under $900. Concord.

Tension Gage 719
Announced is a gage that is re-

portedly designed for measuring the
pressure needed to actuate relays
unl , itches The manufacturer indi-

cates that all gages are equipped with
a maximum reading pointer. The three
models have 0 to 50g, 5 to 150g or
100 to lkg scales. Jonard.

.. for more details circle 140 on postcard
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FS134 UHF -VHF -FM Solid State Field Strength Meter

CHECK DISTRIBUTION

SYSTEMS
COLOR INSURANCE MAKE ANTENNA

COMPARISON

MEASURE DROP IN

TRANSMISSION LINES

CHECK SIGNAL

GENERATORS

Get in on the lucrative business in distribution sys-
tems, UHF, FM, and VHF antenna jobs with the all
new FS134 completely solid state portable field
strength meter. Calibrated in true microvolts on
all bands: ±3DB on VHF -FM/ ±-6DB on UHF.
FS134 Field Strength Meter-The FS134 uses Jer-
rold coax connectors so you can correct problems
on existing systems, as well as install, balance, and
check new distribution systems. Built-in attenuators
of 0, 20, and 40 db (Xl, X10, and X100) enable you
to measure signal strength from the amplifier to
the last tap -off in the system. The FS134 is portable
and requires no AC cord; you can take it to the top
of the tower to orient the VHF TV, UHF TV, and FM
antennas for best signal with minimum interaction
between them. Highly sensitive: 30 Microvolts
±3DB on VHF -FM and 30 Microvolts ±6DB UHF.
Separate built-in UHF tuner for greater accuracy
in critical antenna work and translator checking.
4" 2% meter calibrated in microvolts and db. Uses
industrial standard for 0 db, often called 0 DBJ or
DBM.

Now check db loss in various cables and lines, com-
pare different antennas and amplifiers for db gain,
field intensity surveys, and show a critical customer
why he needs a new antenna for his FM stereo or
color TV set. The audio amplifier and speaker let
you monitor the TV or FM sound signal and aid in
tracking down noise. Besides the Jerrold connector
for 75 ohm cable, the FS134 has a built-in balun to
match 300 ohm twin -lead; no messy adaptors. The
FS134 is powered by easy to get "C" cells or op-
tional rechargeable battery supply (part #39G15),
installed in minutes as cheater
cord receptacle is already riveted
to panel. 10" x 9" x 5", 9 lbs.

39G15 Rechargeable battery sup-
ply (less battery) $9.95

$1995°

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR TODAY

NCO 1=k
NOVEMBER 19 67
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The people who buy for companies that
buy the most read Ojibway. Guaranteed. One
of the reasons why: Ojibway editors travel
about half a million miles a year to frame
your ads with practical, colorful, new informa-
tion. The kind that gets read. And creates a
receptive market for your products. Reader-
ship is our basic obligation.

But you get even more from Ojibway. Ask
your Ojibway Marketing Man to get specific.

YOUR PRODUCT'S SUCCESS IS OJIBWAY'S BUSINESS

OJIBWAY PRESS, INC.
DULUTH  NEW YORK  CHICAGO  DALLAS  WASHINGTON, D.C.

Satisfying the need to know ... with
28 publications in 13 industries.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN



NEW PRODUCTS

Patch Cords 720
Announced are BNC connecting

patch cords using type RG59B/ U and
RG62A/ U shielded coaxial cable.
Both cable types are offered in two

versions: standard UC; type male
BNC connectors in lengths ranging
from 18 to 60in.; and crimp male
BNC connectors, comparable to UG
type connectors, in lengths ranging
from 12 to 60in. Pomona Electronics.

Ledge -Type Shelving 721
A line of ledge -type shelving unit,

has been designed to permit the stor-
age of both small and large bulk
items. The manufacturer indicates that
it can also be used for providing a
work surface. Specifications indicate
that these units are available with I2-.
15-, and 24 -in. deep shelves above the
ledge and 18-, 24-, 30- and 36 -in. deep
shelves below the ledge that can be
bolted for the desired storage clear-
ance. The ledge height is reportedly

3ft Sin. on all models while the units
come in 30-, 36-. 42- and 48 -in.
widths. Bay.

Communications Receiver 722
Announced is a solid-state receiver

designed to cover all broadcast and
short-wave frequencies from 535kHz
through 30MHz in 4 bands. Specifi-
cations indicate that it provides regu-
lar AM plus SSB and CW reception.
It can reportedly operate on 117vac,
l2vdc or eight size D cells in an op-
tional dc portable power pack. The
manufacturer indicates that the re-
ceiver's illuminating lights are auto-

matically by-passed when the receiver
operates on batteries, to limit battery
drain. Radio Shack.

AMERICA'S MOST

3ELIABLE TUBE ANALYZER

Nil N ENTAL
You don't need three guesses to tel. if a tube is bad - or why. With
the new Sencore MU140 Continental, you know. Right now. And you
simply can't go wrong. Because it's a complete tube analyzer for 4 -way
testing - true mutual conductance (using exclusive 5000 hertz square
wave), full cathode emission, 100 megohm grid leakage, and internal
shorts. Tests all tubes, including foreign - over 3000 in all. Obsolescent -
proof, too - with "new socket" panel, aid controls so standard the
switch numbers correspond to the pin numbers in any tube manual.

If it's reliability you want - for years to come - you
need the Continental. It's the best way to be sure -

See America's most complete line of professional
test instruments - at your Distributor new.

for only

$17950

NO. I MANUFACTURER Or ELECTPON/C MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

.
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TV

SERVICE

CORDS by

er"oduiniepaz
1110

111W W1Hig11111

via

Match the requirements of
most every TV set in use

today from the broad selec-

tion of service cords
Columbia produces and

stocks to meet immediate

needs.

Choose from a variety of

non polarized and polar-

ized caps and connectors

for safer operation,
added customer protec-

tion against shock haz-

ards. Available in stan-

dard 6 and 9 foot
lengths, Columbia
cords have durable
vinyl or rubber insu-
lation, are available in

brown or white to

meet color prefer-

ences.

f fib 0
 kl x

I I, All are quality built
to give long,
trouble -free service

life, added custom-

er satisfaction, and

greater profits for
you.

Older i(toot
vow:

diarraceetivr today!

WIRE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2850 Irving Park Road

Chicago 60618

NEW PRODUCTS

Cutting Fluid 723
Announced is an aerosol cutting

fluid formulated to cool and lubricate
the cutting point when drilling, cutting

or countersinking most metals. Ac-
cording to the manufacturer the spray
eliminates scoring, oversizing and
chatter marks. Sprayon Products.

AM/FM Receiver 724
Announced is an AM/FM receiver

that reportedly incorporates FETs in
the FM RF and mixer stages to
achieve - 95db cross modulation re-
jection. Specifications indicate that the
receiver has 2.0Aiv AM sensitivity,
1.814v FM sensitivity and 80w of music

demiworiwi MEM
41At 0 J.

power across a 412 -speaker load. I -he

manufacturer indicates that the re-
ceiver contains 36 silicon transistors,
2 silicon FETs and 20 silicon diodes.
Price $339.50. Sherwood.

Scissors 725
Five styles of scissors have been

designed for cutting fine wires,

springs, foil. insulation, gaskets,
light sheet metal, etc. The manufactur-
er indicates that their small size lets
them get into tight places. Telvac.

,, miNs,,,.
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SUPER00

1
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COLO'

1PROO
PROOF that "SUPER 100"
tuner cleaner is BETTER!
Tested by a leading independent
laboratory against competitive products!

".........
-: - SUPER 100 A B C

CLEANING Excellent Good Fair Fair
LUBRICATION Good Fair Fair Poor

PLASTIC ATTACK None None None None

FLAMMABILITY None None None None

CONDUCTIVITY None None Slight Slight
ANTI -STATIC

PROTECTION Excellent Fair Poor Poor

DRIFT None Slight Yes Yes

SUPER 100 TUNER CLEANER ... for COLOR
and Black and White TV tuners

I NJECTOILA. LL
6 oz. spray can with INJECTORALL steel needle
CAT. NO. 100-6 net $1.95

Buy it at your Electronic Parts Dealer.
For free catalog on the complete line, write to:

INJECTORALL ELECTRONICS CORP.  Great Neck, N. V. 11024
. for more details circle 115 on postcard
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Industry Demanded - only Sencore delivered

02 SCREEN VOLTAGE
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LINE ADJ

TEST (3"

C

LINE ADJ

CAT tiODE-.1 RAY TL.Ji.

Simple - Fast - Accurate Automatic Color Tracking!

No Time -Wasting Logging and Computing!

CRT manufacturers, set manufacturers, distributors, ,echnicians - all
demanded a better CRT tester than any available. This is it - the
new Sencore CHAMPION - a winner on every count.

Separate G2 screen grid controls, just like the color circuit itself.
enable you to set up each color gun, then automatically compare it
with the others for tracking - exactly according to industry standards.
This check is important when claiming credit for a defective color CRT.
No time consuming logging of each color gun reading at every setting
of the G2 control like competitive models. It's automatic with the
CR143 Champion.

The CHAMPION also makes all the standard color anc black and white
CRT tests - shorts, emission, and life tests. Its Line Adjust control
assures exceptional accuracy. Its exclusive three step Automatic
Rejuvenation Circuit lets you save many a faulty black and white
tube or equalize gun currents in color tubes.

The all -new CHAMPION is equipped with plug-in sockets for fast test-
ing and easy updating. Rugged vinyl -clad steel case has spacious
lead compartment.

For a sure thing. put your money on the champion - the Sencore
CR143 CHAMPION.

CR143
CHAMPION

1111X\\
$9950

-O. E3 INCOR_ NO I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUT,-, WESTGATE OR L.! ADDISON ILLINOIS 63101
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CAN A

SPEAKER

HAVE

TALENT?
If you have the talent it takes to

get a professional sound out of an
electric musical instrument .. .

you need a speaker that's as good
as you are. You need an Oxford

speaker ... the one professionals
depend upon.

Deep bass notes at high volume?
A "talented" Oxford Professional

Musical Instrument series speaker
gets the sound out without

distortion. High notes you thought
you needed a tweeter to get?

The response of an Oxford
speaker gets it every time.

Whether you're replacing an existing
speaker ... or designing for O.E.M.

applications, remember that a
talented musician needs a

"talented" speaker: Oxford.

Write for full information.

OXFORD/TRANSDUCER
COMPANY Division of

Oxford Electric Corporation

3911 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, III. 60653

NEW PRODUCTS

Base -Station Microphone 726
Announced is a microphone that

reportedly contains a two transistor

preamplifier with volume control
and 2mv to 45mv output for I bar in-
put. The self-contained battery is de-
signed for a life of over 300 hours.
Specifications indicate that the micro-
phone has an adjustable height from
91 2 to I 2in. and includes a press -to -
talk bar. List price $49.50. Shure.

Miniature Soldering Irons 727
A line of soldering irons designed

for soldering miniature electronic as-
semblies is announced. Specifications

indicate that they weigh less than 2oz,
have 5/1 6in. case diameters and use
tips with diameters ranging from 1/16
to 3/8in. and power ratings from. 15
to 60w. Hexacon.

Portable Radio 728
Announced is a portable radio de-

signed to receive not only regular
AM and FM broadcasts but interna-

tional short wave (5 to 12MHz), local
airport and airplanes (108 to
142.70MHz) and police, fire, radio-
telephone, commercial and public
service vehicles (143.80 to 177.38 -
MHz). It measures 73/8 x 101/2 x 3in.
and reportedly operates from size C
cells. Price with earphone, batteries
and ac adapter is $59.50. Allied Radio
Corp.

Mobile Antenna 729
A fiber glass mobile antenna has

been designed for the 150 to I74MHz
frequencies. The radiating element
and matching coil are reportedly en-

cased in fiber glass to help eliminate
precipitation static, corrosion and
mechanical and electrical failures
caused by vibration. Specifications in-
dicate that the 544 wave antenna has
a 5MHz bandwidth. 50 St impedance,
150w power rating, omnidirectional
radiation and 3db gain. C / P Corp.

... for more details circle 133 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS

Tape Recorder 730
A solid-state tape recorder designed

to record and play 4 -track stereo and
mono at speeds of 71/2, 33/4 and Ws ips
is announced. Specifications indi-
cate lOw peak output. 30Hz to 18kHz

frequency response and less than 0.15%
flutter -and -wow at 71/2 ips. Allied Ra-
dio.

Spark Gap Capacitors 731
Announced is a series of capacitors

in which the applied voltage is report-
edly prevented from exceeding a
specified value, and any excess energy
that could endanger sensitive com-
ponents is dissipated across its spark
gap. Specifications indicate that ca-
pacitances range' from 0.75pf to

0.01).if and maximum working volt-
ages range from 1 kv to 3kv, while
arc start voltages are 1 to 2kv, 2 to
3kv or 4 to 6kv. Centralab.

CB Transceiver 732
A 23 -channel CB transceiver has

been introduced which reportedly fea-
tures a cascade front end and Nuvistor
mixer. Specifications indicate that it

also has dual conversion, a transistor

power supply. illuminated channel
selector and -5" meter plus a modu-
lation indicator. Price $189. Courier.

Electrolytic Capacitors 733
A line of plant istubular ca-

pacitors is designed for printed circuit
transistor circuitry and miniature
electronic assemblies. They reportedly
are produced with epoxy end sealing

to reduce damage caused by humidity.
Specifications indicate that they are
produced in II types with values rang-
ing from 5 to 250µf. dc ratings of 3.
6. 10. IS, 25. 35 and 70v. and leakage
current ratings betw cell 30 and 120aa.
Aerovox.

Why not sell the best
3 ZENITH

WAVEMAGNET

INDOOR TV ANTENNAS
built to the quality
standards of Zenith
original parts
Zenith has designed these Wavemagnet antennas for sensitive
reception in color or B/W. Fully adjustable telescopic dipoles.
Six -position selector switch for top performance on each
channel. Handsome molded base of high -impact styrene.
Individually packaged for effective sales display.
Order now from your Zenith distributor.

DELUXE
ALL -CHANNEL
Part No. 973-56
Two full-size UHF
loops develop high
front -to -back ratios
equal to many
outdoor antennas.

ECONOMY
ALL -CHANNEL
Part No. 973-55

VHF ONLY
Part No. 973-58

The quality goes in before the name goes on'

NOVEMBER 1967
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BELL

RINGER

SPECIAL

FREE 14950 Value

Holiday Background

Music Tape

2 -Hour

Continuous
Play

Cartridge

given with this Model TD -101

BELL TAPE PLAYER
Get into the lucrative
background music mar-
ket with this high profit
deal. Bell Tape Player
adds onto any PA sys-
tem or combine with a Bell Amplifier.
Designed for rugged commercial service
. . . delivers high fidelity sound through
fully transistorized pre -amp . . . wide
range 50 -- 7,500 cycle response. Big
selection of music tapes available.

BELL P/A PRODUCTS CORP.
1209 N. Fifth St. Columbus, Ohio 43201

for only

$13050
Dealer Net

OFFER

L131%
ACT NOW
Take this

advertisement
to 'our distributor.

NEW PRODUCTS

Motorcycle CB Radio 734
A line of two-way CB radios has

been developed for mounting in the
luggage carrier or saddlebag of scoot-
ers or motorcycles. Specifications

indicate that the 7 -channel models
are equipped with a 5w transmitter
and superheterodyne receiver. A re-
mote control head, weather-proof
speaker and spring -loaded antenna are
reportedly also included in the trans-
ceiver package. Price $199.50. Poly-
tronics.

Instrument Cart 735
A tour -deck instrument cart is an-

nounced that reportedly features 4in.
swivel casters for smooth mobility.
The cart reportedly has 1800sq in. of
shelf space capable of holding 600 lb.
The manufacturer indicates that it is

made of I -in. stainless steel with decks
made of fiber -glass and plywood.
The cart is 585/8 x 24% x 311/tin.
with the top deck 55in. above the
floor. Cambridge Electronics.

Stereo Systems 736
An AM/ FM stereo system is an-

nounced that reportedly contains an

automatic turntable driven by a tour -

pole induction motor. It also contains
a solid-state receiver that has an 85w
(IHF) rated power output. Price
$499.50 with speakers. Benjamin.

Precision
Apparatus
By every standard,
the hallmark of quality
in test equipment.

Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60613
Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life

for more details circle 109 on postcard
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Hugh "Scotty" Wallace
Appointed ET Publisher

Marshall Reinig, president of Ojibway Press, Inc., an-
nounces the appointment of Hugh "Scotty" Wallace as
publisher of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN Magazine. effective
Oct. 2, 1967. Ojibway's president said
that Mr. Wallace will be headquarter-
ed in the New York City office of the
company at 71 Vanderbilt Ave. Un-
til recently, Mr. Wallace was national
advertising sales manager for Pi
REPORTER.

Mr. Wallace served as a radio
communications specialist in the U.S.
Navy during WW2 and was recalled
during the Korean conflict. He al-
so served as Chief Radio Officer
aboard troop transports and after the war attended Purdue
University for three years.

"Scotty" Wallace has a wide acquaintance in the home -
entertainment and two-way communications equipment
area of the electronics field, both among manufacturers
and trade -magazine readers.

"He brings to ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN an ability and a
background that we are sure will make a very substantial
contribution in connection with a new expanded program
we have under way," Mr. Reinig said.

Ojibway Press publishes 27 other trade magazines in ad-
dition to ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, world's largest circula-
tion electronics trade magazine, which has more than 80,-
000 TV -radio service -dealer and technician subscribers
in the United States and Canada.

FM Radio and Phonograph Sales
Continue To Climb

I distributor sales of FM radios and portable -table phono-
graphs registered considerable gains in June. according to
the Electronic Industries Assn.'s (EIA) Marketing Services
I )ept.

FM radios distributed to dealers numbered 414.169. a
43.4 percent rise over the June 1966 sales figure. This
brought first six-month sales to 766,767, an increase of 9.1
percent over FM radio sales for the first half of 1966.

Portable -table phonographs sold to dealers climbed to
35,992, a 20.9 percent jump over June 1966. This result
continued the favorable pattern established earlier in 1967.
So far this year, distributor sales of portable -table phono-
graphs have numbered 1,391.390, 18.8 percent above the
first six months of 1966.

The TV picture was not quite so bright. Color TV sales
in June were at 284,949 units, 14.4 percent below June
1966 sales. Comparative six-month figures for color,
however, still gave 1967 an 8.6 percent edge over the first
half of 1966. B/W TV sales in June numbered 385.900
units, down 29.1 percent from June 1966.

RCA Reports 30 Percent Increase
In Color TV Sales
RCA reports that its factory sales of color TV sets this
year are running more than 30 percent ahead of the record
first eight months of 1966 despite a strike that idled produc-
tion lines for five weeks. Delbert L. Mills, RCA executive
vice president of consumer products, said "August factory
shipments showed an 80 percent increase over the same
month last year."

YOU EARN YOUR FCC

FIRST CLASS LICENSE
or your money back!
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5 NRI COMMUNICATIONS COURSES
INCLUDE FCC LICENSE TRAINING
Earning an FCC License can be quick and easy the NRI
way. You can concentrate on a short FCC License course-
"specialize" by training in Mobile, Aviation, or Marine
Communications-or go all-out with the job -simulated NRI
course in Complete Communications. It is the only home -
study training plan that includes professional lab equip-
ment specifically designed to give you on-the-job, "hands
on" experience as you train.

Whichever NRI Communications course you choose, with
an FCC License you're ready to overate, service and install
transmitting equipment used in broadcasting stations, avia-
tion, on board ships, and in mobile and Citizens -Band radio.
And you MUST PASS your FCC exams or NRI refunds
your tuition in full. Can you do it? The NRI record of success
is outstanding. 87 % of NRI graduates pass their FCC exams.

Get full details today about five courses that include FCC
License preparation, plus seven other training plans offered
by NRI, the oldest and largest school of its kind. Mail cou-
pon. No obligation. No sales-
man will call. NATIONAL
RADIO INSTITUTE,
Electronics Div., Wash-
ington, D.C.

APPROVED UNDER GI
BILL. If you served since January
31, 1955, or are in service, check
GI line in coupon.

MAIL NOW for FREE CATALOG
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 14-117

Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016
Please send complete data about FCC License training, other
NRI courses checked below. (No salesman will call.)
 FCC License 0 TV -Radio Servicing (with color)
 Complete Communications 0 Advanced Color TV
 Aviation Communications 0 Industrial Electronics

Marine Communications 0 Basic Electronics
O Mobile Communications 0 Electronics for Automation

 Math for Electronics Electrical Appliance Repair

CHECK FOR FACTS ON NEW GI BILL

Name Age

Address

City State Zip
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

NOVEMBER 1967
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COMPLETE TUNER

OVERHAUL

9 9 5
11111111/1446

.4" ALL LABOR
AND PARTS
(EXCEPT TUBES

TRANSISTORS).

ONE DRE COLOR I14

COLOR TUNERS
GUMMIER COLOR

ALIGNMENT - NO

ADDITIONAL [DARE

Simply send us the defective tuner complete, include tubes.
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective un
only.
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unlit for over
haul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or
rebuilt.)

CASTLE
TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
5713 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
41.92 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

For service in Canada write to Chicago or use
reader service card in this magazine.
Major parts are charged extra in Canada.
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for PROFITABLE.
TIME -SAVING

SERVICING
OF: Black & White TV ea)

Color T1" ;170.'

AM and FM, Tube or
Transistor Home, Portable iii4

and Auto Radios -t;ZIO

Communications
equipment &

Home
Appliances

Hi-Fi
Componeni

Its
B & K PROFESSIONAL

TEST EQUIPMENT
6.

WITH SIGNAL INJECTION AND IN -AND -OUT OF CIRCUIT

MEASURING TECHNIQUES
Send today for your free copy of Catalog AP22

VIVISIUN (IF
DYNASCAN DS.602

1801 WEST BELLE PLAINE AVENUE. CHICAGO. ILL. 60613
Telephone: (312) 3277270 Cable Address: BANDKCO

Made in U S A

NEWS
OF THE INDUSTRY

Patents and Information
Exchanged By Du Pont and Sony

The Du Pont Co. of Wilmington,
Del., and Sony Corp. of Tokyo,
Japan, have agreed to an exchange of
certain technical information and pat-
ent rights in the magnetic tape field.

Under the agreement, Sony will
be licensed by Du Pont to manufac-
ture in Japan video tape based on a
chromium dioxide process developed
by Du Pont. The company will re-
ceive from Sony certain know-how
and patent rights involving the man-
ufacture of magnetic tape.

Merger Documents Signed
By GI and Jerrold

[he Boards of Directors of General
Instrument Corp. and The Jerrold
Corp. have approved the acquisition
of Jerrold by General Instrument,
and the formal documents were signed
Sept. 22, 1967.

The merger is subject to the approv-
al of stockholders of both companies
and receipt of a favorable ruling from
the Internal Revenue Service.

Mini -sized Records Introduced
For Battery Radio-Phonos

Philco-Ford Corp. introduces a
mini -sized vinyl record containing
best-selling tunes in a double-bar-
relled promotion aimed at the grow-
ing youth market in popular music.

Beginning this fall it will manu-
facture and distribute hip pocket
records, a special line of 37/13in.,
wafer-thin 45rpm discs. (The stand-
ard single 45 is 7in. in diameter.)

Armin Allen, vice president of the
Consumer Electronics Div., says that
only songs that have been on the best-
selling lists will appear in the com-
pany's new catalog. The mini -sized
records 'will contain hit recordings by
the very artists who made them the
standard songs.

Color TV Set Sales Climb
To All -Time Weekly High

Color TV distribution sales set an
all-time record for any single week in
the period ending Sept. 1, the Elec-
tronic Industries Assn.'s Marketing
Services Dept. disclosed.

Color TV sales to distributors by
manufacturers reached 155,737
units for the reporting period begin-
ning Aug. 26 and ending Sept. 1, the
industry statistical service reported.
This is the highest figure ever record-
ed in color TV marketing and repre-
sents a sharp comeback from the 1967
low point of 39,000 sets distributed
in the week ending June 2.

The previous high this year for

color TV distribution sales was the
130,000 figure reached in early Jan-
uary. After dipping gradually to a
June 2 low, distributor sales started
trending upward, as steady on the
positive side so far this half of 1967
as the first-half movement had been
on the down side.

The previous largest distributor
sales week ended Sept. 29, 1966,
when 144,000 color -TV sets were re-
corded as shipped to distributors.

July FM radios, the star performer
among the radio lines this year, kept
close to the phenomenal 1966 com-
parable month, numbering 269,235
units. Year-to-date figures still show
1967 7.5 percent ahead of last year.

U. S. Consumer Electronics Market Statistics
For First Half of 1967

Items Purchased
Factory Sales

U. S. Produced

Table Radios 801,352
Clock Radios 1,833,910
Portable Radios 797,441
Automobile Radios 4,288,987
Total Radios 7,721,690
Color & B/W TV Sets 4,448,696
Phonographs 1,810,921
Home Tape Recorders 427,564

Imports Imports Total
U. S. Brand Foreign Brand U. S. Sales

112,509 560,485 1,474,346
92,471 203,491 2,129,878

1,539,311 7,351,317 9,694,069

- 294,607 4,583,594
1,744,291 8,415,900 17,881,887

319,993 359,637 5,128,326
174,722 581,930 2,567,573
184,126 453,000 1,064,690

)Est.) (Est.)

The information for this table was compiled by the Electronic Industries Assn's Marketing Services
Dept.
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Hip pocket records will be sold separately and as a part
of a promotional package with a portable radio-phono,
which is listed at $24.95. Two other models with phono-
graph only will sell for $19.95 each.

New Industrial Research Center
Developed Along Hudson River

A new industrial research center for occupancy by
selected industries will be developed by Stevens Institute of
Technology along the Hudson River directly opposite mid-
town Manhattan.

"The reasoning behind the research center," said John
Muller, vice chairman of the Stevens board of trustees,
"is similar to that which has led to the grouping of indus-
trial scientific communities around other science -minded
colleges and universities. There is a growing realization
that industry and the academic world have much to offer
each other."

Free Recording Tape Displays
Offered by Reeves

New walnut -paneled floor stands and counter displays
for Reeves' 5- and 7 -in. recording tape and mailer packages

are currently being uttered tree of extra charge to retailers
of Reeves Soundcraft tapes.

The floor stand, which reportedly can display 276 reels
of tape and provide storage for an additional 200 reels,
is being offered at no charge on orders totaling $500 or
more. The chrome -plated stands are finished in walnut and
measure 341/2 x 221/2 x 65in.

For smaller purchases amounting to at least $100, a free
counter display is provided, which is designed to accom-
modate 96 reels of tape. It, too, is chrome -plated and wal-
nut -paneled. Its dimensions are 151/2 x 11 x 30in.

Blonder -Tongue Announces
Equipment For TV RF Signals

A battery powered, solid-state RF signal converter for
signal measurements in the 5 to 54MHz range has been
announced by Blonder -Tongue Laboratories. Specifica-
tions indicate that the output frequency of the converter
is always 100MHz above the incoming frequency. Input
signals between 5 and 54MHz will therefore fall between
105 and 154 MHz.

Also announced is the addition of four antennas to its
line of 300 12 color antennas. These new antennas have a
provision for connecting both 300t2 twinlead or 752
coax.

Introducing the world's first 5 -channel, solid state, Citizens Band Radio
with a Class B push-pull amplifier, super -sensitive receiver, and full -
powered transmitter, that comes with either palm microphone or tele-
phone handset at no extra cost: The Sentry II, by Pearce -Simpson.
Total weight, 3 pounds. Total price, $99.90.

At $99.90, Pearce -Simpson introduces a remarkable new CB
Radio.

How remarkable? This remarkable:
It features no close range blocking.
A greatly improved noise limiting circuit which virtually elimi-

nates ignition and alternator noise, plus electronic switching.
Its specifications include 4.0 -watt power output, 0.5 uv to open

squelch, adjacent channel 50 db down, and cross modulation 80 db
down. And it carries a full one year warranty.

Conclusion:
Nobody can make a better radio for $99.90.

Not even Pearce -Simpson.
And at $139.90, Pearce -Simpson
introduces the brand new solid
state Companion IV, featuring
10 channels plus P.A.

Plus:
Both front and bottom speakers.

An innovation which guarantees
unobstructed, distortion -free sound no matter
where the radio is mounted.

Touch -tap tuning. Which allows you to change channels just like
that. No close range blocking. A greatly improved noise limiting circuit.

Plus:
It comes with a choice of either palm microphone or telephone

handset at no extra cost.
It weighs only 334 pounds. And it carries a full one year warranty.
Conclusion:
Dollar for dollar, there are more features in a Pearce -Simpson CB

Radio than any other CB Radio in the world.
Write us. It could be the start of something small, that could

easily grow into something big.

At$139.90
you'd probably call
The Sentry II a bargain.
At$99.90 there's
no question about it.
How can anyone put so much radio
into so little space without cutting corners?
Anyone can't. Pearce -Simpson can.

Pearce -Simpson, Inc.
P.O. Box 800/ Biscayne Annex / Miami. Florida 33152

Gentlemen: Please send tree dealer kit and complete
details on your new CB Radio Profit Line. ET -1167

Name

Address

City

State Zip
FCC Type AccoMance p.donp
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BUZIT
TRANSISTORIZED
SIGNAL TRACER

FOR ONLY$9 0517DEALER NET
WITH BATTER.ES

NO CLIPS
NO WIRES

MADE IN
U.S. A.

USED FOR TROUBLE SHOOTING
 A.F. CIRCUITS  I.F. CIRCUITS

 R.F. CIRCUITS  CONTINUITY
CHECKS  SPEAKERS, ETC.

EXCELLENT FOR TRANSISTOR
RADIOS BECAUSE BUZIT USES
ONLY A 3 VOLT POWER SUPPLY

ASK YOUR ELECTRONICPARTS DISTRIBUTOR FOR

11,5 MOD EL NO. B Z
MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN
SARASOTA FLORIDA PRODUCTS INC

... for more details circle 147 on postcard

WORLD'S
FINEST

MULTICOREI

BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES

MULTICORE SALES CORP., WESTBURY, N.Y. 11591
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Sony Drops Price
Of B/W TV Sets

Sony Corp. has announced a reduc-
tion in the list price of its 700U Model
B/W TV receivers from S129.95 to
$115.

When making this announcement,
the company indicated that the grow-
ing demand for this type of receiver
had resulted in increased production,
which made the price drop possible.

Sony has reportedly started de-
livery of its new black screen 500U
model TV receivers with a list price
of $135.

Perma-Power Promotes Britener
With Free Pin Set Packages

Vu-Brite and Tu-Brite TV CRT

brighteners, being packaged by Per -
ma -Power, contain a free gold pin set
with simulated pearls or stones.

Thomas Shelby Appointed
Oxford Electric Sales Rep.

Oxford Transducer o has an-
nounced the appointment of Thomas
Shelby and Co. as sales representatives
for the Oxford line of speakers in
Ohio, West Virginia and western
Pennsylvania.

Perma-Power Appoints Three
More Garage -Door Opener Reps

Perma-Power Co. has appointed
three new garage -door opener sales
representatives. They include North-
west Sales Co. of Portland. Ore.: J.A.
Gedney Co. of Denver, Colo.; and
Hopkins & Co. of Lebanon, Ohio.

Audio Tape Sales Stimulated
By Christmas Bonus Promotion

Audio Devices, Inc. has announc-
ed a special Christmas bonus promo-
tion created to generate store traffic

and stimulate dealer sales of audio
tape. The package deal is built around
a new prerecorded tape - "The 100
Voices of Christmas" - plus five
1800ft reels of blank mylar-based
audio tape. "The 100 Voices" fea-
tures a 30 -minute choral program of
carols in 4 -track stereo.

"The tape six-packs, including the
prerecorded bonus tape, are available
to dealers at $13.95, the regular price
for five reels of audio tape alone."
Rolf Haag, marketing manager, says.
"We believe there will be enthusiastic
consumer response to this special of-
fer and, at the suggested retail price
of $19.95, the dealer's profit margin
will be more than 30 percent," he
adds.

Semiconductor IC Sales Climb
U. S. Factory sales of semiconduc-

tor integrated circuits totaled $104
million during the first half of 1967,
climbing 56.6 percent above sales
during the same period last year, the

Electronic Industries Assn.'s Market-
ing Services Dept. reported.

With the 31.3 percent decline in
average values, total unit sales rose
128 percent to reach 27 million dur-
ing the 1967 first half.

U. S. Factory Saies of Semiconductor
Integrated Circuits

First Halves, 1966 & 1967

1966

Circuit Type Units Dollars

Digital 11,211,000 53,839,000
Analog 708,000 12,433,000

Total 11,919,000 66,272,000

Average
Value

1967

Average
Units Dollars Value

4.80 24,063,000 80,385.000 3.34
17.56 3.116.000 23,367.000 7.50

5.56 27.179.000 103,752.000 3.82
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Electronic "Copy Boy.' Stars
At International Press Show

A fast-moving electronic "copy boy" has scored a news
"beat" in a demonstration before approximately 400 press
representatives by transmitting a 1400 -word news story
from England to Puerto Rico in less than two minutes.

The transmission, from the London bureau of the
WASHINGTON POST to the Inter American Press Assn. con-
ference in San Juan, Puerto Rico, used the Datel service
of ITT World Communications which transmits at a speed
of 1300 words per minute.

Internationally Renowned Scientist
Receives Communications Prize

Dr. Dennis Galbor, internationally renowned scientist,
received the Christopher Columbus International Com-
munication Prize for outstanding scientific achievement in
communications theory.

The Christopher Columbus prize of five million lire
($8000) is given annually by the City of Genoa to out-
standing men of science who have contributed most to the
progress of navigation communications.

Dr. Gabor is known throughout the world as the "father
of holography." Holography is the new technique of "lense-
less photography," in which an object is imprinted in three
dimensions on a photographic plate by interference pat-
terns.

In addition to holography, Dr. Gabor has carried out
considerable research during the past 20 years in commun-
ication theory, particularly on the problems of frequency
compression and prediction, also in plasma theory.

Econoline Antenna Truck Won
In National Electronics Week Show

Art Poma from Poma TV in Ukiah, Calif., was the grand
prize winner of the Ford Econoline antenna truck in the
Jerrold Distributor Sales Div.'s "Jack -in -the -Box" Sweep-
stakes.

Mr. Poma received his truck keys at the same time that
Leonard Thrash of Basham Christensen Co., his Jerrold
distributor salesman in Santa Rosa, was awarded a Mercury
Cougar.

Both men received their prizes after having won a draw-
ing held at the National Electronics Week Show.

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF OCTO-
BER 23, 1962, (39 U.S. Code, 4369) SHOWING THE
OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION
OF ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN published monthly at
Duluth, Minnesota for November 1967.

1. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor
and managing editor are: Publisher, Ron Kipp, 71 Vander-
bilt Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017; Editor, None; Man-
aging Editor, Jack Hobbs, 1 East First Street, Duluth,
Minnesota, 55802.

2. The owner is: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, INC.,
I East First Street, Duluth, Minnesota. Stockholder owning
I percent or more of stock: Ojibway Press, Inc., 1 East
First Street, Duluth, Minnesota.

3. The known Bondholders, mortgages and other se-
curity holders owning or holding I percent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: None.

4. The average number of copies of each issue of this
publication sold or distributed, through the mails or other-
wise, to paid subscribers during the 12 months preceding
the date shown above was: 82,449. Free distribution by
mail, carrier or other media: 551. Total distribution: 83,-
000.

(Signature) Dean Myhran
Executive Vice President

If You're Still Using
A V.T.V. M.

It's Time To Change
...Go Solid -State!

These New Heathkit Solid -State Meters
Feature State -Of -The -Art Performance
At Prices You Can Afford

 Modern, stable, long -life solid- ircuitry
 New low -voltage ranges to accurately analyze modern tran-

sistor circuits
 Full capability to go "out on the job" ... instant selection of

internal battery power or 120/240 v. 50-60 Hz AC operation
 Exceptional accuracy . .. 3% on DC volts, plus a large, easy -

to -read 6" meter face
 High impedance F.E.T. input for minimum circuit loading

0 Newl Deluxe Solid -State Volt -Ohm Meter
Features 8 DC and 8 AC voltage ranges from 0.5 v to 1500 v full
scale; 7 ohmmeter ranges (10 ohms center scale) xl, x10, x100,
xlk, xl0k, x100k, & xl megohm; 11 megohm input on DC ranges;
1 megohm on AC ranges; internal battery or 120/240 v 50-60 Hz
AC power for portable or "in shop" use; large readable -across -the -
bench 6" meter; separate switches for individual functions; single
test probe for all measurements; modern, stable solid-state circuit -
board construction.
Kit IM -16, 10 lbs $44.95; Wired IMW-16, 10 lbs. $64.95

Newl Deluxe Solid -State Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter
All silicon transistors plus FET's. Features 9 AC and 9 DC voltage
ranges from 150 mV to 1500 volts full scale; 7 ohmmeter ranges
(10 ohms center scale) xl, x10, x100, xlk, xl0k, x100k, & xl meg-
ohm; 11 current ranges from 15 uA to 1.5 Amperes full scale;
11 megohm input on DC voltage ranges; 10 megohm input on AC
voltage ranges; internal battery power or 120/240 v 50-60 Hz AC
power for maximum versatility; easily readable 6" meter face;
± 3 % accuracy on DC volts, +4% on DC current; ± 5% accuracy
on AC voltage and current separate range switches "human engi-
neered" for efficiency in actual use; modern circuit board con-
struction; all solid-state components; easy to assemble.
Kit IM -25, 10 lbs. $80.00
Wired I MW -25, 10 lbs . $115.00

HEATH COMPANY, Dept.24 11
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022
In Canada, Daystrom Ltd.

 Please send my FREE 1968 Heathkit Catalog.
 Enclosed is , plus postage

Please send model(s)

Name

Address

City State Zip _

Prices & Specifications subject to change without notice. TE-165R

cESIES3D
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BOOK REVIEWS

COLOR TV SERVICING SIMPLI-
FIED WITH VECTORSCOPE. By
Wayne Lemmons. Published by Lec-
trotech, Inc., 28 pages, soft cover.
$1.25.

Ten photographs showing tracings
on a vectorscope are used to help ex-
plain the scope configurations ex-
pected on color TV sets that function
properly and how these configurations
change when problems arise. The
book contains many helpful hints on
using this test instrument, manufac-
tured by the publisher. This informa-
tion should be of interest to color TV
technicians interested in expanding
their servicing techniques.

RCA TRANSISTOR MANUAL.
Written and published by Radio Corp.
of America, 544 pages, soft cover. $2.

The material covered in this book
begins with a theoretical valence
electron explanation of semiconduc-
tor materials. This basic concept is
developed into a study of diode,
transistor, "triac" and FET charac-
teristics. Basic circuits are used to
describe the practical applications of

these components. The major portion
of this 3 I 7 -page book contains
semiconductor component descrip-
tions by using maximum rating and
characteristic tables. Typical collec-
tor characteric curves are also fre-
quently used. This book should be of
some value to both beginning and
advanced electronic technicians who
are concerned with the functions of
new semiconductor components they
may service.

SERVICING CLOSED-CIRCUIT
TELEVISION. By Melvin Whitmer.
Published by Howard W. Sams, Inc..
192 pages, soft cover. $4.25.

The historic background of closed-
circuit TV and the general specifica-
tions of a CCTV system introduce the
reader to the type of work he would
experience when installing and servic-
ing CCTV systems. The book appears
to be primarily concerned with the
maintenance of cameras and cable
transmission systems. Step-by-step
testing procedures and desired wave-
forms are provided for this purpose. A
69 -page section of the book also con-
tains diagrams for an assortment of
CCTV equipment. This book may be
of interest to the experienced tech-
nician who is interested in expanding
his business into a new area that prom-
ises a big future.

CATALOGS

AND BULLETINS

Business Communications 400
Guides for selecting transmitter

power, antenna height and two-way
business/industrial communications
systems are included in a I6 -page
full -color booklet. The booklet de-
fines this communications band and
explains licensing requirements.
E.F. Johnson.

Fault Locators 401
An eight -page bulletin describes

instruments designed for locating
above- and below -ground communi-
cations cable faults. Included also are
pictures of the instruments while in
use. Hewlett-Packard.

Audio Systems 402
Industrial amplifiers, microphones,

microphone mixers, microphone
stands, reflex trumpets, paging talk -
back speakers, drivers and mobile
audio systems are described in a six -
page bulletin. American Geloso.

Controls 403
Power, hot-wire, motor start, gen-

eral purpose and potential type re -

Why not sell the best
Now... get
genuine Zenith parts
three ways faster -
with ZIP!
Your Zenith Distributor has a revolutionary new
system to speed your replacement parts ordering.
Called "ZIP" (Zenith Instant Parts), it gives you
much improved service.

1. Looking up parts numbers is 100% quicker
than before. Because parts lists and schemat-
ics for the past ten years are now microfilmed
on compact, easily -handled filmcards.

Order from your Zenith Distrib-
utor for "Zenith Instant Parts"
service on all genuine Zenith re-
placement parts and accessories.

Easy -to -handle, space -saving microfilm cards
in file 2" to 3" deep replace 10 feet of catalogs.

2. "Out -of -stocks" are cut down. The
new ZIP program helps your Zenith dis-
tributor keep tighter inventory controls
and maintain a more complete stock.

ON/ TM®

3. Factory special orders are
shipped faster. Under the new ZIP
program, the Zenith factory is
geared to ship orders without delay.

The quality goes in before the name goes on
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lays; toggle, trigger and push-button
switches; push-button control stations
and reversing drum controls are de-
scribed in a 26 -page catalog. Relay
and Control Corp.

Capacitors 404
An eight -page bulletin describes

a line of molded solid electrolyte
tantalum capacitors with the use of
tables, graphs and drawings. Mallory.

Hi Fi Systems 405
A 12 -page catalog describes a line

of solid-state tuners, receivers and
amplifiers, plus speaker systems and
crossovers. Electro-Voice.

Potentiometers 406
industrial and laboratory poten-

tiometers, trimmers, dials and instru-
ment motors are described by using
cutaway photographs and drawings
in a I I2 -page catalog. Amphenol.

Console Decorating 407
An illustrated, full -color, 24 -page

brochure features a line of stereo
consoles in a collection of decorator -
styled room settings. Reportedly in-
cluded are informative articles on high
fidelity, the role of music in the home.
choosing the correct console to match
individual room decor and explana-

tions of the more technical aspects
of stereo consoles. H.H. Scott.

Capacitors 408
A six -page brochure reportedly

contains a listing that includes over
250 wide range electrolytics of single.
dual, triple and quadruple section
type capacitors. These components
are reportedly designed for over 2500
different exact replacements accord-
ing to a wide range principle of broad
capacitance tolerances. Cornel I-
Dubilier.

SEMICONDUCTORS...
tolittnited from poge .59

+Xc3). By substituting the equa-
tion for determining capacitive re-
actance

1

(Xc- 24-c

we can calculate the total capaci-
tance in the series:

1 1

+
1 1_

27rfCT 27rfC1 2irfC2 27rfC3 '

Both sides of the equation can be
multiplied by the same quantity:

27rf 27rf 2771

2711C -r 27rfC1 24C2 27rit3 

This can be simplified to the follow-
ing:

1 l 1 1

Cr=e7±WC3'
If the varicap in Fig. 20 has the

characteristics illustrated in Fig. 9 of
the October 1967 article, the diode
will have a 50pf capacitance when
its reverse bias is 4.25vdc. When
connected in series with a 200pf ca-
pacitor, the total capacitance in par-
allel with the coil is 40pf.

1 1 1 1

= D1 ' Cl = 50pf '
1 = 0.02/ pf +0.005 /pf=200pf

0.025 / pf. Cr = 0.025 /pf -4°Pf')

By reducing the reverse bias, the
total capacitance is increased, re-
ducing the capacitive reactance and
changing the resonant frequency.

The next article in this series
will describe the function of vari-
caps in FM AFC, TV AFTC and
AM tuning circuits. 
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We've got to hand it to you! For
sheer power and driving comfort,
thousands of mechanics and serv-
icemen everywhere demand VACO
Bull Drivers". Why don't you
make the "heft" test, and see for
yourself why VACO is the leading
manufacturer of screw and nut
drivers-UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED. See your VACO rep-
resentative or distributor todayi

35% LARGER HANDLE
35% MORE POWER
100% MORE COMFORT

Instant service from
VACO Displays everywhere!

Vito
The most powerful name in

hand tools ...terminals
VACO PRODUCTS COMPANY
510 N. Dearborn, Chicago, 111. 60610

ARE YOU CASHING -IN

ON THE PROFITABLE If

2 -WAY RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS?

* Motorola will train you for this rewarding, elite profession

* Send for our FREE EVALUATION EXAM. Prove to yourself that
you are ready to learn FM 2 -way radio servicing.

Opportunities in 2 -way radio servicing are virtually unlimited.
 Just one of the hunareds of successful Motorola Service
Stations writes, "we would be pleased to interview any graduate
of your school that has received some training in 2 -way radio
maintenance. We are al established firm, 10 years old, with
a promise of expansion governed by our ability to obtain com-
petent technicians."  Get all the facts today. There is no
obligation and no salesman will call.

IMMOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE
4545 West Augusta Blvd. Chicago 51, Illinois Dap!. At MI6

L

Send me FREE entrance exam.

D Send full details on Home Study Course on FM 2 -way Radio
Servicing

 Send me details on how you can help me prepare for an FCC
License.

Name Occupation

Address

City ione-State
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800

46/"Z A NEW
TUNER CLEANER

FORMULATED
FOR TV -TUNERS
USING NUVISTORS &

TRANSISTORS

NO TUNER DRIFT
Nuvistors and Transistors are highly

CAT. NO. sensitive to drift from ingredients
in most ordinary TV tuner cleaners.
Drift has been found to cause call
backs and expensive tuner repairs.
For over 18 months CHEMTRON ICS
has been formulating and testing

$ 1 9° this new cleaner in both the lab
DEALER and field. Under the most critical

NET test, there has been NO DRIFT on
scope patterns. We invite you to try
this test yourself.

iimeiliet 9ut4t

SUPER
supE FROST AID

AAtirt

Cools Faster  Leaves
No Liquid Residue

SUPER FROST AID is a faster
circuit freezer designed to
locate intermittent compon
ents . . without leaving a
liquid residue.

BROOKLYN N. Y. 11236
. . for more details circle 113 on postcard
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Finney Co. 77

GC Electronics Co. 26

General Electric Co. 69, 82

Heath Co. 97

Injectorall Electronics Corp. 88

Jerrold Electronics Corp. 38

Jersey Specialty Co. 34

Mallory Distributor Products 75

Mosley Electronics, Inc. 72

Motorola Training Institute 99

Multicore Sales Corp. 96

National Radio Institute 93

Oxford Transducer Co. 90

Pearce -Simpson, Inc. 65

Perm2-Power Co. 81

Philco Ford 35

Precision Apparatus Div., Dynascan Corp. 92

Radio Corp. of America
RCA Electronic

Components & Devices ..4th Cover, 25, 65

RCA Institutes, Inc. 36

Sencore, Inc. 37, 84, 85, 87, 89

Sprague Products Co. 23

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 32-33

Tuner Service Corp. 19

Vaco Products Co. 99

Winegard Co. 28-29

Workman Electronic Products, Inc. 96

Xcelite, Inc. 76

Zenith Sales Corp. 91. 98

EFFICIENT!

SAFE!

FAST!

AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
,77 For Fastening Any

Inside or Outside
Wire Up to 1 /2" in Diameter

 Telephone wire
 Intercom wire

Bell wire
 Thermostat wire
 Radiant heating wire

Hi-Fi, Radio & TV wires
Tapered striking edge
gets intc close corners!

Available in:
Brown, Ivory, Beige,
Monel, Bronze, Natural

nUP TOye
No. T-25

UPTO

No. T-75

Saddle Brook. N J 0766?
... for more details circle 105 on postcard

Melted solder
disappears up
Hollow tip
into tube

The EN DECO Desoldering Iron
Removes Soldered Components
in seconds ... without damage!
Lndeco melts solder, then removes it by

vacuum . Leaves terminals and mounting
holes clean Resolders too  One -hand
operation  Temperature controlled for con-
tinuous use  Ideal for use with shrinkable
tubing  4 tip sizes  Quickly pays for itself
in time saved  Only 518.75 net.
SMALLER SIZE AVAILABLE. SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE:

ENTERPRISE
ENDECO > DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATION
5123 E. 65th  INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46220
IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd.

100 Merton St., Toronto 7
. . . for more details circle 119 on postcard



When the Exact Kid hears these wcrds, he knows it's time to "git." For once the
Wide Ranger rides into the territory, it becomes Wide Ranger Country.

The Exact Kid met his first comedown when he tried to out -gun the Wide Ranger
on Michigan Boulevard at the NEW Show in July '67. The Wide Ranger
won hands down.

But is the Exact Kid finished? Or is he brewing some dastardly
scheme to thwart our hero? Watch for the next thrilling
episode in the Wide Ranger's gallant fight to protect
your profits.

How the Wide Ranger Protects Your Profits
The Wide Ranger represents ODE's wide -
range electrolytic program. His 200 -plus
replacement electrolytics do the job of the
Exact Kid's thousands. Since each unit is suitable
for a number of different ratings, you can serve
your customers better and faster out of reduced
inventories at greater profit. Get the full story
from your Wide Ranger Distributor-alias Cornell-
Dubilier Distributor-or write for CDE's Color-Lytic
Booklet.

CE E CORNELL
HOWER

50 Paris Street Newark. New Jersey 071C:

CorneilDutpher 1967

... for more details circle 102 on pos+carc



Get on board RCA's
Gift -Time Special
for 71 valuable prizes
FREE with your purchases of
RCA receiving tubes
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RCA's "Gift -time Special" certificates bring you great premiums for Christmas gift
giving for the entire family. These valuable certificates are FREE WITH YOUR
PURCHASES OF RCA RECEIVING TUBES from your participating RCA Tube Distrib-
utor. (Optional with RCA Tube Distributors )

1. Argus Electromatc Slide Viewer. 51-126 43 pert. 2. Polaroid 215 Color-?ack
Camera. 51-170. 155 Cert. 3. Polaroid Flath Gun Attachment. 51-174. 22 Cert.
4. Toastmaster "Sovereign" Automatic Toaster. 35-60. 51 Cert. 5. Rival Slimline
Electric Knife. 35-141. 33 Cert. 6. West Beed 8-3o3 Automatic Aluminum Perco-
lator. 35-73. 27 Cert. 7. Man's Elgin "Armada" 7 -jewel Watch. 53-80. 61 Cert.
8. Longines-Wittnauer Man's Watch 53-11. 146 Car,. 9. Hickock Man's Alligator
Belt. 20-165. 36 Cert. 10. Sterling Silver Candlesticks. 52-25. 15 Cert. 11. S-ar
Rogers and Bros. Silverplate "Starlight" by The International Silver Company.
52-45. 37 Cert. 12. Oneida 4 pc. "Paul Revere' Coffee Service. 52-46. 81 Cert.
13. Sterling Silver Salt and Pepper Shakers. 52-26. '15 Cert. 14. Sterling Silver
and Crystal Cake Plate 52-75. 17 Cert. 15. Reed aTIG Barton Color -Glazed "Pad

-
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Revere' Bowl. 52-96. 29 Cert. 16 Man's Alligator Raincoat. 20-568. 103 Cert.
17. Lady's Alligator Raincoat. 20-571. 103 Cert. 18. Lady's Twin -?earl Ring. 49-
147. 39 Cert. 19. Lady's Linde Star ring. 49-149. 105 Cert. 20. Hamilton "Loralie"
lady's Watch. 53-65. 133 Cert 21. "Buddy L" Aerial Ladder Fire Engine. 48-90.
18 Cert. 22. Toddler's "Tiger Mice". 47-51. 16 Cert. 23. "Buddy U' Sit N Ride
Truck. 48-207. 19 Cert. 24. "K-ss Me" Doll. 48-137. 13 Cert. 25. Ccsco Doll High
Clair. 48 45. 10 Cert. 26. "kirk aid Wet' Doti and Cradle. 48-",39. 13 Cert.

AND THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE 71 EXCITING GIFT PREMIUMS AVAILABLE!

Get RCA "Gift -time Special" certificates FREE with your purchases of RCA receiv-
ing tubes from your participating RCA Tube Distributor.

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics


